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This report presents some of the prominent features
of a national invitational conference whose goal was to provide a
national forum to discuss ongoing preservation efforts in individual
states; describe the preservation challenge faced by all states in
common; review the kinds of materials at risk; and alert
administrators to the opportunities inherent in coordinated statewide
preservation programs. The acknowledgements, conference program, and
lists of the state participants and conference planning committee
members preface the se'ren themes of the conference proceedihgs. The
remarks of the following speake-rs, which are included in this report,
address these themes: (1) Perspectives on the Problem (Carole Huxley,
James H. Billington, Don W. Wilson, Lynne V. Cheney); (2) Collections
at Risk: The Preservation Problem Facing the States (Karen Garlick);
(3) Current Climate for Statewide Preservation Efforts (George F.
Farr, Jr., Carolyn Morrow); (4) Case Histories (Larry Hackman,
Bridget Lamont, David Moltke-Hansen and Lisa Fox, Lorraine Summers,
John Townsend, Karen Motylewski, Paul Conway, Nancy Sahli, Wesley
Boomgaarden, Howard Lowell); (5) Legislative Efforts (Roy Blunt,
Richard G. Akeroyd, Jr., Joseph F. Shubert, Cary Nichols, Guy Louis
Rocha, Edward Papenfuse); (6) Funding (Ann Russell, Sally Jones,
Ellsworth Brown, Larry Tise, John Burns); and (7) Building Public
Awareness (Vartan Gregorian, David Hoffman, Edwin Bridges, Nina
Archabal). Closing remarks were made by Gerald L. Baliles, the
Governor of Virginia. Concluding the report are lists of the
sponsoring organizations and their representatives, observers to Ile

conference, and resource people, together with biographies of the
speakers and a 29-item bibliography. (MAB)
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Foreword

On March 1-3, 1989, a national invitational
conference met in Washington, D.C. to
explore the devehipment of cooperative
preservation programs within individual
states. The impetus for the conference came
from the realizatitm that a number of states
were already in the pnwess of developing
statewide. preservation programs to preserve
important collections held lry archives,
libraries, and historical agencies. Enough
emmnon cenicerns had emerged, and com-
mon understandings developed that it
seemed like an appropriate time to share
experiences and arrive at 3 imxiel, or 3 series
of models, for preservatitm efforts on the
statewide level. There was also the growing
need to explore ways to coordinate state
eflOrts with the pp. serration agendas and
activities Of natiomel Organizations and fed-
eral agencies.

In the fall 011988, an invitation to attend
the three-dav conference was jointly
extended bv the heads of three federal
agencies with a stake in preservation and a
history of" assisting the states: Don Wilson,

Archivist of the United States; James
Billingion, librarian of-Congress; and Lynne
Cheney, Chairman of the National Endow-
ment fOr the Humanities.

The invitation typically went to four indi-
vidas from each state anti territory (the
state archivist, the state librarian, the head
of the state historical agency, and at least
one university library director), although
each state was considered individually. The
conference would provide a national forum
to describe anti discuss ongoing efforts in
individual states. The conference would
also describe the preservation challenge
faced by all states in common, review the
kinds of materials at risk, and alert adminis-
trators to the opperrtunities inherent in
coordinated statewide preservation
prergrams.

In addition to National Endowment for the
liumanities, the National Archive's, and the
library of (:ongress, the conference was also
cosponsored by the National Historical Pub-
lications and Records Coimnission, the
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Commis.sion on Preservation and Access,
the National Association of Government
Archives and Records Administrators, the
(:hiel Officers of State Library Agencies, the
Society of Americim Archivists, the National
(:onimissicm On libraries and Information
Science, the American Association for State
and Local History, and the New York State
Plogram for the (:onseryaticm Prewrva-
tion of' LihrarY Research Materials.

Funding fOr the conference was pnwided
by the Naticmal Emhnyment fin the I I u-
manities, the Library of* Congress, the
(;ouncil on Library Resmuces, and the
Andrew W. Mellon Foundation through
their grant to the New \knit State Program
for the Conservation and Preservation of
LthritIN Materials.

The response by Mr, nees was canstanding:
the t conference was attended lw 148 indi-
viduals representing 47 states, 3 territories,
and the District of Columbia. Unlike con-
ferences that fircus on the technical and
managerial aspects of preservation, this

BEST COPY AVAILABLE

unique event brought together the heads of
state library, archival, and historical agen-
cies to discuss the politics of preservation.

During two days of meetings, the confer-
ence Txuticipants heard 34 speakers with a
wide range of perspectives and experience,
who focused on the kgislatise, funding.
and public awareness challenges of organ i/-
log a multi-institutiomd coordinated pres-
ervmion program within the context of a
single state. hi addition, model projects, or

particularly successMI cinnponents of state
preservation efforts, MIT desci ibed.

An additional 67 individuals, including
conference sponsors and speakers, preser-
vation specialists, and observers from
national organiiations, also attended. What
was perhaps most unique about the confer-
ence. lir rwever, was the opportunity fitr
groups that have little ()evasion to mingle
(and who more of ten compete than coop-
erate) to discuss their common concerns
and explore common solutions to the pres-
ervation problem facing each state.
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Wednesday. March

National Conference on the Development of
Statewide Preservation Prognuns

March 1-3, 1989

1

Program

8:00 pm Opening Program: Perspectives on the Problem

Carole Huxley, Deputy Commissioner for Cultural Education, New York
State Education Department
James H. Killington, Librarian of Congress
Don W. Wawa, Archivist of the United States
Lynne V. Cheney, Chairman, National Endowment for the Humanities

8:45 pm Collections at Risk: The Preservation Challenge

Karen Garlick, Senior Conservator, National Archives
An illustrated presentation describing the range of materials at risk and
tlw preservation problems faced by repositories, large and small.

9:15 pm Reception

Thursday, March 2

9:00 am

9:10 am

9:30 am

8 og ram

Trufir Peterson, Assistant Archivist for the National Archives
Discussion of the day's program

Current Climate for Statewide Preservation Efforts

George F. Farr, Jr., Director, Office of Preservation, National Endowment
for the Humanities
Carolyn Morrow, Assista»t National Preservation Program Officer, Library
of Congress

I I istory and current status of statewide preservation effin-ts.

Case Histories
A series of ten presentations describing a particular aspect of statewide
preservation planning or program development, based on real experiences
and enlivened iw a critical review of what was right, what might have been
done differently, and what was learned.

Larry Hackman, State Archivist, New York
Lessons learned from "Our Memoty at Risk," a three-year statewide
preservation planning project.

Bridget Lamont, Director, Illinois State Library
History of statewide preservation eflOrt in Illinois highlighting the grass
roots approach of information and training that lead to a statewide task
fOrce and legislative agenda.

1 0



11:15 am

12:00 pm

1:00 pm

2:15 pm

3:00 pm

3:30 - 5:30 pin

Friday, March 3

8:45 am

David Mohke-Hansen, South Carolina Ilistorical Society
and Lisa Fox, SOL1NET Preservation Program

Statewide preservation planning with the assistance of a regional
preservation program.

Lorraine Summers, Assistant State Librarian, State Library of Florida.
Development of a statewide disaster plan.

John Townsend, New 'York State Program for the Conservation and
Preservation of Library Research Materials

Implementing a statewide conservation grants programsetting guide-
lines, getting quality proposals, conducting outreach and training.

Discussion

Luncheon (seating by state dekgation)

Karen Motylewski, Director of Field Services, Northeast Document Conserva-
tion Center

The benefits of statewide/ regional information, consulting, and workshop
services.

Paul Conway, Preservation Program Officer, SocietY of American Ar-hivists
Evaluation of SAA's preservation education program and its significance
for state preservation planners.

Nancy Sahli, Director, Records Program, National Historical Publications
and Records Commission

Summary of the results from the N11PRC State Assessment Reports.
Wesley Boomgaarden, Preservation Officer, Ohio State University library

The benefits of institutional planning and the importance of institutional
plans incorporated into the schema of a state plan.

Howard Lowell, Administrator, Oklahoma Resources Branch, Oklahoma
Department of Libraries

A national preservation agenda for state archives.

Discussion

Break

Legislative Efforts

Moderator:

Presentation:
Panel:

Funding

Modenoor:

Presentation:

Barbara Weaver, State Librarian and Assistant
Commissioner a Education, New Jersey
The Honorable Roy Blunt, Secretary of State, Missouri
Richard G. Akeroyd, Jr., State Librarian, Connecticut
Joseph F. Shubert, State Librarian and Assistant
Commissioner for Libraries, New York
Gary Nichols, State Librarian, Maine
Guy Louis Rocha, State Archivist, Nevada
Edward Papenfuse, State Archivist, Maryland

Ann Russell, Director, Northeast Document Conservaticul
Center
Sally Jones, Associate Director of Developinent Major
Gifts at The American Universitv

11 Plogram 9



Panel: Ellsworth Brown, Director, Chicago I listorical Scwiety
Larry Tise, Executive Director, American Association for
State and Local History
John F. Burns, State Archivist of California, and President,
Natimial Association of Gowrnment Archives and Records
Administrator

I 1:00 am Building Public Awareness

12:30 pm

1:3() pm

Menu mm

10 Profp am

Moderator: George F. Farr, Jr, Director, Office of Preservation,
National Endowment for the 1 lumanities

Remarks: Varian Gregorian, President, The New York Publ" Libyan.
Panel: David Hoffman, Lib: an Services Director, Pennsylvania

State Library
Edwin Bridges, Director, Alabama Departrwnt of Archives
and Ilistory
Nina Archabal, Director, Minnesota I listorical Society

Ianwheon (seating by state delegation)

The Honorable Gerald L Baliles, Governor of Virginia and President,
National Governor's Associatimi

Optional tours of LC and NARA preservation facilities

1 2



State Participants

Alabama
Ild%in C. Bridges, Alabama Department of-

Archives and Ilistom
Ann Edwards. Univeisitv of Alabama I An-Aries
Inlet } tam Hum Alabama Public IA wary Service
Stw %1edini, Alalxima State Conimission of

Higher Educathrn

American Samoa
Jehn C. Wfight, Office of the ( kivernin ,

American Sanwa

Arizona
David Iloobet, Atioona Department of Litman.

Archives and Public Recnds
Sharon G. Womack. Arifona Deparmwm of

library. Altiliwti. and Public. Records

California
John F. Burns. ( ;Ail( wnia State Aichices
Gam Kunn.f, California State Libra.-
( ',)arks R. Richeson. Universitv of Soinhei n

( Aihnnia 1 ibrarv
Joseph R.4.isenthal. Universits : ( 'alifoinia-

fkrkelev

Colorado
Nancy Bolt. Colon. .., State Library
Joan ( lambers, Cc, Jrado State Univ lihrafies
Tern Ketelsen, Colontdo Division of Slaw

Archives and Public Records
Stan Oliner. Colorado Historical Sochi,'

Connecticut
Richard G. Akerovd. Jr. ( ;miner:num State

library
Nfark Jones. Connecticut State Archives
Lynne Newell, (:onnectictit State Library
Norman Stevens.. University of Connecticut,

Babbidge Litman

District of Columbia
tardy R. Franklin, Public libran of the Distric t

of Columbia
Ogilvie, Office of Public Records, Distrk t

of ('Ailumbia
DAnc din Poivine, 011ite of Eublic Records

Ma lagement. District 1)1( 'Arlen))hia

Dela% are
Barbant Benson, !limo:real S4wietv of Delaware
Joanne A. Matteni. Delaware Bureau of Archives

and Records Management
Nat Puffer, University of Delaware 1,ibiary

Florida
Jim Berberich. 1.1orida Bureau of Arc hives
Barran Wilkins, State libian- of Florida

Georgia
Bellardo, Georgia I lisunka! S(Xiets

Edward 1.. Wtldini. Georgia Department of
Archives and History
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Indiana Wept:ton.
From C. Ray Ewick
(Indiana State Library)
Prier Ilantad, (Indiana
Ihtiorieal Society), Jon
Handlield (Indiana
(:ommisiion on Public
Re«irrls), WNW Milo
(Nor Dame Lillian).
and Dar.id Farrell
(Indiana l'iirventlY
Lilnariei)

12 State Participants

S.1

Hawaii
John R. I laak, Univers6 of I Liwitii I.ibrars
Bartholomew Kane. Hawaii Office of Libc-an

Services
Elaine Murpliv, Mavin's Office of Cultur and

the Arts. I bwaii
Marie Strarar. I lawaii State Ftnindnitm on

Cuhute mid the Arts

Idaho
Gam Bettis, Idaho State 1 bstorit al St x iets

library and Art hises

Iflinois
David Bislity, t 'niveriots of

.ibrarv
john Daly. Illinois State Art-lines
Bridget I amont, Illinois State I ihrars
Kenneth G. Peterson, Southern Illinois

i'lliversitv at Citrbondale, Morris I .ibt atN
Janke I'cittio State

Indiana
R. Ewick, Indiana State I ThrarN

David Farrell, Indiana l'niscrsits Ulm aries
jerrv I landfield.-Indiana (*anumission on Public

Refolds
Peter Ilarstad, Indiana I ['sunk a) Society
Rolwrt Miller, Utlill'Usity of Notre Dame

I Amities

c?"

Iowa
Gordon I Iendrickstm. htsvit State Historical

Depart:tient
NalitN Kraft. Staw I listot ical Stiicietv of lowa

Kansas
Tem ilarmon. Kansas State Soden

finton Howard. Universim of Kansal. Library
then Walter, Kansas State Librinv Adsisorv
t,:ommission

Kentucky
Richard N. Belding, Kentucky Department for

Libraries and /11.cliives
in& A. Sackett, Unis tAsitv of Kentuckv Libraries

Louisiana
Ih imiLs F. Jaques, State library of I A wisiana
Donald.). I.einieux, Archives and

Records ':Ser
Robert S. Martin, I Amisiana State Univ. Li brari

Maine
Elaine Albright. 1.'nhersitv of Maine at Orono.

Ft tlger library
James Ifendemm. Maine State &ibises
Efitahetb Miller, Maine I fistorkal tcietv
J. c;ars. Nkhols, Maine State library

Maryland
IL Joanne Hamar, Univ. of Maryland, Librarv
Dougla.s Majrath. Marvlan ' State Archives
Edward C. Papeoftise, Maryland State Archives
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J. Maurice Tnni Ilian, Man latui State Depart-
nwnt of Educatitm

Massachusetts
Arthur Curley, Boston Public Libary
Dan Hosington, Rav State iiisttorical 1.eagne

Pigghard, Mati&wbuseus Boa! d of
library i'amunis.sioners

Louis I Tucker. Massachusetts I hsunical
Strcitv

Michigan
Martha M. Hil.,Telow, Michigan Bureau of I Itstoty
Farads X. Blonin, University of Mk higari.

Rentky Ilistorkal Libraty
Ron Means, Michigan Ctnincil for the

iumanities

Minnesota
Nina Archabal, Minnesota I lisunical Smietv
Janice Feyr-Snikas, Minnesota Ilbrary Dewlop-

nwnt and Services
Lila Goff, Minnesota I listorical Society
John Howe, University of Minnesota Libraries
Joseph Kimbrough, Minrwapohs Public Lamm

Mississippi
II.T, Hamm Missimippi Department of'

Archives and History
Jean Major, University of Mississippi lihntries

Missouri
Monwria I iighumer, Missouri State 1 ibi ;try
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(;ary Krenwr, Missotni Recon Is Management
and Archives Service

Regina Anti Sinclair. Ilniversim of' Missouri
library

Montana
Robert M. Clark. Montana Historical Stwien.

Nebraska
tailiv Atwood. Nebraska I listorkal Society
Shertill Daniels, Nehno.ka State I tistoricat

Society
Kent Hendrkkson. University ot Nebraska-

1 incoln I Amu les
Jacqueline Mundell, Nebraska I.ibrassr

Commission

Nevada
Peter Bandurraga. Nevada I Inimical Society
Mary Dale Deacon, I niversin. of Nevada. las

Vegas Library.
Guy lAntis Rocha. Nevada Division ni Once.

and Records

New Hampshire
Matthewl Higgins, New I fampshire State

library
Ruth M. Kau% University of New Hampshire.

Dimond libnwv
Frank C. Mevers, New I lat»iiihire Division of

Rectirds Management and Archives
Margaret A. Otto, Dartmouth College. Raker

Memonal

I 5

Mintulota Delelation.
From left: Nina Archabal
(Minnesota Historical
Society), Janice h,yr-Stukas
(Minnesota Lilnary
lievidopment and Servires),
psis kimbrough
(%finneapolis Public
Library), lion Krlsey

'niversity of Minnesot(z
Librath3). and Lia Golf'
(Minnesota Histimical
Society)
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Perspectives on the Problem

The conference opened the rust evening with welcoming remarks from CAROLE
HUXLEY, Deputy Commissioner for Cultural Education, New York who introduced
JAMES H. BILLINGTON, librarian of Congress; DON W. WILSON, Archivist of the
United States, and LYNNE V. CI-IENEY, Chairman of the National Endowment for
the Humanities. Huxley expressed the importance of coordination at all levels of gov.
ernment and desaib i the growing momentum of a nationwide preservation effort.

Carole Huxley

Camk Huxley (Deputy
Commissioner for Cultural
Eduration, New Knit)
opens the conference.

Good evening. I can see and hear that the
conference has already begun. This does
not appear to he a shy crowd or one that
needs much stimulus to get started. Among
this very distinguished crowd, and particu-
Lirly my colleagues who will be joining me
shortly at the podium you may wonder why
I am starting this conference off instead of
someone else. The reason is that I am
probably the only person in this room who
lacks absolutely any relevant credentials to
talk about this subject. I am not a librarian;
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l am not an archivist; I am not an historian.
I am a reader, but not even an academic one.
I read whatever I want to. My obvious role
tonight is to make the rest of you feel com-
fortablethat you have something to con-
tribute to this conference, bet7ause ill have
the chutzpah to stand up here, in my situa-
tion, and talk about this subject, surely you
have something to say, and everything that
comes after will be exceptionally good.

If you know jo,seph Shubert, the New York
State Librarian; Larry Hackman, the State
Archivist, and John Townsend who runs our
state preservation program, you know that
they are the pros. My little job is to run
around and get the money they need to do
their jobs. They have told me that a strong
cooperative effort is necessary to preserve
our intellectual and cultural heritage.

Fighting fir that in the State of New York,
when we are in the midst of a crisis of drug
use, a decaying penal system, a bankrupt
health care system, is hard. I can do that
fighting without any defensiveness, however,
because we cannot let go those resources
that make society strong in order to address
immediate problems. We hope these ter-
rible scourges on society will be solved, but if
they are not solved soon, and if meanwhile
we sat back and dcckled because of these
immediate problems, we can't fight for what
we know is also inyortant, we could end up
at the end with no money or resources left
and our research base eroded. Ironically,
this would leave us in worse shape to fight
the problems that plague society. For this
reason I do not feel shy standing up and
fighting fOr libraries and archives.
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The past 150 wars, the acid paper years as we
like to call them, were wars of an explosion
of' knowledge and in thrmation. It was also a
petiod of tlw shaping of this nation. moving
from the' magrfificent abstraction of the
Constitution to its working out in the states,
territories, and towns. We trace this pnwess
through the court records, archival collec-
tions in small and large historical societies,
executive and legislative branch records,
and through the literature, philosophy, and
historY that our citizens wrote. We cannot
afford to lose this legacy.

In New York, for example, collections from
all over the state (not just in the State Archives
or State LibrarY) tell our small part of that
story--the story of one of the most radical
and successffil of human experiments i
history. Because New York is the place m' the
greatest mixture of ethnicities in the coun-
try, our local social history tells us the ever
adapting story of a wildly diverse population,
be mud together, fused together, bY the ideas
expressed on paper which united the
countiN.

We want our great grandchildren to limier-
stand this heritage. Even more, we want it to
stand centuries from now as a vivid lesson in
h tunan possibilities. David Met 'Juicy's book,
11eMotelophe Afysteries,is what I worry about.
It is about sonwone in the year 4000 who
discovers a lost civilization. There is no pa-
per left. Vint can't understand anything but
what You see. There is an enthroned tele-
vision, which was obviously on some kind of
altar. McCauley's whole book is about this
individual trying to figure out tlw civilliation
from remnants without documentation. I

want the people in 4000 A.D. to understand
what a great, risky, and exciting enterprise
this nation was and is.

Therefirre, because of the importance trimly
research capacity, because of the importance
ofeilectiye government now and in the future.
and for the. sake of' historv, this conference is
important. Bringing this particular group
together is important. You represent the
professionals, the profemional associations,
tlw furiders, mid the fundees. (:Annbined you
can readi r.vers, library, public and private
archives, historical society, museum, and
gownimemal Lx dsall of whom contribme

to our informafion and knowledge base
through their collections. Suddenly, together,
we have fimnd ourselves the stewards of an
alarmingly fleeting chronicle, with a life
expedancy that is often no longer than the
chronicler's.

We am here fOr two preciou.s days to spend
together. We need to consider what the state
role should be in this enterprise. One thing
we do know is that we cannot work alone.
Federal, state, local, and individual efforts
have to be coordinated. Archival and librar,
efforts need to be considered together- Our
separate and joi n t stakes in t he outcome should
be clear, because if they are not, we will waste
precious money and precious time. Theref bre.
One major Objective of this conference has to
be that we get to know each other well and
learn more about each other's viewpoint. We
should go home feeling free to call each other
tip. share information, work more closely
together, and support the overall effort to
preserve our chwu:nentary heritage.

Priorities for a national preservation effort
will be diflerent from any particular state's,
but both federal and state level agencies
must play the multiple roles of planners,
funders, leaders, educators, and coordina-
tors. We haw to see our work at the insti-
tutional, state, and national level as part of'
one major effort.

The state lewl is the right one for many of the
most important actisities. Economies of scale
combined with familiarity of local circum-
stances, detailed rweds assesssmem, and com-
prehensive statewide planning, can result in
ongoing technical assistance and education
programs. Through outreach programs you
can get to all the people throughout the
statethrough workshops, selktudy publi-
cations, or even permanent staff to serve as
regional advisors. Basic preservation principles
are uselitl to even the smallest repository. A
state program can also serve to promote public
awareness, which is very important if we are
going to get money for programs, but also
in, iortant to give those with local responsi-

ies a better sense of the issues as theY relate
dit ectly to them.
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The kind of initiative Con uec t ut has shown
is an example of action appropriate on the
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state level. Connecticut's pressing for all
state documents and publications to be
printed on alkaline paper is a significant
slaw initiative which supports and reinfiwces
the national effot ito get Congress to pass a
national policy on permanent paper kw
federal government publications.

We also have a responsibility at tlw state lev.l
to secure funds for the preservation of those
collectims which underpin the state's eco-
nomic, governmental, research, and educa-
tional activitiescollections which ha-..e a
special significance to our state's history and
heritage.

At the national level, the leadership of pro-
fessional organizations is neened to pro-
mote and advocate preservation, as well as to
participate in planning and coordination.
The support of foundations and stimulus
from kderal agencies have been and will
continue to he absolutely essential. Because
there is, naturally. overlap between the ley-
els and the possibility of chiplication Of effort
all along the line, leadership at the national
level is crucial to set priorities and provide
coordination. Without national leadership
and significant national Mvesunent. state
efforts are of limited value.

Organizational challenges are in some ways
as overwhelming s tlw preservation issues

themselves. None of us is in search of addi-
tional challenges, I would guess. Books
crumble quietly and records molder in si-
lence. The inflation rate for books and
journals in this country right now is enough
to eat up any state's allocation fitr libraries.
Frankly, there are so few people around who
really kway much about the problem that
we could all be retired and gone before
anyone discovered that we had ignored our
responsibilities. But it is too late. We have
told the politicians. From Illinois to CalifOr-
nia, to Connecticutand even on Capitol
lilland they have responded with under-

standing and connnitment to the problem.

Perhaps there is still a way out, becau.se we all
know about federal bureaucracies. It could
be years before they get their act together,
right? No, wrong again. The NEII, the
NIIPRC, the Library of' Congress, the
National Archives are all responding with
incredible vision and clarity about the need
for national leadership and support. Foun-
dations, like the Andrew W. Mellon Foun da-
tit m, have made a major invesunent in devel-
oping a national agenda for action. It is
going to be really hard to get out of this one.
Knowing that you would not he here if you
wanted to get ()lot it, may I join in welcom-
ing you and hoping that you find the confer-
ence a valuable start to building a strong
mann( a).

James H. Billington

jimEs H. BILLINGTON, Librarian of Congress, echoed Carole Huxley's message by
assuring the audience that participation from the states was as crucial as national
leadership. He related the importance of historical memory to oiur ability to Imo-
vate in the future. In conunenting on the contributions of the Library of Congress
to the national preservation effort, Billington urged the participants to join together
at the lr-ral, state, and national level to enlighten the American people about the
richuess, value, and diversity of their documentary heritage.

Carole / luxley's piesence here. lewfiag off
as the spokesmim kw the statm is not only
appropriate for this conference, but I think
the most exciting feature of it. It is a sign of
hope and progres) and camnitment that
there is this degree :If intert st in the states
and that there art so manY states epre-
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sented here. On behalf of the Libraty of
Congress. I want to welcome you and say
how happy we are that you are here.

Carole Huxley mentic ,ed federal bureau-
c facies. We have been «mducting a massive
year-long review of the 1 .ibrary of Congress
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in which a number cOoti have participated.
We have talked with 10,000 people in the
library and information business around
the country in a series of national fonuns,
and we have been thinking a great deal
about innovation. One of the fundamental
laws of innovation is that you always go back;
you move 00 to solin %:ling new by first going
back to rediscover and find new ways of
recapturing and preserving the ohl.

I see no conflict between the needs of
innovation in this fast-moving MfOrmation
age. and its old face. Rather. I see an inti-
mate relationship between the two. Alter all,
it was in the Renaissance, in going back to
classical antiquity, that we leapt forward into
tile modern age. A whole series of modern
.:rt was rediscovered by those who went back
to restore the ancient cat lwdrals. knin; -xick
to the funtkunentals leads you to new tori-
tons, It is not merely exercise in anti-
quarianism, although I ii.vself find nothing
at all unpleasant about that word, but impor-
tant for our whole national vitalityas a
nation of innovatorsthat we go back and
preserve the record of memory. This record

,r

contains richness. vitality and the seeds of
future possibility for this countrY.

Along with the National Archives and the
National Endowment for the I lumanities,
whose distMguished heads are with us this
evening, we at the Library of Congress are
committed to help you with leadership at
the national level in the area of preserva-
tion. But your leadership on the state and
local level is desperately needed if the pres-
ervation of the heritage of this young nation
is to be possible. Because of our verVDut h
an interesting ironvconsiderably more
than half the collections of the Librarv of
Congress threatened with extinction.
We lose 77,000 hooks each vear to embri--
ttlement. We have to work together to solve
the probkmis resulting from the poor qual-
ity paper on which we have written ow
records, not onlY al the national , but at state
and local levels as well. We have to work
together i is form of national collabora-
tion, p.i'st of the genius of our country.

We are assembled in a building that is the
nation's official memorial to James Madison,
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a genius at constitution-making, who along
with Jefferson was the founder of the I ,ibrarv
orCongress. Madison believed that democ-
racy, in order ui be vital and growing anti
possible of sustaining itself, had to lw
knowkdge-based, had to be dynamic and
innovative, anti had to have this quality of
memory. The fimnding fatlwrs went back to
the earls' records for inspiration anti chal-
lenge, and also fOr the vicarious experience
that enabled them to avoid our new republic
having to learn bs bitter experience.

use enumerate Wells' what is going on in
anti around this building to contribute to
the national preservation effort. With 120
employees and a $6 million a Year budget,
we treat more than 20,000 items in tnir
special colhwtions each year, contribute to
the national brittle books program by micro-
filming about 20.000 vohm:es each year.
maintain one of the most extensive newspa-
per and serial microfilming programs in the
world, copy onto safety, film nearly two mil-
lion Wet of nitrate film each year for a total
of 55 million feet since 1970. and maintain
on microfilm and in the original the papers
(4'23 Presidents of the United States. We are
the technical coordinator for the U.S.
Newspaper Program, funded of' course, by
NE11. Through our National Preservation
Program Office we are active in outreach
programs, such as this conference. Our
Preservation Research and Testing Office
ccmducts product testing, develops preser-
vation techniques, and experiments with
new technologies.

I can sas all this because I do not do any of it.
Carole iluxies- feels humble in the presence
of her associates. Let nse assure you, I feel
like the school of Japanese painting where a
dead tree is in the foregrotind so that every-
thing in the background svill look richer
and fuller.

On the international front, the Litman of
:ongress is the secretariat for the Interna-

tional Federation of Librmv Associations'
preservatic ni program and teceittly accepted
responsibility for coordinating world-wide
efforts to assist the Libran of the Academv of
Sciences in Leningrad in recovering from a
disastrous fire in February 1988. This project
is ofsonw interest to me since Russian culture

is my field ofspecial itnerest, but also because
the Academy is the major repository of sci-
en6fic scholarship and knowledge from the
outside world available inside the USSR.

'this report is not intended to overwhelm
you with the sire of. our aim, but rather to
let You know that we are here to help you
with your important efforts at the state level.
Together with Don Wilson (Archivist of the
United States), I .ynne Cheiwy (Chairman
of the NEI1) , and the national professional
associations, one of our most important tasks
here in Washington has been educating
slaw Representatives and Senators to the
national threat to our heritage resulting
from the use of acidic paper. As part (gibe
legislative bnmch, the Library of Congress
has a special opportunity and obligation to
talk seriously about this problem. Our
tutelage and. I like to think, persuasive tal-
ents are beginning to pay dividends. There
is a sense of, urgency among more and more
Members of Congress about the gravity of
the situation. Increased appropriations to
tackle the prtiblem have been fiwthcoming
in recent years.

As sou know, the Congress has financed the
development and testing of a mass deacidi-
ficat ion process. I am pleased to report that
at tlw DEZ pilot plant in I louston. Texas, we
have compkted 26 successful runs, includ-
ing wiwk with manuscripts, folios, and maps.
The National Archives has entered into an
agreement with us to treat their material on
a test basis. In October the Library signed an
agreement with the Department of Com-
merce to license the DEZ terhnology. This
puts in place a mechanism for making the
IWZ process available to the rest of' the
library and archives community. Indeed,
given everything, it may be available to you
before it is available to us.

Let me end on an even more positive 1101e.

Snit r becoming Librarian of. Umgress,
have been searching fin- new ways to share
this great treasure house of knowledge with
the American people. As a beginning, the
Library is moving ahead with our American
Menton Proiect. By using new technology,
we will bring our collections into your
libraries, archives, and historical societies.
The pilot program calls for distributing discs
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ctmtaining the original infOrmation on the
history of the ( :ongress, broadsides f rem t he
Continental and ( ;onfederation t:ongresses
and the Constitutional Convention, and an
African-American Pamphlet Collection. We
hope other discs will hillow. As we move
toward the BicentenMal of the Library of
Congress in the war 2000, we are expanding
our exhibit prt >gram through various inter-
pretive programs. We look upon exhituts as
a way to increase, and to m)me extent institu-
tionalize, the links that we have initiated this
past Year with so many states.

By joiliMg together at the local, state, and
national level, we can continue to enlighten
the American people as to tlw richness, the

value, and the immense diversitv of their
heritage. To preserve it is to celebrate it, to
keep the nlemoty Ave, so that the hope for
the future is as rich and richly infinmed as it
must he for our kind of democracy that
always believes that siimehow tomorrow
will be better than yestel day.

To all of you, if we at the Library olCongress
can mirk with you in ways that I hope you will
suggest during the next two days and in tlw
days ahead, I think we can all look fOrward to
the possibility that tlw third centary of our
constitutional government will be one as
rich in the memory of the past as in the good
hopes and prospects for the future. Thank
on all for coming.

Don W. Wilson
DON W. WILSON, Archivist of the United States, emphasized the importance of
preservation activities at the National Archives and described how preservation is
a central function. He urged the audience to use NARA's programs as models, and
take advantage of research efforts being conducted on behalf of archives every-
where. In closing, he reminded participants that NARA% regional archives and
pre.Idential libraries are staffed with people willing and able to assist with state
preservation programs.

On behalf of the National Archives and
Records Adnnnistration. I am pleased to
have this opportunity to wekome you to this
conference. I am particularly pkased be-
cause it is symbolict his is the first time that
we have had this kind of cooperation in
Washington between these kinds of institu-
ticnis. I compliment my colkagues on join-
ing togetherI am certainly pleased to do
soand I hope we do more of this, to work
jointly to take what limited resources we
have nationally and make them even more
efkctive, working with the states and private
institutions as well.

die short nine allotted to me tonight, lain
going to enumerate just two things about
preservation at thr National Ai t hives. Fii st.
the importance of this activity to us and to all
who care about the nation's documentary
heritage, and second, how this conference
highlights the Archives' commitment to
advancing the professional development of
archivists and librarians throughout the
United Statesthrt nigh trainMg, example,
and leadership.

22 National Ondefvtice on the Developnwnt ot Statewide

The legislation establishing the National
Archives defines our mission as preserving
and making available. for use the records of
the United States government. Undoubt-
edly, the enabling acts for every state ar-
chives express the same sentiments, if not
the same words. There can be no question
that the archives au. and must be devoted to
preservation in all of its manifestations, I lere
it is important to say that preservation has
many facets, indeed most activities under-
taken by archivists are preservation activi-
ties. They range from the first appraisal
decisions to keep records, to their place-
ment in secure storage, to processing, and
their transfer to archives in acid-free enclo-
SUMS under optimum temperature and hu-
midity conditions. All of these archival ac-
tivities are forms of preservation, and a simi-
lar sequence of steps could be listed fOr the
so-called nontraditional archival holdings.

But like all institutions collecting historical
materials, our preservation concerns are
complicated by the amazing diversity of the
material we are attempting to save. Our
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most visible preservation activities are them.
associated with the Declaration of Indepen-
dence, the Constitution, and the Bill of
Rights. But like von. we share the same
problems dealing with leather that is rot-
ting, paper that is embrittled, thermofax
copies that are losing legibility, and sound
recordings that have become silent. The
problems are inmwnse and sve can not deal
with them alone.

In 1983. the National Archives published a
20-year preservation plan. I hope that this
document will serve as a useful tool for
others and a model fOr other institutions
wishing to survey their luildings and develop
multifaceted plans. Following that plan, we
are focusing our resources on holdings
maintenance, a wide variety of activities de-
signed to improve the storage and housing
of reference material and thereby eliminate
or even defer the need for immediate pres-
ervation. Conservation treaunent, to be
sure, is an integral aspect of all preservation
work, but it is not our first line of defense.
Stable environmental conditions, and stor-
age systems for all of our holdings come first.
Conservation is limited to records that meet
a list of criteria covering intrinsic value,
vulnerability, and use. Additionally, the
National Archives is aggressively duplicat
ing and reproducing non-textual media to
create arcldval quality copies of videotajws,
mitmd receirdings, and other nwdia.

What does this have to do with von? 1 hope
a great deal. For example, we have under-
taken activities to define requirements for
archival materials in our purchasing, We
hope these can serve as models for those
who design and manufacture their products
to meet our standards. We are proud to
share our findings from our research and
testing laboratory and share our specifica-
tions with oilier institutions.

For the past decade, the National Archives
has comnUssioned preservation research and
shared the results with the archival and li-
brary communities. Tlw Gosernment Print-
ing Office carried out a project for us or the
stability of xerographic copying. The Na-
tional Institute of Sdence and Technology,
is investigmrig the long-term stability of
polyester carriers of magnetic media, and
has begun a study of the effect of the micro-
environment on records.
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No account of the National Archives' efforts
in preservation would be complete without
mention of the National Historical Publica-
tions and Records Commission, an exten-
sion of the National Archives that makes
grants to promote the preservation and um.
ofdocumentarv source materials. The Com-
mission has had a major role in providing
funds for surveys and for documenting the
problems in the states. The development of'
standards and technique's of film preselva-
lion is imother area in which grants have
!wen made.

Finally, a word about the people. The
National Archives, I'll take this opportunity
to remind von, is not just in the District of
( .,olumhia. We have 1 1 regional archives
mid eight presidential libraries across the
nation, along with 1 4 records centers. Each
is stafhd with trained and experienced
jwople who are willing, even anxious, to
cooperate with state archive's and libraries
and private institutionsin all kinds of
activities, including preservation. I hope
you know the National Archives people it
yenir region and their agencies, and I hope
voti talk to them on a regular basis. We can
a)l learn from the work of others. The
preservation of historical material in our
cu.stmly demmds our skill, our attention,
and our knowledge. We know we can not do
it alone; we have to work together.

2,1

Don W. Wilson (tirrhivist
of* I '.s.) addresin the
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Lynne V. Cheney

LYNNE V. CHENEY, Chairman of the National Endowment for the Humanities, de-
scribed her agency's commitment to preservation, and the opportunities made
possible by Congress increasing the funding for NEH's Office of Preservation. She
reminded participants of the importance of setting goals and priorities and noted
that funding beyond federal funding would be necessary. In dosing, she empha-
sized the importance of a cooperative, national effort involving the state, federal,
and private sectors.

I used to spend it lot of time hem, at the
library. ofCongress, back in the days when I
was a full-time writer instead of a inn-time
bureaucrat. I sat in the stacks in a ciuui and
used I 9th century material, got stuff all over
my clothes and had pages break off in mv
hands, and ntver mulerstood what the prob-
lem was, never even understood that there
was it severe national problem----ewn tlumgh
I was experiencing it even day as I came to
the library to do research.

In the two aud a half years I have been
chairman of the Endowment, I have !rimmed
mi great deal a1)0111 time preservation prob-
lem, Inn I do not know nearly as much as
those olyou in this room. As I think about
how much WU know, I'm remimled of a
story Their was a fellow who drowned in the
Johnstown floc rd, and he discovered himself
at the PearK Gates. St. Peter was waiting bw
hint and told him about an initiation rite. St.
Peter said, "I lere's the deal. You have to go
out there and tell all the people who were
here befirre von about what's going on on
earth." And the fellow said, I ley, I can't do
that. I can't cover everything that hits recenth
happened on earth," and St. Peter said, "Oh
don't worry, it's just like being a writer. Tell
them about what you know." The fellow
said, "( t hat's easy, I'll just teP 'hem about
the Johnstown flood." St. Peter was quiet for-
a nunnent and he said, "Well, before you do
that, you should turderstand that the fellow
there in the front row is No ill." For me to
tell a whole rt manful of ";oahs about the
presenation problem i.. itopt rssible.

Menton is a subject we worry about a lot at
the Endowment. In Our reportAmerican
Memory, we talked alxnn how knowkdge

binds us together., how those ideas that have
been important to us and the ideals that
have molded us are a kind of civic glue. They
help JI of us, no matter how diverse our
backgrounds, feel as though we are part of a
comuum undertaking. Of course, we were
talking about schools in that reimrt, about
tlw fact that we are not doing as well as we
should in transmitting knowledge of the
past, but there is this other obstacle, the one
that you are convening to discuss. libraries,
archives, universities, organizations of all
kinds across the countiv are threatened with
the loss of the doctmwnts that record the
past and on which researchers and educa-
tors and citizens depend for their under-
standing of historv. We at NEI I are making
an unprecedented commitment to the pres-
ervation effort, to saving the intellectual
content of the materials that are dewriorat-
Mgand in many cases saving the docu-
ments themselves.

Thimks to the efforts of many Iwo& in this
room, our budget for preservation has
increased drantatically this year, up by nmre
than eight million dollars. It has nearly
tripled. We are proud of the careful steward-
ship with which we administer all funds at
the Endownwnt, bin George Farr (Director
of the Office of Preservation) has done an
exemplarv job of' laving out a hintle plait fOr
how the Endowment can help sponsor
projects that will Ix impotiant to the natiottal
preservation effort. Eight million dollars is
a wonderful Mcrease and we are grateful for
it. You and I well know, however, that many
other people will have to participate in this
Oho. lt is going to take funding beyond
federal funding. It is going to take binding
beyond public funding. Many people are
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going to have to take part in this effort, and
the funds that we have will have to be man-
aged with great care. Cooperation is essen-
tialnot only to prevent duplication, but in
order to establish our priorities.

Those of us who have worked on defining
the preservation problem have had a great
deal of fun going though the numbers, You
know, there are this many books, you divide
by 10 and subtract by 1 4, and then Ctmgress-
ma n Yates 1Chairman 91the Appropriations
Subcommittee) always asks an awkward
question about our additions and divisions.
The preservation pn 1 rim, howeverwe want
to divide it, is enormous, and the goals we
have set, of course, do not Mvolve saving
every item on the shelves. We do have to
establish priorities and that is what makes
cooperation, exemplified by a CI mterencc
like this, so important.

BEST COPY AVAILABLE PG

We at the Endowment are well aware of the
many challenges there arc to cooperative
activity. particularly when it involves so many
diverse institutions. We also have great
faith that when the goal is as important as
the goal of preservation, that the challenges
can be met. I believe it was Sam Johnson
who once observed that there is nothing
that so focuses a person's attention as the
possibility of being hanged at sunrise. Maybe
it was being shot, and maybe it wasn't Sam
Johnson, but you get the idea. When we
have a goal as important as this one to fOcus
our attention, 1 think that the necessary
cooperation will Ix. tOrthcoming.

I am happy to welconw you here. The
Endowment is pleased to have been the
principal hinder of' this important confer-
ence; the nation as a whole will be the
lieneficiary.
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Collections at Risk:
The Preservation Problem Facing the States

The first evening of the conference also included a slide program presented by

KARIN GARLICK, Senior Conservator at the National Archives. The program was
a joint effort of staff from the Libraryof Congress, the National Archives, and the
New York State Program for the Conservation and Preseration of Library Research
Materials. Writer MICHAEL. DMA contributed to the text and photographer RICK
BUETTNER took many of the photographs The images, 180 in all, merged seamlessly
with the words to illustrate in simple, graphic, and emotionallycharged terms what

would be lost to the American people if the preservation problems of libraries and

archives were not addressed.

Karen Garlick
Like the crew of the Starship Enterprise,
American haw always boldly gone where no
one has gone before. But ours is no mere
five-year mission: it is rather an adventure
that began with the earliest settlers on this
continent and will take us into the distant
future and the farthest reaches of space.
Archives and libraries contaM the logs of
our nation's travels, the reports from the
field ni what has been called our great
democratic experiment. These cultural in-
stitutions house our national heirlooms, the
treasures of the past that tell us who and
wLat wc arc, where wc have been, and where
we are going.

Consider fOr a MOMCIlt some Of the items
that libraries and archives preserve for us.
The legal documents that define what i )

ix. an American. The earliest map..; of
territorks that became our states, of the
trading posts that became our cities. The
declarations that took us into wars and the
treaties that brought us Ow again.

But that is just the tip of the iceberg. Also
found in these institutions are the certifi-
cates that announced the marriage of our
ancestors and the reports describing the
deaths of our heroes and statesmen. The
letters and notebooks of presiden1 and po-
ets. Of activists and entertainers. The posters
that inspired one generation to enlist and
another to go to the movies. The architec-
tural drawings that guided the constructioN
of Mil historic buildings and helped create

our skylines. Diaries and deeds. Census
reports. Motion pictures. Historical pho-
tographs. Records of every sort. The blood
and bone and memor y. of a nation.

The thousanes of people who use these
materials every day range from genealogists
digging for traces of their relatives to lawyers
researching legal precedents for a case; from
social historians a, ..as,nting our progress
toward ethnic equality to picture searchers
trying to illustrate a book. Ofcourse, libraries
and archives are more than places for per-
sonal and professional iesearch. For our
elected officials they safeguard the collec-
tive memory of local, state, and national
government. The laws, regulations, and
minute's of city council meetings housed in
libraries and archives provide the factual
foundations on which new laws and policies
can be built, thus insuring the continuity of
government. Most important, however, is
that these materials document the rights
and benefits of citizensthe essence of
democracy.

Many of these items are unique. From such
documents there emanates a special cha-
risma, an almost sacred aura. lt is one
reason why milfions ofisi tors stream thniugh
our nation's Capitol each year to glimpse
the Declaration of Independence and the
Bill of Rights.

Much of our documemary resources are
both scarce and scattered. For instance, the
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last remaining copies of an ethnic newspa-
per might be held by several different insti-
tutions. Taken together these copies may
make the only complete run of that newspa-
per. Through their work on cooperative
and statewide projects, archives, libraries,
and historical societies combine their
strengths to locate and preserve such histori-
cal resources.

In a real sense, these institutions can be
thought of as the collective safe deposit box
of our nation's most valuable papers, Imoks,
and documentary heirlooms.

Yet how man y Mnericans, in looking through
their own safe deposit boxes have been
shocked to find that the only photograph of'
a great grandmother has faded to a pale
shadow, that the newspaper announcement
of a grandparents' wedding is yellow and
brittle, that the cover of our mother's favor-
ite book when she was a child has been eaten
away by insects, that the tapes recording the
voice of the father we never knew have be-
come garbled and impoxsible to undersynd.
Even the books that shaped us as young
adults fall to pieces just as we turn to them
for renewed inspiration in middle age.

Imagine the distress many of us would feel to
have our past taken from usto see our
family tree lost its roots. And yet that is
precisely what is happening today in the
archives, libraries and historical aleiwies
of' this nation. Our past is in danger of
becoming, in Carl Sandburg's words., a
"bucket of ashes."

'What are some of the challenges facing the
leaders of our cultural institutions as they
seek to preserve our nation's collective
heritage?

Carolyn Manaus (Library of (.ongness) and
John lawnsend (New York State Pnigrarn for at

Conseniation and Preservation vf Library Research
Materialstaingnitulate Karen Garlick (National

Arrhim) at the rondusion of her sruie fanentation.
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Many of the items in these institutions are
made from materials that are inlwrently
unstable. For example. modern paper con-
tains the seeds of' its own destruction. The
acids introduced during papermaking
weaken, discolor, and embrittle the sheet,
making it unusable. Cellulose nitrate motion
picture film inevitably and irreversibly
derompexses. Nitrate-based film becomes
soft and tacky as it deteriorates, and eventu-
ally turns to a brown acidic powder that
under the right temperature conditions can
burst into flame, consuming everything
around it. Acetate-based photo negatives
are also chemically unstable. The film base
shrinks as it ages, causing the emulsion to
buckle and separate from the base in irregu-
lar fissures that zig-zag across the image.
Radio programs and movie sound tracks
from the 1930s, '40s, and '50s were recorded
ilstantaneously on acetate discs. The ac-
etate layer on these unique discs is now
flaking awaycarrying with it portions of
Our audio history. The dyes in color movies,
slides, and photographs fade and cannot be
restored. Magnetic audio tapes become
hard and brittle; the magnetized layer sheds
in small brown flakes, so that the sound dies
away or drops out entirely. Videotapes de-
velop irregular horizontal lines and blurry-
edged video snow.

From the outside, our cultural institutions
may look like fortresses, but too often these
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monumental I:wades (*.granite ard marble
merely cammiflage the rampant decay and
'deterioration within. Inside the tempera-
ture, hu&-idity. light, and air quality all influ-
ence the rate and manner in which materi-
alsdeteriorate. /feat causes leather to stiffen,
while plastics grow limp. Fluctuations in
temperature, which affect relative humidity,
cause moisture to move in and out of mate-
rials, distorting and stressing them. Consis-
tently high temperature and relative humid-
ity lead to mold growth and encourage
insects and other vermin to eat their wav
through collections and foul them with their
droppings. Water vapor, sulfur dioxide,
even oxygen interact with materials, causing
metal to rust, film emulsions to soften, and
paper to lx.come brittle. Light fadvs inks,
dyes, and pigments. Dust and dirt abrade
materials and introduce substances that has-
ten deterioration.

Poor storage and housing conditions also
take a high toll. Too little storage space, a
pereimial problem, usually results in mate-
rials piled in corners or on floors where they
may topple ( w be accidentally trampled. Lack
of space leads to forced overcrowding and to
storage in dangerous places. Often items
must be housed close to water pipes or
furnaces because there is simply nowhere
else to put tlwin. And yet a burst pipe will
undo the work of several lifetimes; and direct
;teat not only accelerates aging, but could
even rause fires. Overcrowded housing can
damage materials as well, making safe re-
trieval of a specific item i mp Asible.

Archives and libraries also suffer from what
purchase warranties refer to as normal wear
and tear. Bindings weaken; boxes wear out;
tape leads break, Finally, any cultural insti-
tution is prey to disasters. Rementher the
grave fire damage recently suffered by the
Los Angeles Public Library? There are
countless less dramatic disasters that regu-
larly plague institutionsfrom leakv roofs
to the breakdown of air-condifioners.

Archivists, curators, and librarians know how
to deal with the problems (*inherent instabil-
ity, poor environmental conditions, inappro
priate storage and housing, and disaster vul-

nerability, and they arc dealing with them
every day. However, it is the scale on which
materials are affected by these problems that
makes the need leo preservation so urgent.

Our nation's colkctive holdings are enor-
mous and constantly growingdespite rig-
orous selection, sorting, and weeding pro-
cesses. They are also diverse, containing
many items that are products of modern
technologyitems that have latent prob .
lems that only time and use will reveal. What
makes the preservation of these materials so
difficult is the pressure of limited resources.
Preservation programs take moneyfor
staff, storage. maintenance, and conserva-
tion treatment. To do nothing is to risk
irretrievable loss. Without our libraries and
archives, we would soon suffer a national
annwsia, grow uncertain of who and what we
are, coefused about where we are going and
why. No longer pioneers and explorers, we
would become orphans lost in a vast desert
without map, compass. or hope.

What's to be done? Bi ittle papers, deterio-
rating films, overcrowded docunwntsall
these call for our help. And fin- them to
receive it, an organized, planned, and coop-
erative effort is needed. This effort must be
supplemented by a commitment from pr()-
fessional associations and organ i4iitl0nS, state
and local government. anti concerned citi-
zens. Archives and libraries need helping
legislation, money, and more trained staff
but if they art given these tools they will get
the job done. We must do more than simply
explore the issues; we must act now to pro-
vide the. solutions.

The Uri ited States owes its birth to the words
of Thomas Jefferson on a piece of parch-
ment; its character as a nation has been
determined by a document we call the Con-
stitution. The greatest trials, tragedies, and
triumphs of our more than 200-year history
are recorded on paper, in books, on film,
and magnetic tape. These records of our
heritage housed in our country's archives,
libraries, and historical institutions repre-
sent the best that we can be, the ideals that
define us as America] is. We cannot, we dare
not, lose such a priceless kgacy.
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Current Climate for Statewide Preservation Efforts

The conference was reconvened the next morning by TRUDYPETERSON, Assistant
Archivist for the National Archives, and moderator far the day's activities, who
introduced a series of ten case histories describing specific examples of statewide
or national preservation efforts. The case histories were preceded by two presen-
tations describing the national momentum and current environment for state
preservation efforts.

GEORGE F. FARR, JR. , Director of the Office of Preservation, National Endowment
for the Humanities, reviewed the impetus for the conference, and for the presen-
tation of specific examples and case histories of institutions and individuals actively
involved in making preservation happen at the state level. He went on to list a
number of national trends, in the areas of policy, standards, education, and out-
reach with implications for statewide preservation efforts.

George F. Farr. Jr.
Preservation as a problem. as an idea, is
beginning, at last, to find a place in the
national cmisciousness. Stories and refer-
ences to the preservation problem appear
with greater frequency in newspapers and
magazines. We are even seeing short bites

V7.
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about preservatim on television. The
documentarv film, Slow Fires: On Preser-
vation qt the Human Record. is being shown
for a second senon on PBS stations across
the country and is being rented or pur-
chased for viewing by a surprising array of
institutions and organizations. There are
even cartoons about preservation, like the
one in The New Yorker depicting a table of
remaindered books outside a bookstore with
a large sign hanging in the window that
reads, "Last chance before everything got's
on microfilm."

Moreover, many national organizations and
federal agencies are according preserva-
tion a higher priority on their agenda:..
More and more stawnwnts describing the
preservation crisis are being augmented by
programmatic initiatives and a policy of
public advocacy designed to engage this
crisis. Congress is also taking a new interest
in preservation in the last two years. Repre-
sentatives Pat Williams and Sidney Yates
have each convened special hearMgs on the
preservation problem. Funding from the
Endowment's Office of Preservation was
increased by $8 million this year, and the

Gngr11 Fart Jr.
(National Endounnent jar
the Humanities) fuldnwei
tht confrirnce,
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Trudy Peferson (National
44rc11iv('8) serunveneA the
confewnie and intrndureA
the day's pmgmot,

$500,000 annually to double the volume eif
its preservation microfilndng. Three weeks
ago, Senator Claiborne Pell, together with
19 of his colleagues, introduced a joint reso-
lution to establish a national polky on per-
maiwnt paper. The resolution calls fir the
use of acid4ree paper for all publicationsof
enduring value prodtwed by the It ;merriment
Printing Mice, or through federal gran ts or
contracts. It would also require the use of
longer lasting papers for permanently valu-
able federal records.

The efIrt to stimulate greater use of long
lasting paper reflects an understanding that
preservation should commence at the
beginnink of the life cycle of a book or
document, th ' it must not remain purely
retrospective it ature. Steady pnwess is
being made in increasing the availability of
permanent paper, since there are now eco-
nomic as well as environmental incentives
for manufacturing alkaline, rather than
acidic, paper. More than 30 paper mills are
already producMg alkaline paper and
the International Paper Company has
announced its intention to convert corn-
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pletely to the alkaline process. The Ameri-
can Association of University Presses has
reaffirmed its commitment to publish on
durable, acid-free paper. Last October, a
committee was formed at the New York Pub-
lic Library to solicit commitments from au-
thors and publishers to put first printings on
alkaline paper and, at the same time, the
NYPLestablished a Center for Paper Perma-
nency to serve as a clearinghouse.

In addition to progress in stopping the brittle
book problem at its source, standards and
pnwedures are in place for a coordinated
national endeavor to preserve the knowl-
edge contained in millions of disintegrating
books, newspapers. serials, and archival
materials. Cooperative projects are under-
way in Mstitutions across the country to
preserve the intellectual content of endan-
gered collections of national importance--
on a scale never attempted before. Tiwse
projects will also generate new information
and new techniques that can be shared with
other libraries and archives embarking on
preservation projects.

The National Information Standards Orga-
nization, which publishes the A merkan
National Standard fin- Permanent Paper, has
made a major commit men t to develop other
preservation Aandards. Six standards
projects are currently in progress. including
the creation of two new national standards
for environmental conditions for the stor-
age and exhibition of library and archival
materials. Related to the development of
national standards are a number of research
and development preijects to improve our
understanding of how best to preserve and
store photographs, films, and sound record-
ings. The technology necessary fiw the mass
deacidification of library and archival mate-
rials has been developed and should be :ome
an available option in the next few years.
Research is also bring undertaken to deter-
mine the viability of optical disk technology
for preservation purpose's. In this area of the
national preservation effort, as in others,
coordinated planning is MK itiaI. A new
Technology Assessment Advisory Comniit-
tee has been formed by the Commission on
Preservatior. and Access to define a manage-
able research and development agenda for
new technologies in preservation. The

O Nat onal Gonferencr on the Development of Statewide Preservation Progra31
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Commission, in cooperation with the
Amerkan Council of Learned Societies, is
also convening conunittees of scholars to
consider tlw research needs of their disci-
plines and the implications of these needs
on selection methodologies fOr preserva-
tion and i choice of appropriate
preservatio. unents.

Ihtring the ixt.st five years the degree and
sophistication of preservation planning at
individual repositories has increased dra-
matically. Regional preservation services,
such as those at the Northeast Document
Conservation Center, the Conservation
Center for Art and Historic Artifacts, and
the Southeastern Library Network, offer a
variety of preservation education and train-
ing programs, as well as on-site ctmsulta-
tions. Similar programs are also mounted
regularly by regional and nathinal library
and archival associations. Much more
remains to be done to increase the number
of trained preservation personnel, but the
resources that we now possess should con-
tribute significantly to the development of
preservation programs within the states.

For some states, of course, we do not need to
speak of cooperative preservation planning
in the finure tense. We will find in the
cours of the next two days that there are
already usefid models within sonic states on
which to build. The effectiveness of state-
wide cmperative action is also working
successfully as the organizing principle of

the Endowment's national program for the
preservation ()ILLS. newspapers. At present,
38 states, two territories, and eight national
repositories have participated this pro-
gram, in which grants are made to locaw.
catalog, and microfilm newspapers published
in this country since 1690.

After taking into account all these factors, it
seemed an opportune time to take a6van-
tage of this momentum and convene a na-
tional conference on the development of
statewide preservation pmgrams. A num-
ber of national organizations and institu-
tions immediately agreed to join together in
sponsoring this conference. The breadth
and quality of the response from the states
herr today confirm that creating coopera-
tive preservation programs is an enteprise
that now merits serious con sideration by the
institutions and individuals responsible for
the stewardship of a vast array of resources
held within our states which, in the aggre-
gate, are exsential for a proper understand-
ing of the nation's histmy and culture.

Finally, I would want you to know that NEI
stan ds ready to help in this effort . The ':)ffice
of Preservation will henceforth encourage
and accept applications fOr projects to plan
cooperative statewide preservation pro-
grams. The Endowment hopes that this new
grant category will ultimately lead to the
creation of a coordinated preservation plan
for every state. ten-itory, and federal district
in the Union.

Carolyn Morrow
CAROLYN MORROW, then Assistant National Preservation Program Officer at the
library of Congress, and now Malloy-Rabinowitz Preservation librarian at Har-
vard University, reported on a pre-conference survey of individuals who planned
to attend the conference to ask what, in their view, were the major issues and ob-
stacks to getting a preservation program going in their state. She identified four
common denominators that could either be expressed as obstacles or prerequi-
sites to statewide preservation program development.

As George has said, tlw impetus for this
conference came, in part, from the realiza-
tion that a significant numbc. of states are
already in the process of developing state-
wide preservation programs. Enough com-
mon concerns have emerged and common

understandings devekped that it seemed a
gtxxl tinw to share our experiences and
perhaps arrive at a model. or a series of
models, for preservation efforts on a state-
wide level. But the conference planners
were also interested in what was on your
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minds as you accepted the invitation t o come.
Is a statewide presemation effort doable?
And how does it relate to the other goals that
are on your agendas?

Last we ,k, amidst the hectic final decisions
that are an inevitable part of conference
planning. I called some of youlibrarians,
archivists, historians, and administrators
acro.ss the countryand had a series of truly
enlightening. fawinating, and downright
inspiring conversations. After sever& years
of talking and thinking "national, national"
(ad nauseam) you reminded me of what is

significant about statewide preservation
eflOrts. I 'amid squeeze my eyes shut and
listen to earl) of you speak of the politics, the
problems and of the .-ecords themselves.
It was also invigorating to hear about the
diflerences between the states. It was the
same fascination I feel on a clear flight from
east to west, face pressed against the window,
looking for the great rivers and mountain
ranges, watching the cultivated land go from
random-shaped parcels to even squares and
rectangles, to great green circles amidst the
brown earth.

What I discovered, listening to you, was that
you are pragmatic and crafty, and opportu-
nistic in the best sense of the word. Rather
than hearing hopeless or discouraged voices,
I heard about strategies for fitting preserva-
tion into the larger scheme of things .
records management, collections develop-
ment, and networking. I asked the question
"What are the problems, issues, and ob-
stacles to getting a statewide preservation
effort going in your particular state?" Usu-
ally, before I got the question all the way out,
you were already saying, "Yes, yes, of course,

a couple things come immediately to mind."

Despite the vast differences in states I talked
to (rural south, industrial northeast, (;reat
Plains) there were several corn mon denomi-
nators identified. These could be character-
ized as either four obstacles to statewide
preservation program development or four
prerequisites to statewide preservation pro-
gram development.

1. Them is either a milfirient preservation knowl-
edge base among professionals in the state . . . Vi

there isn't.

Several states me P fioned the importance of
grass roots training and information services
as a prerequisite to thinking statewide; other
states bemoaned the general lack of preser-
vation awareness among professionals and
cited it as an obstacle; and some mentioned
that in t he case of small repositories scattered
around the state, other basic archival func-
tions would have to come first. (That ita if
repositories using part-time or volunteer
staff haven't been able to even assess their
holdings, they wouldn't be in a position to
decide what to preserve.) Of the larger
repositories, lack of knowledge about pres-
ervation was often tied to the fact that other
priorities (such as space. autom ated systems,
or cutbacks) dominated the energy of the
"key resource allocator" (head honcho).

2. There is either a histon, of aropenition among
institutions and repositories in the state . . . or

there isn't.

Fragmentation of agencies and repositories
was often cited as an obstack. to developing
a statewide approach topreservation. Some
described a "tradition of competition for
financial resources, or even for collections,"
an "atmosphere of secrecy," lots of old
institutions used to acting independently,"
or a "lack of agency interaction in all areas,
notjust preservation." Some hopefnlly ven-
tured that preservation might be the issue
that could provide the impetus for coopera-
tion and collaboration. One state mentioned
the stunning success at their state's partici-
pation in the U.S. Newspaper Program, which
necessitated cooperation where there was
none before.

Clearly, those I spoke to felt strongly that
already existing mechanisms for coopera-
tionsuch as an active NIIPRC Records
Advisory Board, a statewide interlibrary loan
service, or a network of historical societies or
academic librariescould become lead-ins
for statewide preservation eflints. In other
words, a cooperative program could add
preservation to its plate. Without a formal
cooperafive structure in place, presetvation
would he much harder to get going.

3. l'here is a lead organization ready to take the
initirdive in developing a statewide caparity for
presennaion . . or there isn't.
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Getting the right people together to fOcus on
prewrvation was anotlwr ofi-cited obstacle.
One person mentioned that the key players
weren't interested in playing, therefiwe there
could be no prt.servation game. "flw issue of
climmitnwnt surfaced repeatedly, of finding
a home or a fOcal point for preservatiim in the
state. One person said, "the problem hasn't
been fully defined and no institution wants to
take charge."

In states where statewide presemation efforts
had been discussed, sonw cited no agree-
ment on what was important to preserve, or
disagreement about what the priorities fora
state. program should be, i.e. microfilming,
conservation facilities, deacidification,
program locasing on the largest institinions.
or one that seeks to serve all.

4. You eithfr haw tlw ear of du' Irgislattor.. . . or
you dont.

Although most people I talked to immedi-
ately cited "ffinding" (i.e no slack in the
state budget, impoverished state, etc., as an

mnIIII.M.Msmlm

obstacle) when we talked fUrth s. r it was clear
that the operative issue was really access to
the legislature. One person pointed out,
wisely, that "money fiir preservation was tied
to awareness and appreciation Of di wurnen-
tam and research resources in general
t hat the two issues couldn't and shouldn 't be
separated." Another described the legisla-
ture as "surprisingly enlightened, but fis-
cally conservative" and suggested that legis-
latures need to hear from r people (that
is, constituents) on the subject This was one
of our reasons for developing the AV show
von saw last nightpopularization of pres-
ervation. This is the job that "Slow Fires-did
few the brittle book problem when it aired
on Public Television (and later on the
closed circuit channel few Congress). Legis-
latures need to be reached, and then they
will take responsibility and may clux)se to
act. If the legislature is struggling with pot-
holes, nuclear waste, the homeless, and
raises fOr public employees, preservation (as
Carok Huxley said last night) will need tube
just as forcefully argued as being in the
public interest.
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Carolyn Morrote (Likarc
of C(rngress) addenws the
conforrice.
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'these four COMMOn denonanators to pres-
ervation program development: a sufficient
preservation knowledge. base in state; a his-
tory of inter-institutional cooperation and
collaboration; a local point for preservation
in the state; and the ear of the legislature . . .

I expect to hear these ideas and more ech-
oed throughout the confereme as we move
towards defining the crucial ek.ments of a
statewide presenatimi program and identi-
fying strategies fin- achieving them.

During the statewide ctufference that marked
the dose of- New York's three.year pro ject
Our Almon at Risk (a prnject that Larry
Hackman will describe next), three of us
from Washington were asked to discuss the
reixirt from a "national" perspective. I re-
member asking why the Advisors' Council's
recommendations for action were listed as
A,B, & C. rather than in priority order. The
obvious reason, Lam' pointed out politely,
was because they were going to get done
whatever they could whenever the opportu-
nity arose. As I said before, von are
opportunistic in the best sense of the word.

Washington, D.C. is great place to visit. It's
also a great place to live. My commute takes
me past jefkrson. Washington, and Lin-
colnaround the Kemwdy Center, past the
Watergate, and along the hisunic C&O
canal. And there are always jets swooping in,
dose-by, reminding me of other places. So
despite the irksome Congressional staffers
in their BMWs, I never drive to or from work
without being Mspired anew about our
nation.

But Washington is also an international city.
My children, playing with friends from other
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cc gantries, experience this diversity matter
of tartly. In my son's third grade class there
are 28 children, nine of whom (32%) are
fa)m foreign countries, If I inqube what
country a friend is from, mv son may shrug,
and on an off day reply, "Oh . . . Abaiar?
He's from Bulgaria, you know, in the Baha-
mas." My son and his fiiendsaren't interested
in diversity. But in the sameness and shared
experiences that creates closeness and a
sense of belonging. I, on the. other hand,
appreciate diversity. I fancy exposing my
children to other cultures because it wasn't
my experience. Born and raised in Illinois.
I grew up in a town of 16,000 WASPS. We
had one black family, one Jewish family, and
one. family of Democrats (and I think that
one of those was also one of the other . . . )

My family goes way back in Illinois, too. My
grandmother, educated at Wellesley,
returned to Illinois to teach in a country
school. My Swedish great-grandparents,
thrilled to arrive at last in Chicago, enthusi-
astically purchased a piece ofland that turned
Out to be in the middle of Lake Michigan.

Born and raised in northern Illinois, edu-
cated and married in central Illinois, and
becoming a parent in southern Illinois, I
know Illinois very well indeed. And I think
often of the rich texture and complete and
intimate detail of those memories. State-
wide preservation programs preserve that
intimate history, as Karen Garlick said last
night, "the blood and bone arid memory Of
a nation." But statewide. preservation pro-
grams may also bean opportun ity u)celebrate
the history of the statestheir individual
textures and their differences. It isn't
soniething that can be done from Washing-
ton, D.C. anti that is why we are all here.



Case Histories

To begin the case histories, LARRY HACWAN, Director of the New York State
Archives and Records Administration, described the New York Document
Conservation Training and Planning Project. Ftmded by the National Endowment
for the Humanities, the project was a three-year process of identifying preserva-
tion needs and involving key players statewide. The project also gathered infor-
mation and opinions as a basis for Our Memory at Risk: Neserving New York's Unique
Researt* Removes.

Larry Hackman

Our Mown at Risk (OMAR) is neither com-
prehensive, nor is it a formal, statewide
preservation plan, even for unique research
resources. It oilers an overview of condi-
tions and needs in New York and an expla-
nation of why improving these conditions is
important to the public. OMAR is subtitled
"A Report and Recommendations to the
Citizens of New York by the New York Docu-
ment Conservation Advisory Council." Of
course, it also speaks to the programsthe
libraries, archives, museums and others that
have accepted special responsibil ty for these
materials, It provides a statement of prin-
ciples and a..sumptions thatwe believe should
inform and guide how New York's needsare
addressed. It lays out recommendations for
doing sorecommendations to individual
citizens, professional associations, to the
programs that administer unique research
materials, and, fmally, 36 recomnwndations
for statewide action.

Overall the report is a rationale, a frame-
work, and an agenda for most of what needs
to be done to preserve unique research
resources in New York, but I do not think of
it as a formal plan. I would like to share
briefly with you the origins and the conduct
of the broader "Conservation Training and
Planning Project," of which OMAR was one
product, and some of what we learned in
the process.

The origins of the project and of OMAR lie
in a still broader projectthe New York
Statewide Historical Record Assessment and
Reporting Projectundertaken by the State
Archives and the State Historical Records
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Advisory Board in 1982/83. This project.,
partially funded by the National Historical
Publications and Records Commission,
looked at archival conditions and needs in
state government, local government, and in
nongovernment settings and identified a
series of cross-cutting issues. One of the
recommendations in the project's final,
published report, Tawanis a Usable Past: His-
torical Records in the Empire State (1984), was
that a statewide strategy should be devel-
oped for historical records preservation.
The report went on to say that the strategy
should be integrated, 'Where possible, with
preservation program development for
libraries. Furthermore, written materials
and training should stress the administra-
tive and managerial aspects of prestrva-
tionhow to evaluate collecdons, xssess
needs, establish priorities, formulate disas-
ter plans, and relate conservation and
microfilming programs to overall institu-
tional collection development and man-
agement policies.

In accord with that recommendatiom the
State Archives in 1983 began to put to-
gether a grant application to the National
Endowment for the liumanities for a New
York Document Conservation Project. We
asked the State Library to cosponsor the
project for several reasons. First, many
historical records are collected by libraries
of various kinds. Secondly, we felt that
statewide historical record initiatives should
be integrated with programs of libraries
and library systems. The State Library, a
larger and older program, had ongoing ties
to libraries, library systems, and library
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advocates statewide. The State Archives,
which opened for research only in 1 978, was
the new kid on the bkxl. Third. we knew
that the State Library, in cooperation with
the directors of' major research libraties in
New Niwk, was preparing a legWative pro-
posal to create a library preservation assis-
tance program as a new title in the Omnibus
Library Bill for 1984. We were not yet ready
to propose a New Niwk statewide docunwn-
tary heritage assistance program; the Docu-
mentary Heritage Program Bill was finally
proposed and passed in 1988.

In 11,183 we did recognize the importance of
influencing the State Library's plans. When
1 saw the draft of the Omnibus Library
legislation late in the drafting process, I was
concerned that its formal language referred
only to library materials." I was pleased
that some modest wording changes were
made to make clear what 1 think was already
dearly acceptedthat materials beyond
those in libraries would be eligible. In
recent grant cycles a substantial portion of'
project grants under the Preservation pro-
gram are for unique materials in archives,
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historical societies, museums, and local
government. John Townsend will give us a
much fuller picture of that program later
this morning.

The' State Library agreed to cosponsor what
became the New York Document Conserva-
tion Training and Planning Project, and to
cochair the New York Document Conserva-
tion Advisory Council created to guide the
project. The Library also coordinated two of
four preservation management workshe)ps
that were an important feature of the project.
The workshops sough t to raise the conscious-
ness of library and archives managers and of
statewide' and regional leaders that could
be induced, by hook or by crook, to attend
a two- or three-day program on presena-
tion. 'Fhe workshops reached 100 key indi-
viduals: a year later those folks and others
in their regiem met to share information
and experience and discuss regional pres-

ervation needs and cooperative program

The Project also gathered information and
opinions as a basis for the statewide report,
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and a (Iraft was circulated ;in. comment. The
draft was discussed further in a statewide
conference attended by more than 2M) New
Yorkers, as well as some national preserva-
tion experts. The report and recommenda-
tions were refined, published as t'A r Memory
at Risk, and distributed widely to the library
and historical recotds community, to the
legislature and other key administrators .n
state government. and to other appropriate
individuals and organizations. One might
say that the aim of the project overall was to
set some new things in motion and influence
the direction of others already underway.
From an archivist's perspective this included,
but was certaink not restricted to, activities
in the library community that would affect
historical records.

What did we learn or confirm front this
experience that might be of value elsewhere?
First, 1 hope we have begun to treat preser-
vation not only as a library issue, or an
archival issue, or a scholarly research issue.
or all of these, but also and primarily as a
public interest issue, tlw nature and impor-
tance of which needs to be communicated
to the public and to a broad variety of deci-
sion-makers and resource allocators. A
document like Our Merriam at Risk makes it
easier to do this.

Secondly, we found that it also helped the
professional cc wmmunities that are con-
cerned about preservation communicate
with one anotherespecially if the process
has recognized, involved, and sought to rep-
resent all parts of the community. This is
especially important in New Ycn1where part
of the problem and part of the solution will
involve thousands of small programs, in-
cluding amateursand volunteers, and where
the support at the community level is neces-
saiy. 'The major research libraries and state
agencies in our state, by themselves, are
insufficient to identify, preserve, and make
mailable unique materials important to New
York's citizens. Incidently, I was struck ear-
lier by a comment about cc :mpet ition among
agencies. I believe in competition, hut I
think a process like tlw one that produced
Our Memory at Risk allows competition to
take place cm productive grc mnds rather
than behind the scenes.

Third, I believe we confirmed the usefulness
of developing, at least as an initial stage, an
agendanot a detailed plan. Establishing
an agenda does not require the sante degree
of unanimity, specificity of actions and
actors, or predictability almut resource's. But
an agenda. especially one that is anchored
in a specific set of principles and assump-
tions and suggested rules, promotesa coher-
ent set of actions as circumstances permit.
This has applied in New Thrk, for example,
as the State Library unclem look a statewide
disaster preparedness project drawing
heavily on several recommendations from
OMAR. 1.ikewise, the State Archives and
Records Administration has sub.sequently
advanced several legislative and budget ini-
tiatives consistent with recommendafions in
OMAR, By basing dwin on recommenda-
tions in the rept sr!, we increased the level of
understandMg and acceptance in the library
conununity.

Fourth, we strengthened our belief that
preservation should not be treated as a
separate issue. We may at times need to
describe it separately to gain support from
legislators and trustees, but in prartice we
need to keep in mind that preservation is
inseparably interm Med with other lune-
tionsespeciallywith acquisition, selection,
description, and access. Institutions, and
the service aml regulatory agencies which
seek to influence. them, must not contribute
to a functional isolationism.

Tlw symptoms of the disease we need to
treat are seldom exhibited only in the docu-
ments. The problems are just as often moldy
managers and brittle staff. Together, as
Carolyn Morrow would put it, they either
build strong, colwrent programs . . . or
theY don't.

iring a conservator or conducting a preser-
ymion audit is, in itself, seldom a crucial
step. Helping an institution see itself -as a
program, not as a body of materials, is fun-
damental to achieving con t in uingprogress--
rather than a mw-time presetvation initiathr.

That is why Strengthening Aim York's Historic
at Retords Programa: A Self-Study Guide (issued
this month to more than two thousand re-
positories statewide) fulfills one of the basic
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recommendations in (ha MeMOrr at Risk. In
it preservati)n is tate of jiilf core !Unctions.

Finallvsv have learned what I think we knew
alreadythat a project and a report are not
sufficient for statewide pn..seirvation program
coordination and action. We are left with
several questions:

Do we need a more formal statewide plan?
As we learn more and do more through our
Conservation/ Preservation Program and
now through our Documentary Heritage
Program, how do we keep these two
programs, these two institutions, these two
communitieslibrarians and archivists
working hand-in-hand rather than indepen-
dentb, and even at times, in rivalt-v? OMAR
has helped, but is it sufficient?

What are reasonable standards for assessing
success? In New Yori and ans. state, what is
it reasonable totty to accomplish by the year
2000? liow do we balance emphasis on
retrospective treatments with attention to

the new, unique matetials we know are be-
ing created today and tomorrowr

flow do we define state and local preserva-
tion needs and balance them against
national and international perspectives, es-
pecially when the latter two appear to place
a verv heavy emphasis on the needs of the
scholarly community and less on other
values and uses? Closely related, how do
we define sufficiently and realistically the
appropriate roles of state governnwnt and
of local governmentsomething that is
seldom talked about?

None of these issues is hilly resolved, but all
have at least been raised in Our Memory at
Risk. In New York, none of usarchivists or
librarians, conservators or historians,
genealogists or legislatorscan say that
these questions have never occurred to us.
All of us have a better framework for com-
munication and a better agenda for action
in the years ahead. I wish all of you
the sanw.

Bridget Lamont
BRIDGET LAMONT, Director of the Illinois State kibrary, described anothermodel
for statewide preservation action beginning with grass roots interest, the wvelop.
ment of a statewide information and outreach programlocated at Southern Illinois
University and funded by grants from the state library, and (four years
later) a statewide Preservation Task Force charged with the development of a
statewide plan.

I am glad to be here today to share with vou
informatim on the scope and future of our
program in i llin is, and also to discuss other
issues that we are considering as we con-
tinue to develop, expand, and personalize
our programs. I use the word 'personalize'
to emphasize Illinois reliance on the hu-
m-an aspects of our library network, and our
philosophy that an effective program will
reach every citizen who wants thr excite-
ment and the experience of holding an
actual document or perusing a book.

Some tellers of tales open with "Once upon
a time . or "In the beginning . . . " The
Illinois Cooperative Conservation Program
story had several beginnings as a series of
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incidents -onverged to make it very evident
to us that peservadon was a program which
merited attention, serious attention and
planning, and ultimately inclusion into our
statewide library network.

In our beginning there was Chester, Illinois,
a Mississippi River community ofabout 8,400
people with a library built in 1888 and an
operating budget of $60,000which is very,
very good in southwestern Illinois. As the
story goes, when the community decided to
cekbr.le its bicentennial in 1979, the local
woman's club (how many of us have heard
these stories?) decided to select as its project
the preservation of the 1,300-itern rare book
collection at the Chester Public Library.



in Illinois we take cooperation and rest-nate
sharing Nvry writ msly and recognize that all
libraries. regardless of their type or their
size, have something to share and preserve.
The Chester Public Library probably dors not
fit the image of a significant library collec-
tion in the Way that the library profession
Poxes great collections with major acade mic
institutions. Nonetheless, the Chester Public
library had a plan and Yeilunteers, and access
to consultants through its regional library
system, and through that sysu'm to expertise
at Southern Illinois University.

Meanwhile, as the Chester pniject devel-
oped, two other incidents occurred which
encouraged us to take another look at the
!reservation is.sue. Bill Welsh. the former
Deputy Librarian of t'aingress, at the end of
a sedate luncheon with the Chief Officers of
State Libraty Agencies, exhorted us to do
sonwthing about preservation in our states.
As Bill worked his wav around the room
pointing his finger at us, I thought there
were Overtones of Professor Kingsfield in
"The Paper Chase." I sat there trying to
think oi a quick response in case Bill pointed
his finger at me and I had to stand up and say
what we were doing in Illinois,

Back in Illinois, at a quarterly meeting with
the Illinois Board of I ligher Education and
some leading academic librarians, as we
talked about our Illinois cooperative collec-
tion management program and models used
by libraries in Illinois, an almost innocuous
comment was made at the end of that discus-
sionthat preservation slu mid be included
in the consideration of cooperative collection
development.

After this series of events, it was clear to us at
the State Library that as the agency respon-
sible fOr a network of over 2,600 libraries,
precervation needed to be a critical element
in our program of library cooperation. While
it is the function of the library to make
resource's and information available, we
believed it was the state's obligation to its
citizens to provide them with a sense of
history and the documents to understand
their past.

The Chester story led us to Southern Illinois
University, and since our philosophy has
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been to build on local strengths, it was ap-
propriate that the Illinois Cooperative Con-
servation Program (I( XI') was established
in 1981 at Morris Library with the right
people in place to insure success. This
program, funded fin six years through the
Library S-rvices and Construction Act,
administered by the State Libraty, concen-
trated on consciousness raising, educational
programs, reference services, consulting, and
a limited conservation treatment service.

We were imnwdiately impressed, in fact, I
was staggered by the interest expressed in
preservationmost visibly through atten-
dance at many workshops. In the early years
we saturated the library comtnunity with
information about the importance of pres-
ervation, with fact sheets, posters, and a
newsletwr. We eventually produced a
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videotape tit . care and handling and provided
an audio-visual loan service and intensive
individual training sessions. Later the popu-
lar workshops evolved into a second levd of
teaching sessions on basic book repair and
conservation techniques and a manual of'
procedures. I liked the way the workshops
provided instant gratification; each partici-
pant received a kit contWning tools and
supplies so that the skills learned at the
workshop could be used as soon as the par-
ticipant returned to his or her own library.

By the tid year of the program, with pres-
ervation becoming a household word, the
conservation laboratory at Morris Library
ofkred onsite consulting services and the
examination and treatment of historical
dc )(Innen ts. Latt'r we started impkmenting
prototype conservation facilities in selected
regional libraries. This has proved to be very
popular, not only in metropolitan public
libraries, but also in very rural Illinois, in the
farmlands, where libraries serve 600 people.
The board president alone of our regional
library systems listened to our presentation
on conservation and the demonstration fa-
dia, and set one up in his own library, a
library that serves alxmt 1,000 people.

Meanwhile, discussions alxmt the fUture of
ICCP made it clear that preservation was not
a three-year grant project. We were heart-
ened by the interest expressed by the litsrai
community, but recognized that preserva-
tion had a larger appeal for the general
populace. We also believed that the State of
Illinois had an obligation to assure the
continuance and expansion of our preser-
vation efforts. In 1985 we establislwd
Materials Preservation Task Force. The task
force had as its primary goal thedevelopmen t
of a five-year plan for statewide preservation
activities; the fiv e-year plan should also build
on what we had been doin1. the previous
fbur years.

The task force was chaired by Kenneth
Peterson, Dean of Libraries at Southern
Illinois University. This was a clear signa', to
the library commuMty that preservatior was
both for the large academic library and the
small public library. Although otw effort
recognized the contribution of archivists to
the preservation effort, we decided to start
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with a manageable universe (not suggesting
that archivists are unmanageable) and so
noted library materials in the name of the
task force. We continued to benefit froor
the presence and advice ofjohn Daly, Direc-
tor of the Illinois State Archives, as a mem-
ber of the task force.

The task force issued its report in 1986 with
a five-year plan of action, responding to my
challenge to develop a plan that was realistic.
The plan recommended that the responsi-
b]ity for statewide preservation outreach
activities be transferred to the Illinois State
library, again clearly signifying the state's
obligation in this area. The report advised
that librariesjoin the scores of local historical
societies in preserving the record of our
past, thereby enabling us to understand the
present and shape the finure.

Planning for legislative action, for mandat-
ing preservation acti.:ties as part of the
state's obligation, was in process along with
a determination of staffing requirements at
the State library. The outreach and infor-
mation components of' the program con-
tinued with direction from ivlorris Library at
Smthern Illinois University. Disaster recov-
ery workshops, a conservation program for
museum personnel, and a series of' new
intermediate book repair workshops con-
tinued the momentum and the apprecia-
tion of preservation issues.

Our efforts in recent months continue in
the convergence mode. The task force con-
tin nes to meet. Over $100,000 in new grants
have been made to individual libraries fbr
local preservation projectsand we have nearly
$268,000 in proposals from individual
libraries, many of them very small, facing us
when we go back to Illinois.

The concept of a "Preserve Illinois" pro-
grain has been endorsed by the Illinois
Secretary of State who, fortuitously for John
Daly and myself, also serves as the official
Illinois State Archivist and State Librarian.
Certainly the staff in the Governor's office
are more aware of our preservation efforts
now. Due to a political vendetta by the
Governor fbr failure to secure a tax increase
he had sought, our preservation legislation
was held hostage fbr two years, along with
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other legislation, until it was finally approved
by the General Assembly and actually signed
by the Governor in August of 1988.

Our activities did not stop due to lack of a
clear, legal definition of' the State Library's
responsibility. The preservation task force
continues its work with the development of
poshion papers on a number of topics
including education and training, presetva-
tkm selection, and regional treatm-nt cen-
ters. Finally, the challenges facing us remain.
Clearly in my mind we should have started
earlier. We will now have to find a way to
cover all the bases, for we starwd with the
library needs first. We certainly need to do
more to publicize tl program with Illinois
citizens, which we will now do under the
banner of the 'Preserve Illinois" program.

Sonw new challenges will t. ice us and others
are, of course, delayed issues. What are the
priority collections for conservation? What

are the relationships between library activi-
ties and archival and historical institutions?
How can we ensure administrative atten-
tion and administrative commitment to
preservation instead of treating them as
peripheral activities? Who will pay the cost
for the scope of this enormous, yet very
basic activity?

Finally, our program's success has included
those elements that drive library service in
Illinois: building on local strengths, the
human aspects of' networking, personal
commitments from individuals, collabora-
tion among all types of libraries, continuing
education responsibilities at the local,
regional, and state level. Our belief is that
libraries are a state asset and that libraries of'
all sizesfrom the University of Illinois to
the Chicago Public Library to Northwestern
University and, of course, Chester Public
Libraryare equal pa,. tners in cooperation
and preservation.

David Moitke-Hansen and Lisa Fox

A joint presentation by DAVID MOLTIO-HANSEN and LISA Fox described statewide
preservation planning in South Carolina with the assiritance of a regional preser-
vation program. Moltke-Hansen, Director of the Southern Historical Collection
at the University of North Carolina-Chanel Hill and former Director of the South
Carolina Historical Society, described the p litical context for the establishment
of a statewide preservation cooperative. Lisa Fcx, Director of the SOLINET
Preservation Program, described a project to trai,n a group of six individuals in
South Carolina to conduct institutional needs assessments.

The WPA guide to the Palmetto State starts
out lw declaring that South Carolina is the
only former Confederate state ne ver secretly
to have wished it were Virginia. Yet pride is
not enough to preserve identity. That Ls why
fbur years ago a delegation went to Wash-
ington, D.C. to find out what help was avail-
able to assist the state in preserving its docu-
mentary heritage. Washington, in the person
of Jeffrey Field (Assistant Director of NEN's
Office of Preservation), managed to be poli-
tic, clear, and forceful all at once. In crude
surnimuy, jell' said, "We may be able to help
you strategically, but you have to have a
strategy and it needs to fit ort*.s." In short,
his carrot was a stick.
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At the timespring I985NEH wa.s prod-
ding South Carolina to work with the
regional preservation training and consul-
tation program that NEN had recently
ftmded through the Southeastern Library
Network (SOLINET)thereby tying needs
anti energies to the centralized effort to
help address the regionwide lack of pres-
ervation resources and expertise. Meeting
by invitation in .ite summer of 1985 (as jeff
had suggested), representatives of fifteen
libraries, museums, anti public records
offices from across South Carolina agreed
that their individual needs were, and would
continue to be, beyond their individual
resources and professional command; and
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secondly, that selective cooperation was an
appropriate way to maximize the few re-
sources actually or potentially availabk.

At this meeting, three crucial dec isions were
there in embryo: the idea of involving any
interested institution. whether public or
private, holding books and manuscripts;
the.idea of working with SOLIN ET; and the
idea of pursuing cooperation at several levels
simultaneously. The first of these decisions
stenmwd from two facts. here were few
people in South Camlina with an interest in
preservation. They came from diverse insti-
anions and, by and large, already knew
each other. Furtlwrmore, the total number
of repositories of any kind in the state is
relatively small. The decision to work with
SOLINET was made on the advice of NEfl
and because Lisa Fox of SOLINET proved
to be energetic, enthusiastic, and essential.
The third decision reflected geography and
pl,ilosophy. Archives. libraries. and muse-
ums in South Caiolina are clustered to-
gether, and could serve as natural bases for
projects such as disaster preparedness, co-
operative tiaining, and shared use of micro-

filming, bookbinding, or other preservation
facilities and expertise.

If the clustering of cultural collections of-
fered opportunities for cot iperative preser-
vation activities, other factors not only fos-
tered, but impelled statewide cooperation.
In South Carolina the state archives is
responsible for local government records,
the state library supports local public
libraries, and the University of South Caro-
lina has branches throughoutyet these
statewide networks have never been closely
linked. Neither have there been strong
linkages between relevant statewide profes-
sional organizations and in.erest groups.
Exacerbating the problem is the fact that,
while in many other states the state library,
state archives, and state museum are admin-
istratively integrated, they are not in South
Carolinawhere independence is valued
at even, level. Therefore, there was no
exiRtitig base for a statewide preservation
cooperative; if there was to be one, it would
have to be created.

The philosophical justification for such a
creation was expressed in the phrase, "the
preservation hierarchy," in a position paper
presented in February 1986. The argument
is that netwm ks should be integrated verti-
cally' as well as horizontally to maximize
effective cooperation and minimize redun-
dancy. This principle also justified working
with and through SOLINET. To translate
the principle into action required coopera-
tion from the major players in the state and
creation of a statewide preservation coop-
erative to do on a statewide level what had
already begun at a local level in Charleston.
Finally, we needed an agenda.
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Initially the agenda was set in response to
the quest ion: what should in stitutions across
the state be doing cooperatively? Part of the
answer was obviouseducating staff and
the public to preservation concerns and
ide n Ofyi lig available resources (expertise as
well as facilities) to share. Beyond these
points of agreement lay uncertainty. In a
gross sense needs were obvious, but their
relative magnitude and significance were
not. Mtheover, priorities had to be estab-
lished, methods for addressing them
identified and developed, costs calculated,
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strategies for obtaining and maintaining
support pursued, assignment of roles made,
and organizational con tin ui ty fostered. More
broadly, the members of the Palmetto
Archives, Libraries and Museums Council
on PreservationPALM COP as we came to
be calledneeded to define and transmit
their technical and technocratic concerns
into public and institutional consciousness,
and to translate consciousness into action.

If PALM COP is to succeed, its success will
be political. Ir will have used its members'
shared objectives to claim public attention
and garner the necessary support. If PALM
COP fails, it will be because the group was
not political enough in the right way. Of
course, one wants to be sanguine; some-
thing approaching "critical mass" has been
achieved. The group has grown from a
membership of 15 to 52. There are 13 public
libraries in addition to the state library; six
public records offices in addition to the state
archives; 15 academic libraries; and 16
museums, special libraries, and educational
programs from both the public and private
SeC tors.

Attendance by representative's from about
40 of these member institutions at the most
recent membership meeting shows con-
tinuing enthusiasm. The brief being
maintained by staff of the state's Joint Leg-
islative Committee on Cultural Affairs
(together with the invitation to speak to the
Committee) promises sonic level of aware-
ness and a sense of responsibility in that key
body. The vigorous support and leadership
bring given by the state library and state
archives means that the best placed people
and institutions are behind the group and
in the vanguard on the issues. The remark-
able attendance at PALM COP sponsored
workshops indicates that keenly-felt needs
are being sensibly met. The development
of a cadre of preservation consultants in the
statepart of SOUNET's workmeans that
people are in place to meet additional needs
and help institutions across the state become
at once more sensitive and more profes-
sional on preservation matters. Even if
PALM COP were ultimately to fail, a lot
would have been accomplished. Yet, we
believe that the foundation is there for
sustained success.f.MMINM

What you have in David and I is a truly
cooperative presentation . . . we can't even
do one talk without cooperating on it. As we
worked through how to divide up the sub-
ject for this morning's presentation we had
various dignified-sounding desc riptions: You
know, he was giving background on the
political context; I W4S discussing strategies.
In fact, he is giving you the big ideas and I am
giving you the picky little details about how
this project worked.

The PALM COP project was included in
SOLINET's second grant from the National
Endowment for the Humanities. The
SOLINET Preservation Program was estab-
lished in 1985 to provide a regional program
of preservation infornation and assistance.
A second grant a.s aibmitted in 1986 to
continue the program beyond its initial two
years. The PALM COP project (about
$40,000 of the $350,000 award) was to cover
travel expenses to and within South Caro-
lina and one half of my time. The project
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had three components or phases; I want to
focus on what these components were, what
went well, and what might have been done
differently.

We proposed to select and train six individu-
als within South Carolina. Our goal was to
take people with basic knowledge ofpreser-
vation and develop a group of individuals
with the requisite commitment and exper-
tise to shape and support a statewide pres-
ervation program. The second phase was to
conduct 24 institutional needs assessrrents.
The goal WAS to develop a critical mass of
institutions within he state who knew what
their problems were and had some clear
guidance on how to proceed in solving those
problems. It would also give us a snapshot of
the rescurces that exist and the problems
that would need to be addressed in the
development of a statewide program. The
third phase was to develop an action plan.
Let me now talk about these three phases in
a little more detail.
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First, the selection and training of' rhe
interns. As David said, there was not a great
deal of preservation expertise in South
Carolina when we started shaping this
project. That is one of those understate-
ments that South Carolinians like to make.
At the time we were planning the project
there was no full-time preservation profes-
sional in the state. There is now one at the
state archives. Furthermore, what we had
on the PALM COP board were largelypoliti-
cal appointments, people that we had put
there partly for their knowledge, but partly
for the clout they would bring to the project.
We needed a second layer, or working group.
The six interns were sought through an
application process that invited anyone in
the state to apply for the training (and the
honor of working themselves silly over the
course of a year and a half).

We ended up choosing seven interns. Two
slots were reserved fOr the state library and
state archives. These key state organiza-
dons had committed to making a staff
member available ss ho would subsequently
help other public institutionspublic
libraries and public records officeswith
their preservation problems. The other five
slots were filled by an academic librarian, a
museum librarian, an archivist in the state
historical society, a ai chaeologist who also
had detailed knowledge about environ-
nwntal cafol systems, and a certified pest
control operator who is now licensed for
toxic waste disposal! (Preservation draws
these people unto itself.)

All of these individuals were senior or mid-
level staffno di reel swe wanted people
who were in the trenches. The selection
criteria were fourfold. First, they needed to
have some previous knowledge of preserva-
tion, because we did not want to have to
train them from the veiy beginning. Sec-
ond, they needed to have made some seri-
ous contribudons in preservation, because
we were looking for people with staying
powerpeople who had already been slog-
ging it out over the years. Third, we required
that there he a statement of institutional
support from their director authorizing
them fin- release time and subsidizing travel
costs. In retrospect the institutional support
was important, but asking institutions to
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subsidize travel to consult with other insti-
tutions was a bit much. In hindsight I am
astonished that the seven institu dons agreed.

Finally, we asked that they haveyou know
the phrasestrong written and verbal com-
munication skills and problem-solving abil-
ity. We were lucky in the quality of appli-
cants, but if I had it to do over I would find
a better way to assess those skills. We should
also have interviewed applicants to get a
sense of personality, because in preserva-
tion you have to have people with good
"people skills" who can go into an institu-
tion and sell a director and staff.

The training process for the interns was a
five-day seminar. Choosing the seminar
format fin the training was a gift from the
gods. The internsinstead of learn ing pas-
sivelywere required, to teach the sessions
themselves and thereby take ownership of
the material and assume responsibility. I

knew that I was being a successful instructor
when they quit talking to ine and started
talking to one another.

The second phase of the project was the
institutional needs assessments. David
began by saying, "You have to do 30," I said,
"We can do six." We compromised at 24.
We expected to be inundated with applica-
tions for the surveys and were disappointed
to receive only 12 applications. With some
arm-twisting from the state library and state
archives we ended up getting 22. A number
of institutions did not consider preservation
relevant because they did not have rare
books or special collections; one of the
basic problems was a lack of understanding
about what preserration encompasses.

The one-day, on-site assessments addressed
every aspect of preservation. We also used
the first round as tutorials. On the first five
assessments I led the visit and two of the
interns accompanied me. On the next ten,
one of the interns led the visit and I and
another intern accompanied. On the last
seven they soloed. The interns got the
chance to see some different approaches
and different ways of going about the
assessment. The assessnwnts were pretty
much what you would expect. One of the
interns described it as simply, "filth and
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squalor everywhere." In fact, we are think-
ing that the state plan itself might be titled
"Filth and Squalor Everywhere."

We did not need 18 mon ths on the project to
say that buildings are overcrowded, c.,re and
handling is inadequate, and the staff needs
more training. We could have dtme that by
following the model of several other states
going in, poking around in a few repositories,
and writing a report in a month or two. It
would have cost a whole lot less, it would
have been a whole lot easier and faster, and
it probably would have generated a report
that sounded pretty much like Ours is going
to sound. So why did we bother?

First, when I go back to Atlanta and stop
earning Frequent Flyer miles, there are still
going to be seven people with solid training
and a solid commitment who are not going
to restand that is a threat as well as a
promiseuntil a statewide preservation
program is in place. There are 22 institu-

tions that are starting to improve their
preservation eflbrts and are going to start
hounding someonethe state library, the
state archives, the legislaturefor more
staff, more resources, more training, more
money. And finally, we have created a lot of
stakeholdersin the PALM COP board,
the key institutions, the interns, and those
22 institutions.

The state plan has yet to he written, In draft
form it includes many of the components
that have already been discussededuca-
tion, information, microfilming, and access
to repair and conservation services. Finally,
the stakeholders will have to go to the legis-
laturf for additional money, look for motwy
in their own budgets, and seek additional
sources of ftmding. From SOLIN ET's per-
spective the project has been a success al-
ready. The good news for 10 of the 50 states
here is that SOLINET is hoping to replicate
this projec t for the other southeastern states,
as well as continue helping South Carolina.
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Lisa Fox (SOLINE1)
addresses Mr run elrurr.
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Lorraine Summers

LORRAINE SUMMERS, Assistant State Librarian of Florida, described the develop-
ment of a statewide plan for library disasters to minimize losses to collections and
reduce replacement costs. Florida used a series ofworkshops to train representa-
tives from 119 libraries. The project resulted in a statewide library disaster recov-

ery network and the expectation that a broad.based statewide preservation program
would follow.

The t-oun try was shocked in April 1986 when
midmorMng fire began in the central

facility of the Los Angeles Public Library and
continued to burn for seven hours. Fortu-
nately, no lives were lost and the fire was
contained in abou one-fifth of the total
stack area of the libruy. Among the losses
were 189,000 monographs, 6,200 periodical
titles, and the entire U.S. and state docu-
ments collection. Replacement costs were
estimated at $14 million. Approximately
600,000 books were water-damaged and in
danger of loss.

Following the IAIS Angeles fire, the Florida
Division of library and Information Ser-
vices, of which the State Library is a part,
began to receive inquiries about what the
state had done to prepare for library disas-
ters. We It arned that the state's civil defense
plan indicated that communities should
contact the State Library for assistance in
library disasters! Amazingly, we did not
know that we were a contact point in the
event of a library disaster, and we had not
prepared for such a role. When a call came
from the broadcast media informing us that
the Secretary of State would be asked during
a live interview to describe the state plan for
library disasters and recoverywe were
convinced that something had to be done!

The protection of library materials during
emergencies, and salvage after being
damage,d had not been a high priority for
Florida. Yet of all the states it certainly has a
need for a disaster plan. The region is often
struck by hurricanes, tornados, and severe
thunderstorms. Libraries are frequently
damaged by water fi-om malfunctioning air-
conditioning systems (which we use most of
the year) and from leaking roofs. Most
libraries in the state need to use their scarce

resouces for library acquisitions and for
systems to make materials available; never-
theless, the Division recognized that steps
had to be taken to minimize losses to col-
lections and reduce replacement costs.

With funding from the library Services and
Construction Act, the School of Library and
Information Studies at Florida State Uni-
versity accepted a grant to develop a state-
wide program designed to reduce the efkct
oflibl-ary disasters, especially those involving
water damage, and establish a human
resource network of librarians who could
provide assistance in emergencies. Project
Director John DePew Wats assisted by an
advisory group consisting of two preserva-
tion experts and five Florida librarians. The
specific goals of the project were to alert
academic and public librarians in the state
to the nature of fire and water-related
disasters; to train librarians to prepare for
and respond to emergency situations in ways
that would minimize damage to collections;
and to establish a statewide library disaster
recovery network.

It was determined that the best wav to meet
these goals was to first sarvey the state's
academic and public libraries to determine
the status of disaster preparedness. Although
it was obvious that Florida's libraries were
not prepared to deal with disasters effectively,
there was no reliable information on the
extent of plans already in place or the will-
ingness of librarians to participate in an
educational program. The survey also pro-
vided a mechanism for alerting librarians to
the need for disaster preparedness.

196 libraries were sent questionnaires and
92.2% responded. Of the respondents, we
learned that 50% had suffered some damage
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or disaster in tilt' WI five wars, but 74% had
no disaster plan. Of those that did, most
dealt with evacuating people from build-
ings, not with the protection or salvage of'
materials. Ninety-six percent had not iden-
tified resources that would enable them to
salvage their colketions; 81% had not iden-
tified irreplaceable items; 82% had not
identified priority items for evacuation; 86%
did not have anyone to call upon with spe-
cialized skills; and 80% believed that preser-
vation, including disaster preparedness,was
needed at the state level.

The second part of the project involved
conducting six regional workshops. Ulti-
mately 148 people attended from 119
libraries. Library directors were asked to
select a person who would not only imple-
ment the plan in his or her own libraiy, but
would also act as an emergency resource
person for a geographic area. The work-
shop was not intended as an isolated event,
but rather the foundation of a disaster
resource network across the stateto be
coordinated by the Division of Library and
Information Services. Each workshop site

BEST COPY AVAILABLE

was carefully chosen based on geographic
affinity, type of weather problem experi-
enced in that region, and by library area
(countywide public library, multi-county li-
brary system, etc.). These considerations
were deemed important to promoting the
disaster support network concept.

Nor to the workshop, participants received
An Ounce If Prevention, published by the
Toronto Area Archivists Group, and work-
book.s to use as a basis for preparing local
I ibrary disaster plans. Partici pants were asked
to complete part of the workbook prior to
coming to the workshop.

The workshop covered the planning pro-
cess, components of a disaster plan, and
recovery from a disaster. Participants were
given hands-on experience in the recovery
of water-damaged materials. After the work-
shop, participants were encouraged to com-
plete local plans and submit them to the
Division. hey were reminded of their role
as resource contacts in the event of a library
disaster and they were encouraged to fbrm
local networks to facilitate disaster response.

The final goal of the project was to establish
a statewide disaster recovery network. A
library consultant was designated the coor-
dinator for disaster recovery information
and referral services. Ile mai ntains copies of
the local library plans and the disaster refer-
ral file. Each participant was supplied with
a list of those who have gone through the
training program. The Division installed a
dedicated phone line equipped with an af-
ter-hours answering machine to provide a
prioritized list of phone numbers that can
be called to reach a disaster resource con-
tact. Audio-visual training materials and
environmental monitoring instrunwrus are
available for loan. The Division will stock-
pile disaster recovery equipment and sup-
plies and will _join the Disaster Avoidance
and Recovery Information Group, a trim-
profit professional organization of infbrrna-
tion managers and disaster recovery plan-
ners in businesses and local government.
Companies that offer disaster avoidance and
recovery services are also members. Finally,
the Division has been attempting to keep
awareness high through articles in news-
letters and other publications. Such
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information includes the availability of
equipment and supplies, news about emer-
gency preparedness in the state, and local
training opportunities.

There are ongoing considerations inherent
in such a program, as well as broad, long-
term effects. As with any undertaking of this
nature, people are the key. It is crucial that
those who have been trained continue local
level planning and communicate with oth-
ers in the network. It is also necessary that
new people be involved in the effort and be
trained to arlfill the role of emergency re-
source people, so that the network remains
intact even though the people may change.
It is clear that a coordinated effort is neces-
sary to insure the program continues. For
Florida, we believe this is an appropriate
state-level role. The designation of a disaster
preparedness and recovery coordinator, or
liaison, is necessary to provide continuity
and impetus to the program.

The project has been successful in raising
awareness, not only for the issue of disaster

avoidance and preparedness, but mor,
broadly, for the preservation of collections.
The project is now being viewed not as an
isolated activity, but as part of* a broader
program to insure that adequate attention is
being given to the preservation of valuable
materials. The program has stimulated the
state to define its role. By structuring
a statewide, multi-library network for emer-
gency support and training , there is now a
precedent for cooperation in the area of
preservation. The cooperative aspect of the
program has been supported by library ad-
ministrators and personnel, and there is
every reason to aSsume that other such pro-
grams will have equally strong support.

For Florida, the next step is a full assessment
of the preservation needs in the state's pub-
lic and academic libraries and the options
available to meet those needs. This effort is
beginning next month. Without doubt, the
success of the Florida Disaster Preparedness
and Recovery Program has provided the
state's library community with the motiva-
tion tor proceed with this broader effort.

John Townsend

To complete the morning's session, JOHN TOWNSEND, of the New York State Pro-

gram for the Conservation and Preservation of Library Research Materials,
described their discretionary grants program which distributes $500,000 annually
for the preservation of unique research materials. The program requires applicants
to develop a detailed work plan. By asking questions about access, bibliographic
control, research value, and institutional priorities, the applicationdearly indicates
that a preservation plan must be integrated with other institutional activities, in-

cluding those not always inunediately associated with preservation.

In your information packet you have a copy
of an article by Connie Brooks and Joseph
Shubert describing the history and accom-
plishments of the New York State Program
for the Conservation and Preservation of
library Research Materials. I will focus on
one aspect of this programthe discre-
tionary grantswhich provide funding for
preservation through annual competitive
grants to libraries, archives, local govern-
ments, historical societies, museums, and a
surprising number of other repositories of
research materials. This afternoon, Joe
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Shubert will describe the part of t he program
aimed at the 11 largest libraries in New York
(the Big I I) and the legislation that estab-
lished New York's statewide preservation
program.

Connie Brooks served as head of the program
until December 1988 and she did most of
the hard work required to get things started.
During her first year, Connie regularly put
in more hours at work that most of us spend
at home. There are tales of her being found
slumped over her desk, empty thermos a,.
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her side, and a new draft of the NE11 appli-
cation in her hand. But Connie would be
the first to admit that these hours were as
much practical expediency as altruistic
dedicationsince her primary goal was to
prepare a request to the NEH Office of
Preservation for funding for additional staff,
an addition that would allow her to sleep at
home once in awhile. The application was
successful, the Mellon Foundation contrib.
uted matching funds, and as a result, I was
hired in March 1987 to manage the discre-
tionary grant program. Roxanne Peters
followed in April 1987 to develop an edu-
cation and outreach program.

The most important lesson in implementing
a statewide preservation effort was, therefore,
learned before I arrived. The lesson is that
any grant program, large or small, must have
sufficient staff to administer the grants. We
also found tto- it is far easier to get funds for
grants than it is to secure funds for staff to
administer them. For example, the 1986
expansion of the 1984 legislation that put us
in business created an entirely new com-
petitive grant program for the Big 11,
increasing funding for these libraries by
35%. At the same time, the discretionary
grant program received a 150% increase in
grant funds, but there were no new funds for
staff to support increased activities in either
area. I am aware that pleas for more staff
usually fall on deaf legislaeive ears, perhaps
not unlike the deaf ear that Julius Caesar
turned to his soothsayer, but nevertheless,
our experience not only confirms the im-
portance of professional preservation staff
in a program of this kind, hut also suggests
that it behooves the state agency responsible
for the program to use whatever influence,
incantations, exhortations, or outright sor-
ceries required to provide for staff in the
initial legislation.

Our work has been guided more by expedi-
ency than by reflection. From the very first
weeks of the NEI1 project, there were scores
of applications to read, a pile of money to
give away, and a seemingly endless chain of
reports, memos, meetings, and miscella-
neous paperwork to get through. Now that
things have calmed down just a little bit and
we only have scores of applications to read,
a pile of money to given away and a seem-

ingly endless chain of reports,memos, meet-
ings, and miscellaneous paperwork to get
through . . . we have begun to sort out what
worked and what did not.

What really worked, right from the begin-
ning, was the application itself. Pamela
Darling served as consultant to the program
before Connie Brooks was hired and drafted
the guidelines and application forms for the
first year. Subsequent revisions to these two
documents have been substantial, but their
method and goals are essentially unchanged.
Pam's genius was to require that requests for
grant Itinding be presented and evaluated
within the context of the institution' s overall
operation, not just the immediate need to
fix old books or repair old documents.

This may not sound like genius to some, so
let me explain. By requiring applicants to
state in detail exactly what they planned to
do, why it was important, why it needed to be
done now, and exactly how they planned to
do it, the application became an outline. for
a preservation plan. In addition, by asking
questions about access, bibliographic
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control, research value, institutiunal priori-
ties and so on, the application clearly indi-
cated that a preservation plan must be inte-
grated with other institutional activities, in-
eluding those not always immediately asso-
ciated with preservation. Some applicants
bucked at the paperwork involved in pre-
paring this type of application. Others,
most notably sonw of the unsuccessfid ap-
plkams, told us that it worked. In the
process of preparing an application, they
learned how to plan for preservation of
their collections. This was how we fame to
realize the value of the application as an
education tool.

The wstimonials did not exactly pour in,
but enough did come in to convince us that
our education and outreach program could
begin by fOcusing, at kast initially, on the
grant application process. Our first official
outreach eflOrt was a series of five grant
application workshops. Of course, the pri-
mary thing that all applicants want to know
is how to get money. We told them how IA-
tell ing them how to write a good application,
but we also packed in a f liii day of instruc-
tions, examples, and advice about how to
put together a preservation program. So far
as we were concerned, a good application
and a good program were practically the
same. As a result, the next round of appli-
cations not only saw a dramatic increase in
the number of applications, hut the quality
of applications improved significantly. We
have since conducted five more workshops.
The latest round of applications seems to be
better still. By better, I do not mean that
they are just more ftmdabk from our point
ofview, but that they reflect an understanding
of preservation issues and a greater degree
of initial preservation planning.

During the (-out se of these workshops we
have also realized that the applications
themselves give us the best picture of the
status of preservation in New York. Our
Memorv at Risk, which Lamm Hackman dis-
cussed this morning, recommends that our
program conduct a formal statewide assess-
ment of preservation conditions, needs, and
progress every five years. Formal assess-
ments do serve an important fimetion, but
they also require a considerable amount of
time to develop, conduct, compile, and in-

terpret. For us, the applkations were a
better deal. Our program was alreadY un-
derway. We had the applications in our
lapsup to our ears at times. They came
from all types of repositories and from every
corner of the state. The plan Of work with
each application pointed out quite clearly
what the applicants knew and, more impor-
tantly, what they did not know. Further-
nu ife, since the evaluation process required
review by three outside professionalsa
preservation librarian, an archivist, and a
conservatorwe had a thorough analysis of
the strengths and weaknesses of each appli-
cation and the preservation effort that it
sprang from. No survey or needs assess-
ment could have told us so much so quickly.
Speed was important because the program
was going on its own and we were trying to
catch up with it. I would agree with Marg-
aret Child on the subject of surveys. "I

would suggest," she savs, "that there is very
1 ttle reason to continue contemplating the
extent of the problem in order to justify a
beginning. It seems a more practical use of
limited resources to turn our energies ;mei
ingenuity to devising action strategies anti
developing the infrastructure to sustain
them."

An example of using information at hand is
the Disaster Preparedness Pilot Project we
conducted in 1988. Because. our grant
application assumes that disaster prepared-
ness represents one of the most basic levels
of preservation awareness, we ask applicants
to describe what preparations they have
made just in case the water main breaks, the
river starts to rise, or the fire alarm rings in
the middle of the night. In looking at the
response to this question in the 1987 appli-
cations, we found that fewer than 10% of
the applicants had a disaster plan. We also
learned that a significant number did not
know what a disaster plan wassince a first-
aid kit, a fire extinguisher, and a burglar
alarm do not make much difference in
preventing damage to libratv materials.

With the help of an advisory cbmmhtee
drawn from New York's Office of Cultural
Education (representing the state archives,
the state library, and the state museum), we
planned a pilot proj-ct and contracted with
the Northeast Document Con servatitm
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Center to develop guidelines for preparing
a disaster plan. and initiate a series of
workshops on how to deal with water dam-
age. In the first rtnmd of applications fol-
lowing the pilot project. 68% of the appli-
cants either had a disaster plan in place or
were in the process of writing one. More
workshops are scheduled.

We have also used applicanons to identify
other educational needs, such as the need
for realistic ways to improve storage envi-
ronments and the need to infOrm applicants
(and sometimes vendors) of the standards
for producing archival quality microfilm.
We have attempted to attend to the needs
expressed by the applicants or, as is more
often the case, the needs betrayed by the
raps in their applications. Out of this has
come an overall plan of action for the edu-
cation program. Based on our experience
we have concluded that good preservation
education is a prerequisite to a successful
grant program. This is not a dramatic find-
ing, and our approach has not been particu-
larly novel, hut by insisting on standards
and norms for planning and performance,
and by providing the means for applicants
to learn about the standards, we have built
a good finindation.

Because funding fOr grant awards was avail-
able long before personnel to develop an
education program, we have not been quite
as systematic, and not nearly as efficient, as
we might have been. lt was a little hit like
having carpen ters on the building site ready
and waiting to put up die frame before the
masons had even arrived to pour the Ictit-
ing. Reversing the order would have made
more sense even if it meant not using the
pile of money we had to give away until we
could educate people on how to spend it
wisely. This is probabh heretical in a state
agency, since not using funds imnwdiately
is often tantamount to losing them, but a

cynic might suggest that bureaucratic her-
esy is as dose to comtnon sense as most state
agencies are likely to get. Cynical or not, it
is clear from New York State's Disc retionarY
(;ram Program that education is the infra-
structure Margaret Child referred to as the
prerequisite it) effective action. Without it.
any statewide program is likely to have a
limited impact on the preservation problem
it seeks to address.

In spite of our modest successes, we have not
vet achieved a really sustainable program.
With New York's present budget crisis, we
have seen our ability to make site visits
severely curtailed, our Minis to provide out-
side professional review all but eliminated,
publication budgets slashed, and our t hances
of securing state funding to continue the
two NEH funded position s almost fade away.

The amount of funding for grants remains
the same, whit 1 good news of course, but
I wonder how effective we will be in building
the infrastructure required to sustain the
preservation effort. Statewide programs
must be sustainable beyoml the initial leg-
islative enthusiasm that gets them going.
They must also he sustainable in spi t L. of the
economic vagaries of state ftinding.

Our work is still guided more VW expediency
than by reflection, as you can tell from these
remarks, so we have not yet had time to sink
into despair about the economic problems.
Perhaps this is because we have come to
think that economic bad times are just as
ephemeral as economic good times, Things
already look a little better than they did
three months ago. Our lack of despair may
also be because the problem of preservation
involves more than economics. It is just as
we tell the applicantsthe difference be-
tween a good preservation program and
one that doesn't work at all. is all in the
planning.
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During luncheon, state
delegations were sealed
tagrther so that they could
begththeprocrssafdisrussing
km the infatuation bring
sharrd applied to their own
particular circa mstanws. A
number of delegations took
advantage tithe opportu nit Y
to have a group picture taken
that could In, used to publicize

the filt7a in their stalp.

Above: Delegations from
Washington and Oregon,
From lejt, Vulti Kreimeyer
(Washington State
Library), Nancy Baker
(Univ. of Washington),
Layne Sawyer (Owns
State Archives Diviswn),
and Wesky A. Doak
(Oregon State Library).

At kjt: Delegation film
Rhode Island. From left,
Merrily Taylor (Brawn
Univ. L'ilnuty), Beth Pr"?'
(Rhode Island Dept.
State Library *tykes). and
Madeleine B. Telfeyan
(Rhode Island Historical
Society)
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From left: Trudy Peterson
(Nationa( Archives). Kairn

(Northeoit
Document Conservation
Center), Paul Conway
(Society 01 American
A,rchivists), Nancy Sahli
(National Historical
Publications and Records
Comonuiont, I'VesleN
Boomgaarden (Ohio State
11nizienity), and Howard
Lowell (Oklahoma
Department of Libraries).

To date we have surveyed approxintately 220
institutions throughout our region. We think
of these surveys as a tutorial process wherein
we build entlmsiasm, interest, and a certain
amount of knowledge about the funda-
mentals of comprehensive preservation
planning. The day-long visit is used as an
opixamnity for educating staff, senior ad-
ministrators. and interested parties such as a
lx nerd nwmber. When the day's educational
experience is over, a comprehensive report
is written. Many of the institutions have used
the reports to justify funding for preservation
Ohms. In fact, the utility of the reports is
documented by the move on the part of
fimding agencies to tequire evidence of
planning before they are willing to entertain
requests for the treatment of individual
Objects.

Through the survey program we have also
developed knowledge of the level of pres-
ervation sophistication in the region, of the
needs of the collections, and of the resources
that are available. We are also at a turning
point at NF.Da:. We are the oldest program
funded by NEIL and as a result, NMI
requested that we conduct an evaluation of
our program and its achievements. Marg-
aret Child served as the consultant for this
evaluation and noted that one of the major
achievenwnts of the program has been the
widespread impact of bmic education about
preservation issues. Margaret pointed to the

fact that we have developed an infrastructure
in the region which is capable of support ing
add ith mal services and additional project
opportunities. We are proud of that, but we
are almost unable at this point to keep up
with the. demand for services.

*I'lw survey program, for exiunple, is ex-
tremely helpful to the institutions that have
participated. but we can only provide a lim-
ited number of surveys in a given year. It is
a labor-intensive and thne-consuming pro-
cess. We must now begin to look at ways to
optimize ourselves as a resource for the
states, as states begin to be more sophisti-
cated and committed to making plans of
their own. We want to be able to work more
on the model of SOLINET working with
PALM COP, or on our experience with de-
signing and implementing the New York
State Disaster Plan n;ng Project. This model
allows a regional center to provide staff to
administer a program to meet the needs of
a statein our case to use our special
expertise and access to infOrmation to begin
a prot ess that New York event ually developed
into a coordinated network f Or disaster
preparedness. In addition, we are still there
as a resource to answer technical questions
Lased on our actual experience with disasters.

I hope that you will go away from this con-
ference continuing the process of cm s-
krtilization and continuing to use the
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Karen Motylewski

The case histories presented during the afternoon of March 2nd included those
which described some aspect of regional/national preservation activities with kn..
plications for developing state programs. KAREN MOTVIEWSRI, Director of Field
Services at the Northeast Document Conservation Center, described the positive
effects that outreach, consulting, and survey services can have.

The Northeast (at first New England) Docu-
ment Conservation Center was started in
1973 as a ctxperatiw effort. It was originally
an arm of the New England Library Board
and directed by a board consisting of the
state librarians of each of the New England
states. Since 1973, NEDCC has greatly
expanded its senices and its clienteleand
expanded its region to include New York
and New Jersey. Its hoard is now composed
of members appointed by the state librar-
ians, who are assisted by an advisory hoard
appointed to represent historical agencies,
academic and public libraries, and archives.

NEDCC was fOunded to optimize resources
and expertise and to maximize what are,
unfOrtunatelv, often limited funds for Pro-
viding conservation treatment for materials
with artifactual as well as informational value.
Our clients range from major research
libraries, stzte libraries and state archives to
tow t records offices and local historical
societies. Even the smallest repositories,
however, hold unique and irreplaceable
materials. Although the Center was origi-
nally established to provide conservation
treatment, the additional roles of technical
consultation and education (in the begin-
ning on an ad hoc basis) have always been a
mission of the Center. George Cunha, first
director of the Center, recohnized that con-
servation treatment was coly one of the
strategies critical to insuring that collections
survive. Equally important to consider are
such factors as the nature of the collections
and their condition, the nature of the hold-
ing instittMon, the requirenwnts for access,
and the type and intensity of ii.se the collec-
tions receive. In addition. preservation
cannot be treated as an isolated problem, or
one that can lw solved by selecting a fragile,
imperiled item and sending it to a
conservator. A comprehensive institutional
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preservation plan is needed, including such
piogramma6c elements as stabilization by
environmental control, adequate housing,
and security and handling policies.

In recognition of the broader preservation
needs of its clientele, Ann Russell, Director
of the Center since 1978, submitted a pro-
posal to the National Endowment for the
I lumanities to formalize and expand the
Center's educational and consulting services.
At the time, in 1980, we were in the position
of designing from scratch what we would
offer to our region. NEDCC's new Field
Service Office would provide subsidized
preservation planning surveys throughout
the eight-state region. The surveys looked in
detail at the building and its security and
environment, and practices that affect the
preservation of the collectionsMcluding
the level of preservation sophistication of
the staff. In part because the surveys were
subsidized, we were able to serve some very
small repositories that nevertheless hold
unique and irreplaceable resources for
research. For example, the local town
records office in Newbuiy, Massachusetts,
holds intact a complete set of' town records
da6ng back to 1692.

Together, the staff of the Center represent
a broad spectrum of expertise. Because the
staff communicates with one another on a
constant basis, we are able to stay abreast of
technical developments in the field. The
advantage of this for a regional program is
that we reach a wide variety of institutions
with this up-to-date information; that is, we
are constantly collecting information and
giving it back apin in different contexts.
This kind of cross-fertilizationthe kind
that is happening also at this conference
is the most productive kind of learning
experience.
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enthusiasir that is building to make programs
happen in Nour Own states and regions. To
the extent that we oranyofthe other regional
programs can assist, do not hesitate to call

us. We are also here as a national resource
to help keep you from making some of the
mistakes that all of us have made who haw
been involved in designing prognuns.

Paul Conway
PAUL CONWAY, then Preservation Prognun Officer at the Society of American
Archivists and now a member of the Archival Research and Evaluation Staff of the
National Archives and Records Administration, described the design of his evalu-
allot. of SAA's preservation education programs. Since 1981, SAA has conducted
a broad k. =ion program reaching a thousand individuals in 850 institutions
around the country with 40 workshops, a consulting service, a two-week manage-
ment institute, and manuals on conservation and photographic administration.

I am happy to be here to address this distin-
guished audience of archives, library, and
history professionals. During the last year, I
have been working for the Society of Ameri-
can Archivists (SAA) to carry out a fUll evalu-
ation of SAA's preservation education pro-
grams. I will briefly Oescribe our programs
to date, what has been learned, in a prelimi-
nary way, from tb t! evaluation, and suggest
the implications for statewide preservation
planning.

SAA is the national professional association
of archivists, with a staff of II in its Chicago
headquarters. SAA's membersliip includes
over 4,000 individuals and institutions.
Continuing professional education is our
central mission which we carry out through
annual meetings, an extensive public ation
program. workshops. and seminars. In the
last decade alone, SAA has ofh-red 267
workshops for more than 5,000 participants.
We now have a fUll-time educafional officer
charged with overseeing the workshop pro-
gram and developing new initiatives in the
education area.

In the area of contMuing education for
professionals we need to forge partnerships
between national associations on the One
hand and stale level leadership on the
otherwith the goal of enwuraging institu-
tional change and ultimately raising stan-
dards of practice. The concept of partner-
ship implies that all parties benefit. In the
same way that cc wnputer technology bridged
the boundaries that separated library.

archives, and history professionals in the
past, the challenge of preservation encour-
ages new thinking about our common ob-
jectives. Likewise, our educational eflOrts
should cross boundaries to give profession-
als the skills they need to transform the
organizations in v,hich they work. In the
past, continuing education for professionals
has largely emphasized individual personal
growth. I am suggesting that, from an
association's perspective, the educational
activities that we provide should emphasize
the organizational cc ntext first and
ckemphasize the personal aspects
tion.

SAA's Basic Archival Conservation Program
was developed in response to an emerging
consensus in the 1970s that training in con-
servation fundamentals was the most press-
ing need for both librarians and archivists.
During the last eight years, SAA has admin-
istered 40 workshops on basic conservation
and on the administration of photographic
materials, reaching a thousand people in
850 separate institutions around the coun-
try. We published two manuals on conser-
vation and photographic administration that
are SAA's most popular publications. In
addition, SAA has administered a consulting
service similar to that of NEIX and held a
two-week preservation management insti-
tute. In evaluating this program overall, we
are asking first, who did we reach; second,
are the program's goals and objectives
responsive to the current conditions in
archives; and third, what is SAA's role in
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addressing current and figure needs? By
the end of June we will have analyzed tlw
findings from a series of studies and we will
begin designing a new program to cam the
association into the next decade.

The literature on preservation has grown
significantly in quantity and quality during
the part decade. A consensus has only re-
cently emerged, however, on a definition of
terms, and more importantly, on the priori-
ties for undertaking fundamental activities.
This consensus-making process, while typi-
cal of a rapidly changing field, greatly com-
plicates any efibrt to describe, in a systematic
way. the ongoing activities of the archival
comm..nity. Therefbre, the first step of the
evaluation project has been to develop a
model of ongoing activities and suggest a set
of definitions.

While the model describes the basic activi-
ties that fall under the unthrella of archival
preservation, it is understood that in the
absence of unlimited funds, every adminis-
trative unit responsible for archival preset--
vation activities must set priorities. Further-
more, the model itself, as well as the evalua-
tion project, assumes that effective preserva-
tion requires planning and that preventive
activities are given priority over conserva-
tion treatment (renewal) activities. Accept-
ing these assumptions has important impli-
cations for how we interpret the findings of
the study and, more importantly, how we
apply the findings to future SAA activities in
preservation education.

To begin the evaluation process, each
administrative unit that participated in one
of SAA's basic conservation workshops, about
400 in all, will be sent a questionnaire asking
them to describe their preservation activi-
ties. In addition, they are being asked to
assess the usefillness of four sources of pres-
ervation information. The questionnaire
includes a measure of the size of the unit in
terms of staff and holdings, to permit com-
parisons across a variety of types and sizes of
institutions. The findii.gs from this study
will yield two important types of infbrmation.
First, we will note the variety of preservation
activities that are being carried out in die
nation's archival repositories. Second, we
will know how people resptmsible for archi-
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val preservation are presently educating
themselves. Therefbre we can gear our
educational activities to the ways people are
learning instead of the other way around.

I want to speculate a bit about the findings
that we have so far. This is not based on the
questionnaire, which is one week from being
mailed out, but on information that has
been gathered in the course of designing
the questionnaire. First, archives, or archi-
val units with responsibility for preservation,
are incredibly diverse. They range from
part4ime volunteer shops to administrative
units with 30 or 40 full-time paid profession-
als. We do the archival profession a disser-
vice if we fbcus only on the largest and most
visible archives, even assuming that the
largest and ,nost visible also have the largest
or the most significant collectionswhich
we have fbund not necessarily to be the case.

Second, even though the preservation
knowledge base is weak and we recognize
that we do not know as ; uch as we should,
the sophistication level is high in archives
and libraries today. People know they have
a problem. They even know what needs to
lx! done, because we have been telling them
for a decade. What they do not know is how
to do it and where to go to get the specific
information. This is significant. We often
underestimate the level of sophistication in
the population that we are nying to educate.
We have sonw pretty savvy people in very
small organizations.

Third, what is needed as a result of this
sophistication is to raise the level of our
educational endeavors to show people how
to develop strategies, how to plan. In other
words, how to carry out preservation man-
agement rather than isolated conservation
treatments. While liands-on" programs may
get people in the door of a workshop, and
they may be fun fbr both the participants
and the instructors, they are not necessarily
the most effective way to raise an entire
profession's ability to manage its preserva-
tion problems.

Finally, we realize that there are glaring gaps
in the published literature. There needs to
be an increased effort to disseminate the
near print information that is available in



small circles, and to make this information
much more available as formal publications.

The evaluation project that we have been
undertaking has a number of important
implications for statewide planning efforts.
First, continuing education programs must
be based on knowledge of actual weaknesses
in a variety of institutional settings rather
than on a set of idealized conditions. We
know what the ideal is, but we do not know
nearly enough about what is actually going
on. More importantly, before we select the
educational vehiclewhether a workshop.
a consulting service, an information clear-
inghouse, or a centralized training labora-
torywe must first identify specific learning
objectives. We should know what we want to
accomplish before we land another work-
shop on an unsuspecting public. Ground-
ing educational goals and methods on ac-
tual practice requires the kind of detailed
research that SAA has been carrying out this
past year, and it may be one of the roles for
a state coordinating body.

Second, from a statewide perspective, con-
tinuing education programs must equip
participants with strategies for building
preservation programs and for changing
practices where required. Since most pro-
fessionals work within administrative units,
continuing education programs must rec-
ognize and, where possible, use specific or-
ganizational contexts as a point of depar-
ture. In practical terms this means targeting
educational programs to particular types of
organizations, teaching participants how to
plan and set priorities within organizational
contexts, and reinforcing learn ing wi th built-
in follow-up activities. This final point is
crucial. Everything that I have been able to
determine so far, shows that one-shot educa-
tional programs, no matter what the vehicle,
are ineffective unless learning is reinforced
at some future point.

Third, the preliminary findings from SAA's
evaluation project have reinforced the notion
that neither individual grassroots
efforts, nor a national top-down planning
strategy are sufficient to address the prob-
lems associated with preserving our cultural
heritage. State leadership in partnership
with national associations can best encour-

age creative diversity, set meaningful pri-
orities, target specific groups, and mobilize
expertise.

The national associations, including SAA,
are often overlooked sources of expertise. I
can illustrate how a partnership between a
professional association and state leader-
ship could work in practice. We fullyexpect,
for example, that one of our future educa-
tion initiatives will be some sort of training
in preservation management that empha-
sizes planning strategies. In the partnership
model, SAA would stress educational needs,
propose an appropriate method, develop
the curriculum and supporting materials,
and recruit and train instructors. A state-
wide education committee, or some other
mechanism within the state, would provide
guidance on the specific needs of the state,
and on specific peculiaritiespAitical and
otherwise that drive those needs. In this
kind of partnership, states have the satisfac-
tion of providing cost-effective, high-quality
training on a scale they would fmd difficult
to achieve independently. The knowledge
gained from a nationwide program such as
SAA's could be very useful, even for those
states with the resources to develop and
implement their own education programs.
SAA is but one example; NEDCC and
SOLINET are examples of regional groups
that can also provide expertise for individual
states.

In 1981, when SAA's Basic Archival Conser-
vation Program was just getting off the
ground, Robert Patterson addressed a pres-
ervation institute on the theme, "What should
we do until the conservator arrives?" His
answer, "Take responsibility and act now,"
remains true today. Rather than wait for the
conservator or preservation expert, he said,
"Librarians and archivists must take the re-
sponsibility for educating themselves about
conservation. They must educate themselves
to the point that they can design and imple-
ment their own programs." That was eight
years ago and the statement is absolutely
true today. The difference between 1981
and now is that we know a lot more about
that educational processthrough trialand
error. It is now time to give real meaning to
this concept of "lifelong learning" that con-
tinuing education experts promote, by
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forming partnerships to carry out needed
research, basing our educational goals on
research findings, and a&suring that learn-
ing is applied in organizational settings.

By midyear, SAA, with the generous support
ofNF.l I and tlw cooperation of many groups,
will have accumulated a significant part of

the information needed to forge meaning-
ful partnerships. In the domain of
continuing education, as in so many other
domains mentioned today, states do not
have to go it alone; SAA and other national
and regional organizations are ready and
willing to provide the necessary expertise. I

hope that you will take us up on the offer.

Nancy Sahli
NANCY SAHLI, Director of the Records Program, National Historical Publications

and Records Commission, reported on the background and goals of NHPRC's state

historical records assessment projects and their implications for state preservation

planning. The NHPRC projects gave grants to individual states to analyze and

describe current conditions, identify problems, frame potential solutions, and

outline actions. The reports were virtually unanimous in their perception that

preservation programs add services were an urgent, statewide need.

The National Historical Publications and
Records Commission (NHPRC) was origi-
nally established by Congress in 1934 as part
of the act establishing the National Archives.
NIIPRC is charged to develop plans, esti-
mates, and recommendations relating to
documentary source materials in American
history. This makes us diflerent in focus
from NEII, which has a much broader sub-
jt et coverage. Since its establishment under
law in 1974, the Records Program (one of
two grant programs at NIIPRC) has had the
promotion of coordinafion and planning as
one of its key objectives.

To accomplish this, the Commission pro-
vides grants and develops programs to
promote the preserration of documentary
source materials, and supports actiVities that
advance the state of the art, promote- coop-
erative efferts among institutions and orga-
nizations, and improve the knowledge.
performance, and professional skills of those
who work with historical records.

In 1981, the dual threats of severe budget
cuts and loss of the Commission's legislative
authority led NHPRC to take radical steps.
With $600,000 remaining from the annual
grant kitty of $2 million (the same grant
kittywe have today), the Commission decided
to use the remaining funds for projects that

would allow each state to assess the condition
of its historical records and records pro-
grams, and recommend ways to improve the
situation.

By historical records we do not just mean
manuscripts or public records. We mean all
kinds of original documentary source
materials, including still photographs,
motion pictures, electronic records, archi-
tect ural drawings, engineering drawings, etc.
One of our Washington State projects
uncovered pancakes inscribed by hand in a
small comn:unitvand included them in
the guide to records in that state. While a
pancake is an extreme example, NHPRC
takes in a brc.ad spectrum of materials and
institutions.

The grants were to be awarded to the State
llistorical Records Advisory Boards
gubernatorially appointed boards estab-
lished as part of the regulations for NI IPRC's
Records Program. The boards review grant
applications and undertake planning and
cooperative activities in the states. It was the
Commission's hope that such action
would permit the states to proceed with
theirdocumentaiy program, even if N HPRC
were not in a position to provide any federal
assistance in coining years. Twenty-seven
assessment grants, averaging $22,000 each,
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were awarded at the June 1981 Commission
meeting for the first round of projects.

The specific goals of the state assessment
projectsas defined by the Commission, its
staff, and a crew of consultan ts brought in to
assist uswere to examine historical records
activities, programs, and needs in four spe-
cific areas: state government records; local
government records; historical records
repositories; and functions of statewide im-
portance such as preservation services,
education and training, archival and records
management, advisory and assistance ser-
vices, and program coordination. The state
boards were charged with the task of ana-
lyzing and describing current conditions,
identifying problems, framing potential
solutions, and outlining actions that could
be taken in the near finure as well as over a
period of time.

The reports were designed more as agenda
documents than as true planning docu-
ments. They set the stage for further action.
The self-study approach was intended to
allow the states to identify local and state
needs and priorities and determine the best
way to address them. It also offered a means
to build a consensus on archives and records
issues among concerned constituencies, and
it gave the state boards and state coordina-
tors an opportunity to demonstrate leader-
ship in archival affairs. The state coordina-
tor is an individual, usually the state archi-
vist or head of the state-funded historical
agency, appointed by the Governor to chair
the state board. Many of the state coordi-
nators are in attendance at this meeting.
The coordinators who undertook the
projects were the individuals who really
spearheaded the activity in their states and
continued to provide leadership. When
completed, the reports were designed not
only to assist planning and coordination in
the states, but to provide the Commission
and othev national organizations with data
from which to develop more broadly based
priorities and plans for the preservation of
our documentary heritage.

By 1983, when the first reports from the
mitial round of assessment projects began to
appear, the Commission had recovered both
its authorization and its appropriation. To

date, reports have been completed in 44
states, territories, and the District of
Columbia. An additional four states and
one territory have received funding for
assessment studies but have yet to issue final
reports. Five remaining states and territories
haw yet to apply for funding to undertake
these studies. Our goal is to bring everyone
into the fold.

What specifically have the state assessment
reports said about statewide preservation
programs? In one of the consultant' s studies
prepared for a 1983 conference to evaluate
the first round of 27 assessment studies,
Margaret Child (a name you keep hearing
today) observed that the reports were virtu-
ally unanimous in their perception that
preservation programs and services were an
urgent statewide need. Statewide disaster
planning, training pregrams for custodians
of historical materials, environmentally
secure qorage facilities, and better control
of the state microfilming programs are but a
few of the needs cited in the reports. Very
few states, however, called for the establish-
ment of a conservation facility to provide
statewide services, apparently because of a
belief that historical records repositories
could not afford such an emphasis, and
therefore there would an insufficient volume
of business to keep such a facility going.

Dr. Child's most telling observation, however,
was that, depending on the activity and
program, the state level may not be the most
feasible level at which certain functions and
services should be undertaken. If there was
a shortcoming to the state assessment report
process, it may have been the very fact of
using the state as the defining element for all
aspects of the study. In many cases it tended
to put a set of blinders on the individuals
undertaking the study, so that they failed to
look beyond state boundaries or think in
creative ways about configurations of insti-
tutions. Both broader and narrower units
might be considered in this process,
depending on the nature of the activity
discussed and on geographic, demographic,
cultural, and historical factors.

New York, for all its being cited as an ex-
ample and a model, is not nirvana; nor are
Alaska's problems those of Florida. It is
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often too easy for those of us who iook at
things from a national perspective to say,
"Well, all the states are pretty much alike.
There are 50 of you out there and some
territories. The problems are basically the
same. The solutions are basically the same."
This is not true. You are well aware of this
and those of us at the national level need to
develop more sensitivity in this area.

This argument for diversity within the states,
based on our state assessment report experi-
ence and other experiences at the Commis-
sion, should not be interpreted as criticism
of the idea of coordinated statewide pres-
ervation programs and planning for these
programs. Rather it is an argument for
careful assessment of conditions, needs, and
workable solutions within the individual state
context, so that the most appropriate plans
for coordinating cooperative action and ser-
vices can be developed. Approaches that
might be successfully undertaken in Massa-
chusetts may be unsuitable in Montana. Of
course, this does not deny that certain ba-
sics, such as a statewide disaster plan, are
essential in every state, but it does suggest
that not every state will end up with the same
configuration of priorities. Some states will
need to look beyond state boundaries more
than others to the development of coopera-
tive, interstate programs. It is somewhat
ironic that the states that may need to do this
most, those with small populations and rather
large geographic areas, may also be the most
independent and least inclined to under-
take these cooperative interstate efforts. That
is another matter altogether.

Leadership will come from different sources
in some states than in others. In some states,
institutions already have a tradition of coop-
eration; in other states there is fierce com-
petition among institutions. Strong indi-
viduals in some programs may take the lead
over others.

Based on NHPRC'sexperience with the state
assessment reports, what lessons can we learn
that will assist the more specific process of
preservation agenda setting and planning?
First, there is the need for careful planning
prior to the development of the actual plan,
or agenda. Individuals do not simply come

together in a room one morning and emerge
later that day with a workable agenda or
plan. Informal discussion and networking
must set the stage for more formal activity.
You are not going to come up with a work-
able solution by coming together to draw up
a constitution and bylaws. You need to do a
lot of informal talking and schmoozing
before you can get to the point where you
will be comfortable being together, because
many of you have not worked together
before. The goals of the planning effort
must be identified, and a methodology that
is structured, yet flexible, developed.

A timeframe ;*or the planning process should
also be fixed as nearly as passible. There is
nothing like the little crunch of time to get
you on the stick and going. The NHPRC
assm;ment projects were conceived as one-
yinir projects, but in most states 18 months to
two years elapsed before the final reports
were printed and distributed. Since it incor-
porates both structure and flexibility, I was
struck by the fact that New York's effort took
three years. It is hard to know what
the optimum amount of time might be for
each state.

Resource needs for the plan and its process
must be identified. I do not think this is
something you can do with an all-volunteer
effort. A provision for hiring staff was built
into the state assessment. What sources are
available for staff support and other essen-
tials? What funding sources might be tapped?
Who will seek this funding support and be
responsible for its administration? Who
should be involved in the planning process
and how? These and other key questions
must be addressed before any sort of formal
process begins.
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Second, the planning process itself must not
be perceived as a static one. The idea is not
to have an attractive report to put on the
shelf or display at a single public meeting.
Admittedly, those states in our program
whose assessment reports were attractively
packaged have certainly not been at a disad-
vantage, but the report must not be seen as
an end in itself. Any planning document is
merely part of the process; it is the process
that must go on and have continuity. The
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states that have learned this lesson and taken
it to heart (New York, Min nesota, Oklahoma,
and Nevada among others) have benefited
by realizing a significant percentage of the
recommendations from their reports. For
example, the relationship between Towanta
Usable Past, New York's 1984 NHPRC-funded
state assessment report and Our Memmy at
Risk, the 1988 NEF1-funded report which
you heard about this morning, is more than
simply cosmetic. There is con tinuity between
these two documents and the planning pro-
cess they represent. Continuity of individu-
als and institutions allows for continued
reassessment, monitoring, and amplification
of an agenda; continued planning is men-
dal if programs are to move forward.

Third, the planning process should not be
narrowly defined as one involving only a
small group of professionals from the library
and archival communities within a given
state. NHPRC encourages states to develop
mechanisms for public involvement and
commentary during the assessment process.
Such outreach enables key constituency
groups to buy into the process at an early
stage, so that by the time a plan has been
completed or an agenda set, the prospects
for moving into an action mode are
enhanced.

Several of the NHPRC state aStieStittlent stud-
ies benefiued from consultants outside tlw
state who could provide a more objective
view; the same would be true of preservation
program planning. Despite the critical need
for broadly based support, it is also clear that
the success of a state assessment report (or
any other planning document) depends to a
critical degree on the initiative of a small
group of committed individuals and institu-
tions. 1 cannot overemphasize this. The
NHPRC State I listorical Records Advisory
Boards that have received strong individual
leadership from the state coordinator have
denumstrated the viability of the planning
process, and of state-based cooperation and
planning efforts in the historical records
area. None of this, however, would mean
anything without the support of resource
allocators; the final test of any plan is its
translation into action. This requires
moneyfrom state legislatures, perhaps

from federal funding agencies such as NEI I
or NHPRC, from the reallocation of existing
institutional resource (a source too often
overlooked), and from a variety of othe
sources in the public and private
sectors.

None of this happens overnight, and per-
haps the most difficult reality to accept is
the amount of time and consistent repetitive
efliot that it takes to obtain the resources to
develop and implement programs. This
requires a steady selling job to all players
who have some direct or indirect role to
play in the process, including the political
constituency.

In the years since the first state assessment
reports were completed, we have been able
to observe the states putting them into
action. Each state is different in terms of
what is feasible, politically viable, and nec-
essary, yet most have shared in the process.
The very act of participating in a common
assessment and planningexercise has served
to bring the state coordinator, state boards,
and other key players closer together.

With the exception of the first round of
evaluations mentioned earlier, the indi-
vidual reports have not been sufficiently
analyzed in the aggregate, or used to their
fidl potential to influence national policy
development, planning, or resource alloca-
tion; their potential in this area remains.
Thus, their possible impact extends beyond
the boundaries of each individual state to
the entire nation and its historical records
needs.

I might add that we have some interest now
on the part of the states in conducting a
second round of assessment projects involv-
ing those who were in the first round. Many
of the states have independently under-
taken an evaluation of what progress they
have made in implementing the recom-
mendations contained in the reports. The
state assessment reports have made, and
will continue to make, a valuable contribu-
tion to our knowledge of the planning pro-
cess at the state level. We have a lot to learn
from this example as we develop plans for
statewide preservation programs.
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Wesley Boomgaarden

WESLEY BOONGAARDEN, Preservation Officer, Ohio State University Libraries,
related institutional preservation planning to state preservaeon planning and de-

scribed the formal preservation self-study process developed in 1981 by the Asso-

dation of Research Libraries. The archives community is developing a similar
planning process through a project administered by the National Association of
Government Archives and Records Administrators.

Recently I have noticed a sharp increase in
the interest shown to the term "oxymoron."
Oxytnorons, as rat know, are those rhetorical
combinations of contradictory or incon-
gruous words used for epigrammatic effect.
These days it seems as if everyone from
William Sartre to Gera Ido Rivera makes
mention of these etymological curiosities.
Perhaps you can identify with some of these
oxymorons: "normal adolescent," for those
of von who remember that time of your lite,
or better, have children of that age. "Hos-
pital fixxr and "Velveeta cheese" are on the
lips of oxymoron epicures. For most of us,
"happily married" or even "married life."
have at times had an oxymoronic twist.

Even in preservation management, our own
jarg(m appears to be oxymoronic. Take
"disas;t.r planning," for example. I know of
none of my preservation colleagues who
actually plan a disaster by setting a fire,
sabotaging pipes, or praying for acts of God
in planning a disaster. Or, how does our
increasingly visible! term "permanent paper"
appear to scientists who study the biode-
gradability of' materials in industrialized
societies?

1, myself, may sound like a "mournful opti-
mist" as I give oU my Own "impartial opin-
ion" today. &line the vocabulary con-
stabulary comes to take me away, however,
let me assure you that I am finished with
oxymorons for the day. because I am sure
that "preservadon planning" is most defi-
nitely not an oxymoron possessing any self-
con tradictory or incongruous effect.

I ;on here representing a large state-assisted
institution, the Ohio State University, whose
libraries face a serious preservation dilemma.
I am also a resident of Ohio, a state with a

rich documentary heritage, but also sober-
ing and severe preservation problems. I am
certain that my perspective could be trans-
lated, state by state, to all the others.

My perspective can also be summariaed by
three statements relating to the preservation
of our collections at risk. First, preseivation
of' itmx)rtant research collections is expen-
sive. Second (and Iwcause of that expense),
effective and timely preservation planning is
not simply a good idea, it is essential. Third,
only after libraries and archive's have deter-
mined their own preservation needs, pri-
orities, and interests, can collaborative and
cooperative statewide, regional, and
consortial efforts be an efkctive path to
magnify what is essentially a local effort.
Please allow me to elaborate on these three
points.

First, preservation of research collections is
expensive. Forgive me for belaboring the
obvious: we would not be here if preserva-
tion of' our collections had cheap, easy so-
lutions. Recent cost studies have pointed
out the considerable expense even of pres-
ervation microfilm. It costs roughly $80 to
$100 to select, prepare, microfilm, catalog,
and inspect the average 300-page mono-
graph. Figures from the Association of' Re-
search Libraries indicate that there are at
least 10 million unique volume's at risk in the
nation's largest libraries. Microfilm is
probably our most cost-effective preserva-
tion methodology, yet, there are many ma-
terials for which microfilming is not the
most appropriate preseivation solution.

In addition, the 10 million volume figure
does not include the rich collections in the
nation's archives, historical agencies. smaller
universities, and colleges. Even with ef kc-
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tive prospective preservationsuch as
improvements to the storage environment,
increased use of alkaline paper, mass
deacidification, more enlightened binding,
and conservation treatment (all of whichare
also expensive) we still face an enormous
retrospective preservation problem. Its
magnitude and expense make it imperative
that we plan our mows. Truly we have no
dollars to waste.

The phrase, "If vou think education is
expensive. try ignorance." has become a
popular fixture on office walls and automo-
bile bumpers. In our case, I might paraphrase
that to read, "If you !hunk preservation
planning is expensive, try winging it."

Point number two: It is my thesis that library
and archives managers must produce effec-
tive, well-led planning studies to map out
how to best use our limited resources. What
is the point of local planning in the context
of statewide planning? The local goal is to
preserve all information important to the
local readership in an appropriate format.
This goal must mesh with statewide and
national goals to preserve unique infOrma-
don of value in all collections.

With f'unding from National Historical Pub-
lications and Records Commission, the ar-
chival professkm is developing a planning
methodology through the efforts of the
National Association of Government
Archives and Records Administrators
(NAGARA). The planning team examines
facilities, holdings, and organizational
context in order to make realistic recom-
mendation% for a preservation effort,
acknowledging the limited availability of fis-
cal resources and trained staff. The NAGARA
planning study process is a modification of
the preservation planning program devel-
oped in 1981 by the Association of Research
Libraries. To date, 16 research libraries
have completed the planning process, many
with assistance from NEH, and most of
through participation in ARL's program of'
monitoring the planning process.

The ARL Preservation Planning Program is
an effective model. It is based on the as-
sumption that professional staff onsite are
in the best position to assess their own

institution's preservation situation and
needswhen given a structured process,
leadership, and the time to complete a
good study. Having led such a study at Ohio
State, I know this to be true. The process
takes advantage of the expertise and natu-
ral enthusiasm of the library staff. The
process is also based on the assumption that
the chief executive officer stands squarely
behind the preservation effort and partici-
pates with time and energy. In a large
research library the ARL preservation
planning program typically takes a fiall year
and UM'S 2,000 person hours.

As part of' the needs assessment, the local
preservation study team examines critical
preservation areas including, first and fore-
most, the storage environment. The needs
assessment is really an exercise in asking the
right questions. Of the collection's condi-
tion the study team asks, "What is the degree
of damage and deterioration? What must
be done to insure continued access to the
information and/or artifact?" This is not a
matter of answering the trivial question,
"What is the percentage of embrittlement,"
but rather, "At what cost and at what level of'
priority do we act?" Of the organization of
preservation activities within the library,
the study team asks, "How well-organized
are we for the routine treatment of materials?
Where can the organization be improved to
increase efficiency and ollf ability to micro-
film, replace, repair, and evaluate the col-
lections?" Of disaster control, the study
team asks, "How vulnerable are we to the
hp% of portions of the collection% due to
catastrophe?" Of staff and user awareness,
the study team asks, "What more can we do
to reach those who handle the collections?
How can we solicit their suggestions and
ideas?" Of' the preservation resources avail-
able, the investigators inquire, "What fiscal
and personnel resources will be needed to
insure the availability of important materi-
als ... into the next week, the next semester,
the next biennium, or the next century?"
And finally, of inter-institutional coopera-
tion, the study team asks, "How does it
benefit us to participate in cooperative
preservation microfilming projects? How
can we meld our top priorities for preserva-
tion into a statewide or other consortial
arrangement?"
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These areas of investigation and subsequent
recommendations for action cover most of
the necessary ground for effective preserva-
tion planning. The libraries that have par-
ticipated in an ARL preservation planning
program have subsequently experienced
impressive growth in their preservation
efforts, much of it due to the information
gleaned from the study and the existence of
written plans. Those institutions that have
met with success have also realized that
preservation is not a "project," but is instead
a never-ending program like automation,
cataloging, information services, and other
expensive and complex functions. These
institutions also recognize that bold imple-
memation of a well-developed written plan
is not an easy process. With increased
demands for funds from every part of the
organization, it is not getting any easier.

Implementation of even an outstanding
written preservation plan is difficult. At
Ohio State we have seen its difficulty first-
hand. It is one thing to write an eloquent
manifesto of needs; it is quite another to
realize all the recommendations in a timely
manner. Fortunately, well-written plans
include realistic time lines, budgets, and
targets. We bite off chewable projects for
digestible timeframes. Success also depends
upon leadership from the administration,
cash, and some good luck.

Among the institutions that have partici-
pated in ARL's Preservation Planning Pro-
gram, there is evidence of considerable
success in implementing their plans. All
have developed disaster contingency plans
after outlining the process in the overall
plan and all have established preservation
units to oversee preservation activities
librarywide. Several have used the great
public relations value of their plan to get
funding to significantly upgrade heating,
ventilating, and air-conditioning systems.
One is leading a national program for the
preservation of biomedical literature.

Others are working closely with micropub-
fishing firms to preserve important collec-
tions at a considerable cost savings. All have
significantly increased the visibility of pres-
ervation at their institutions. To recite the
list of successes would take more time than
I have today, but I ant convinced that most
of these successes and activities would
not have been started without the formal
study and planning process. These libraries
are now equipped to act locally and coop-
eratively.

Which leads me to my final point. Local
plans which identify local needs and priori-
ties are essential for effective statewide col-
laboration and cooperative action. I have
no citations from Machiavelli, Von
Clausewitz, Adam Smith, or even, God for-
bid, Ayn Rand; but I believe that it is true
that libraries and archiveslike all institu-
tions, nation states, and individualsact
naturally out of self-interest, and in the
interests of their clientele. There is a growing
number of libraries, archives, historical so-
cieties, and other repositories (large and
small) who are prepared to act (out of
enlightened self-interest) to preserve their
collections. Planning has prepared them
for sound, realistic, immediate, and con-
siderable action. I am hopeful that statewide
preservation planning efforts and funding
for statewide programs will provide the ad-
ditional support needed to complement
the important work of national organiza-
tions and federal agencies working to pre-
serve our nation's cuhural heritage.

Because of its enormous expense, preserva-
tion requires careful, thoughtInl, and well-
guided planning at the grassroots level
not just centrally at the state capital or even
the nation's capital. Our nation's collection
must be preserved one page, one docu-
ment, one map, one recording, one news-
paper, one book at a time. The cumulative
effect institution by institution and state by
state is a concept that makes sense.

8,5
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Howard Lowell

HOWARD LOWELL, then Administrator, Oklahoma Resources Branch, Oklahoma
Department of Libraries, and now Delaware State Archivist and Records Adminis-
trator, described the findings of the 1986 National Association of Government
Archives and Records Administrator's report on the preservation needs in the
nation's state archives. He went on to comment on the implications of the report
for future action by the states, and by NAGARA on behalf of the states.

"Serious danger threatens the nation's ar-
chival record." So begins the 1986 National
Association of Government Archives and
Records Administrators' report, hesenfatinn
Needs in State Arrinves. The report is butone
product of a year-long assessment study that
included detaikd questionnaires completed
by 43 of the 30 states and site visits to 10
states.

The NAGARA study timnd a preservation
crisis in the nation's state archives. If this
challenge is not successfully met, many of
the 2.5 billion paper records held by state
archivesnot to mention valuable govern-
ment information that exists in the newer
recording formats even more transitory than
paperwill be inaccessible to researchers
by the mid-21st century. The prestigious
Committee on the. Records of Governnwnt
struck a similar theme a year earlier, con-
cluding that, Ilw United States is in danger
of losing its memory."

Ed Bridges (Alabama Deparunent of Ar-
chives and History) wrote in Durunienling
Amelia:, based on his analysis of the first
round ofstate assessment projec ts sponsored
by NI I PRC, `'No state archives addresses the
preservation problem with ctmfidence, and
none can boast any plan that promises suc-
cess." This finding is not surprising when
one understands that, again quoting Bridges,
"State records agencies are in an impover-
ished condition and currently unable to
provide adequate care for their records."
Bridges used the familiar phrase "cycle of
poverty" to describe the condition of state
archives. Three years after the NAGARA
report, we are slowly starting to break this
cycle of poverty in the preservation arena.
However, the absence of comprehensive
programs simply means that the survival of

permanentlyvaluable information. for which
state archives are charged by statute as well
as by society to preserve, cannot be assured.
To respond to the preservation challenge
will require bold, innovative efforts by
archives administrators, citizen activists,
government leaders, and the private sector
all working together.

Records and the information they contain
are at the core of our democratic society and
governmental operations. Indeed, imagine
the c hams of trying to govern without records.
Records provide officials with the informa-
tion needed to make decisions. They
chronicle the legal responsibilities offederal,
state, and local government. They protect
our rights as citizens. They provide a link to
past policies and programs documenting
the principles and experiences on which
government decisions are based. They are
vehicles to insure accountability for the
actions of public officials. They are also an
indispensable cultural resource for under-
standing tlw American experience. Yet
NAGARA, at the end of its study, concluded
that no state archives is :neeting the preser-
vation challenge adequately.

Let toe describe the factors that we identified
as causing the preservation problem in
archives. For thow of you wlu work in
libraries, these will sound familiar, but slightly
different in emphasis. First, there is the
enormous solume of unique records that
the state archives hold and continue to
acquire. NAGARA's data indicated that state
archives collectively hold slightly more than
a million cubic feet of records, adding some
50,000 cubic feet annually. A second factor
identified for . tate archives, which could be
applied to all archival settings, is the problem
of diversity of formats for government
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documentation, and in particular, the chal-
lenge posed by electronic records gener-
ated in the past two decades. A third factor
is the inferior quality of paper that govern-
ment offices have used and continue to use.
While many state records programs have
the statutory authority to set paper quality
standards, NAGARA learned that most have
not. The fOurth cause, as we all know, is the
natural physical deterioration that occurs
as records age and are handkd. I kre archi-
vists may be in a better position than our
library colleagues. So many of the indi-
vidual items in our collections are not sub-
ject to continual use and handling. Indeed,
some would argue that the archives preser-
vation challenge can be satisfied to a large
extent by proper collection housing.
Unfortunawly, the fifth factor NAGARA
identified is an almost universal lack of
satisfactory storage conditions fOr our ar-
chival heritageeven in some of the newer

This final factor is also one of the major
area% of change that is taking place since
NAGARA -)roduced its report. There are at
least 12 states that have either built, or are in
the process of planning, new state archives
facilities. I find this a very remarkable fact,
given the situation less than five years ago.

The NAGARA study also examined preser-
vation needs. NAGARA's litany of needs is
not revolutionary, nor will it surprise any in
this audience. We share these needs with all
archives, libraries, and documentary record.%
repositories. NAGARA found the need for
implored physical housing for conections
including better facilities, environmental
controls, security, and archival quality sup-
plies. We found the need for a coordinated
research and development program that
would lead to definitive standards and
guide-lines, evaluate current procedures, lnel
suggest new preservation methods and con-
servation treatments. We found the need
for enhanced preservation education
opportunities to give archival staff the
expertise that they need to carry out effec-
tive preservation programs. We identified
the need for additional regional preserva-
tion support programs to provide informa-
tion, training, strategic planning assistance,
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and treatment services in coordination with
other preservation initiatives. We found
the need (perhaps more unique to the
archhal context) to reevaluate the tradi-
tional criteria by which we appraise, man-
age, and make accessible government infor-
mation. Along with this is the need to
address the processing backlogs that many
state archives face. Finally, there is a need
to increase both the quantity and especially
the quality of preservation microfilming
programs in state archives.

Attention to this last need is emphasized in
Linda James' 1986 study of state archives
microfilm:mg programs, Standing the Mt af
Time. The James report is disquieting in its
conclusion that officials in most states, "are
failing to insure the adequacy of microfilm
that is destined to serve as a security or
replacement copy fOr valuable state and
local records."

Finally the NAGARA study pointed to one
overarching need, to develop a new tool to
aid preservation decision-making, strategic
planning, policy determination, resource
allocations, and program development and
evaluation in the archival context. While
many excellent tools exist in the library
sector of our common research resources
community, NAGARA concluded that these
tools are not easily transported to the archi-
val environment. For example. if more
than 2,000 staff hours are needed to develop
a preservation plan, as Wes Boomgaarckn
described fOr the AR1. Preservation Plan-
ning Program, fOr most archives it would
take a lot longer than one '..ar to complete.

NAGARA did not stop with simply listing
needs, but offered a series of actions to
Isegin to address them. First, with support
from NHPRC, NAGARA is moving fOrward
to develop a preservation planning assess-
ment tool with a project based at the Geor-
gia Department of Archives and History.
Other proposed NAGARA actions include
enhanced preservation management train-
ing for state ard hives personnel, expansion
of existing preservation activities in indi-
vidual institul ions, coordination of a
national preservation research and devel-
opment agenda together with our library



colleagues, and working with the Council of
State Governments and individual state
leaders to bring the preservation crisis to the
attention of state ofIkials.

This last action item may be the most impor-
tant, because uhimawly, the preservation
challenge. in state archives can only he suc-
cessfully addressed at the s..att. level, with
adequate resources for state archives to pm-
vide adequate care for their holdings. This
is proving to be a tougher initiative than we
originally thought.

In 1978, California vonducted the first state-
wide preservation needs assessment that in-
cluded both archivists and librarians. It was
soon followed by a 15-month project in the
western states during which librarians and
archivists together began to identify preser-
vation needs. J. Michael Bruer, who was at
that time working for the California Library
Authority for Systems and Services wrote in
the final report of the California project,
"There are no easy remedies, but the situa-
tion is not yet hopeless if immediate steps
are taken under competent leadership and
if adequate resources are judiciously applied
to reverse the trends." Bruer's observation
rings as true today as it did more than a

dtvade ago. 11w difference today is that
there is an opportunity through mutual ef-
fort to move the preservation agenda in
each of our states and collectively among
our states toward the coordinated program
that California envisioned in 1978.

In state archives, as in almost all hiunanities
resources repositories, the preservation
needs are critical, the time is short, the
financial and staff resources often inad-
equate, and the consequences of not acting
to meet the preservadon challenge are dire.
If we fail, state archives will not be able to
fulfill their trust as guardians of much of this
nation's public documentary recordes-
sential to Americims to establish their rights,
understand their past, cope with their
present, and plan for their future. Those of
you who have heard me speak on preserva-
tion know that I am fond of quoting
C. Northgate Parkinson who once wrote,
"Delay is the deadliest form of denial." For
me, his observation is particularly appropri-
ate to the preservation challenge. For us to
delay action now in effect is to abdicate our
respc Asibility for the library and archival
resources entrusted to our care, and deny
future generations of Americans access to
their rightful documentary heritage.

f;S
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Legislative Efforts

Following the case histories and audience discussion, BARBARA WEAVER, State

Librarian and Assistant Commissioner of Education in New Jersey, introduced
the topic of legislative efforts and described theauthorization and implementation
of a state aid program of preservation grants for libraries in New Jersey. Weaver
introduced the five-person panellibrarians and archivists who had all had con-
siderable legislative success in their own states.

The panel was preceded by a presentation by ROY BLUNT, Secretary of State of
Missouri, who talked about strategies for involving elected officials in the mission
of libraries and archives. The major strategy, according to Blunt, is to communi-
cate to elected officials why they should be involved and responsible. He pointed
out the importance of initiating discussion between all interested parties and then
moving to get the job done. In dosing, he commented on the ni-Pd to move from
planning to action, while remaining flexible.

Roy Blunt
It is an honor to be here with a group of
individuals who seldom assemble together
state archivists and state librarians. I am
particularly pleased that there are three
Missourians here: Gary Kremer, the Missouri
State Archivist whose agency is an important
part of the Secretary of State's office: Monty
Hightower, the Missouri State Librarian; and
Regina Sinclair, who is here from the Uni-
versity of Missouri. I might also mention
that all threc of these agencies, together
with three others, met last week in my office
in the Truman Building in Jeffers+ nty to
talk about putting together a coil... rative
F, reservation effort. We feel good that what
the con imunities here are doing nationally,
we are also doing in our state.

It is also interesting for nw to make this
presentation preceding a panel that brings a
great deal oflegislative success to the podium,
and 1 am eager to listen to what they have to
say. I also want to point out, for the record,
that the Missouri General Assembly is
meeting today . . and I am not here to
purport that I am any sort of master of'
legislative activity. If I did, the Assembly
might hear alxnu it and would quickly decide
that it w:Ls time to teach me an important
lesson, one I hope I have already learned.
We have had success dealing with the legis-

lature in Missouri these last four years. but a
large amount of that success was really due
to having advocates in the General Assembly.

I believe our focus today is incredibly signifi-
cant. The most important obligation of a
generation is to pass along values and heri-
tage to the generation that follows. If we fail
to do that, we have failed in our primary
responsibility. This responsibility includes,
of course, the requirement that we preserve
all legal, cultural, and historic documents.
This requirement has to be established in
lawotherwise it is not really a require-
mentand it also has to be funded, two
things that everyone in this room urAer-
stands. Therefore this requirement, as an
absolute necessity, involves working with
elected officials.

In July 1988, a number of archivists in the
audience today were in Annapolis for a
meeting of NAGARA. I was there speaking
after a panel on the topic of "Archives and
the Elected Official." Listening to the panel
that day I made a few notes. These are close
to exact quotes: "You should never underes-
timate the ego of' your elected official." A
second quote, "We have to establish a shadow
government that understands the system
and" (the emphasis was on the and) "is well-
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motivated." The implication, of (Int rse, be-
ing that many people understand the sys-
tem, but few are well-motivated to use it.

Another observation that I noted was, "You
can never be too cynical in your approach to
these people." And the fottrth observation
was made at the end of a substantial discus-
sion about the first three, "We have to re-
member that there are many elected officials
who are, in fact, well-motivated."

In these fbur statements there are a variety
of points of view about what happens when
you deal with elected officials. But each of
them recognizes the ultimate need to involve
elected officials. I first wrote the phrase,
"work with," but decided that it might not
reflect what I wanted to say. At least involve
elected officials, whether you think you are
going to be successful in actually working
with them or not, because involvement with
elected officials is imperative in order to get
things done.

For the last four years, we have been working
hard in Missouri to create a sense of what we
have in the Mimouri State Archives and in-
still a sense of responsibility. We have worked
with legislators, we have worked with others
in state government, many of whom used
our services but really were not aware of
what the Archives had. We worked with
people who should be friends of the Missouri
State Archives, but who had never had it
explained to them why they should be. For
example, we have doctunents in our state
archives, as you all do, that are unique. We
have documents that are older than the
Constitution of the United States, older than
the Declaration of Independence, that are
in French and Spanish and reflect the unique
heritage of our state. Each state has docu-
ments such as these that reflect its unique-
n-ss and should be of interest to state gov-
ernment. We are primarily, after all, a gov-
ernmental archivessomething that not
only legislators who are part of government
need to understand, but that other reposi-
tories in the state also need to understand.
Competition can be a significant hindrance
to preservation efforts.

Missouri has a formal statutory records and
archives program that is 25 years old this
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year. Of course, we had an archives lor g
before that, but `..'5 years ago the Gt wral
Assembly placed the obligation for a. nives
and records management in the Seen. .ary of
State's office. Before I was elected Secretary
of State, the program was in rented space fin.
20 years, space that the state had actually
paid fiw a number of times, but had never
managed to own and make a permanent
commitment to. Consequently, environ-
mental control was never a part of our
program.

On one of my earh' trips to look at another
state arc hives, in preparation for building
Our Own new facility, 1 visiwd the Kentucky
Department for Libraries and Archives.
asked about their temperature variance and
was told that they consider a temperature
varianc if eight degrees acceptable. In our
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building at the time we reached summer
temperatures of 110 degrees and in the
winter we occasionally have water frozen on
the floor. I quickly calculated 110 to freez-
ing and told our Kentucky hosts, that eight
degrees was well within our standards.

This story and others, and some trips by state
legislators with me, convinced the General
Assembly in 1986 to appropriate $20 million
fOr a new building to house most of the
Secretary of State's office, including the state
archives, and also the state library. As many
of you have already done, we will be estab-
lishing physically, the Missouri State Archives
as a significant part of state government. We
had a unique opportunity to make this
happen. We had a new Secretary of State, a
new director of records management, a new
State Librarian, and the President of the
State Historical Society was a legislator
friendly to our efforts. We were able to avoid
the issue of turf and, because of that, did
something nobody had done befbregot a
major building project through the Missouri
General Assembly in one session!

Let me emphasize that the most significant
reason for our success was that two leading
legislators made trips with me to other state
archives and became convinced that we had
to do somethingthat there really was a
valuable heritage to be saved, that we were
well behind in our efforts to preserve that
heritage, and that we had to do something
and we had to do it soon.

In the time remaining I want to give you
several examples of how wc created a greater
awareness of historic documents in Missouri.
Even though we have over 3,000 people
each year come to the archives to do research
and well over 25,000 people write us to
request information, we still didn't have the
level of public understanding that we wanted
for the Missouri State Archives.

I talked to Ed Weldon (Georgia Department
of Archives and I history). They had what I
thought was a great idea for public service
announcements. They railed it "Moments
in Georgia History." We changed that
substantially. We call it "Moments in Mis-
souri History!" Each month we produce a
different 60-second public service

announcementalways tied into a docu-
ment at the Missouri State Archives. There
art- plenty of doctunents and plenty of topics
and we haven't yet thought of a topic we
would like to do that we couldn't find a
document to point to at the end of 60 sec-
onds. These announcements are running
on at least one television station in every
media market in our state.

We also developed a set of classroom mate-
rials for teachers to use, 40 documents with
an accompanying workbook that explains
the role of the document in Missouri history.
While we thought this project would be of
interest primarily to social studies teachers,
we discovered that a substantial number of
English teachers md, interestingly, math
teachers (for do( u ments h:volving surveys
and assessments) found them useful.

We compiled an index of people who had
served in the General Assembly. And, of
course, we gave a few copies to each legislator.
They gave them to their family and to local
genealogical societies. The index became
another way to show legislators the kinds of
information available at the Missouri State
Archives. County records on microfilm have
also been one of several publications that
has helped create a sense ofwhat the archives
is all about.

We followed up the building initiative in this
current legislative session with two initia-
tivesone that would establish the histori-
cal records board in state law, as opposed to
just by the Governor's executive order. We
also have a bill that would fund local record
preservation projects and a local record
program through a fee added on to real
estate transactions.

Finally, I'm going to tell you alx at a project
that I had a lot of fun doing and it was a great
way to share the Missouri heritage. The
Missouri state flag was 75 years old last year.
We had been a state a long time without a
flag, but in 191:1, the General Assemb'y
passed legislation to create a state flag. ffs
part of that process, a woman from Cape
(;irardeau handmade the first prototype state
flag out of red, white, and blue silk with a
handpainted center. Ten years ago, the ori-
ginal flag had to be taken off public display
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because the paint had begun to flake off and
the silk rip. It wasn't irreparably damaged,
but damaged enough that it was wisely taken
off permanent display.

We decided on the 75th anniversary of the
Mis.souri state flag to see if we could get
Missouri fourth, fifth, and sixth graders
the age in our state when you study Missouri
historyto raise the money to preserve the
flag and purchase an appropriate display
case. We needed $9,000. We asked schools
to raise $75, one for each year, and in return
we would give them a certificate and a state
flag. Two hundred and twenty-eight schools
participated. They didn't raise $9,000, they
raised $27,000! More importantly, they had
a unique opportunity to be part of preserv-
ing their own heritage.

I also found out during that year that the
Missouri telephone company WAS 75 years
old. Every four weeks 1 pay my telephone bill
and that money has to go somewhere. I
asked them if they would like to take
advantage of that coincidental birthday and
match the remaining money to make a video
on the state symbols. Next fall, every public
and private elementary school will receive a
28-minute video that describes the state flag,
its restoration and mentions the other sym-
Ms that, over the years, the Mis.souri Gen-
eral Assembly has dedded to use as symbols.

We're working to create an outside support
group, friends of the Missouri State Archives,
an idea we stole from several states who have
done it so well. It's important to recognize
your constituencyit it's libraries, if it's
archives, if it's presersation. For example, at

the state archives, genealogists will ultimately
make records available for historians to look
at, and if you fail to understand that, you
miss a great opportunity.

It is very important to initiate discussion
about what we could and should do. It is
even more important, in my opinion, once
you initiate that discussion, to get it done.
There are 12 divisions in the Secretary of
State's office in Missouri. We do many
things: elections, securities, publications
. . . Those of the 12 that get the most done
are the ones that get the most to do. I have
very little interest in conceptualizing things
that never get done.

Of course, it is also important to realize that we
are competing in a very important market-
place. Education, child rare, senior citizens,
transportationthese are all matters that
legislators and elected officials have to deal
with. It is important to be flexible.

My final remark on flexibility is one that
Dave Olson (North Carolina Department of
Archives and History) will appreciate. When
Thad Uher, Secretary of State of North
Carolina, retired after 52 years, he had not
only served longer than another other per-
son as Secretary of State, but longer than any
other elected official had ever served in
statewide offlce in the history of the country.
When he was elected the first time in 1932,
his slogan WAS, "Give a young man a chance."
When he was elected for the last time in
1984, his slogan was, "Experience counts."
The lesson is that in all legislative and politi-
cal efforts, you have to understand the
benefits of flexibility.
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The panel

Panel on Legis lath*,
VOrts. Fmm bit: Guy
hmis Rocha (Nevada
Stak Archives) at Ow
podium, Roy Blunt
(Secirtary of State,
Missouri), Richard G.
Akeroyd, Jr. (Connecticut
Slate Library).Joseph
Shubert (New l'odi State
Library), Gary Niehob
(Maine State Library),
and moderatm Barbara
1Veaver (NewJersey Vale
Library).

The first panelist on legislative efforts,
Richard Akeroyd, State Librarian of Con-
necticut, described the the Connecticut
Preservation Task Force, and in particular
their work to urge the General Assembly to
-require by legislation that all state publica-
tions and records of enduring value and
importance to the history and government
of the state be created or printed on alkaline
paper." Akeroyd described a series of steps
aimed to establish a "track record of conti-
nuity and credibility with the legislature."
Advocacy for alkaline paper is part of a
larger strategy in Connecticut to enlist the
legislature's support for establishing a state-
wide preservation program. "The task force
has been operating on the basis of a firmly-
held belief that each state has the responsi-
bility to address preservation problems and
issues in terms of its own library collections,
archives, and historical records. We believe
that if this is done systematically L : each
state, then a tremendous contribution will
be made towards achieving the goals of the

national and international preservation ef-
forts that are currently underway. There
nerds to he a relationship between statewide
programs and these national efforts . . ."

Joseph Shubert State Librarian and Assis-
tant Commissioner for Libraries in New York,

took to the poditun joking that "Someone
v.'lo read the paper that Connie Brooks and
I wrote said that my job is to provide a case
study in opportunism." Shubert went on to
describe the events, opportunities, and leg-
islative history that lead to the development
of statewide preservation program in New
York. "We recognized that we would need to
make clear the state's compelling interest in
the continued availability of these resources
and how the resources are made available to
everyone in the state through library resource
sharing." He pointed out that the success in
New York was due to a number of factors
including the fact that the program was part
of a larger, more comprehensive library aid
package supported by all sectors of the library
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community." He noted that the "even though
the public is not generally well-informed
about preservation needs, the public is
genuinely concerned about the specter of
losing a large part of our cultural and intel-
lectual heritage." In 1986, the program was
expanded becaust, as Shubert pointed out,
individual legislators saw results in their own
communities and received favorable and
enthusiastic report ofaccomplislunents from
people they knew.

Gary Nichols, State Librarian of Maine,
offered a pithy description of legislative acu-
men in his state, involving two major stages:
coalition building and legislative advocacy.
"Legislative strategy begins, in most cases,
well in advance of an actual legislative docu-
ment." While citing specific example' :on-
cerning preservation, he advised the audi-
ence to "find the model . . . don't reinvent
the wheel . . . go for the power center . . .

avoid committees . . . go direct to the fund-
ing source . . find the rising stars in the
legislative arena . ." He pointed out the

BEST COPY AV

usefulness of drama."You know, it's bill after
bill, department after department, detail
after detail. Half of them are out of the
room. They're wandering all over the place.
Shake them up and create some drama . . .

get some nasty examples of neglect . . . As
part of the drama, consider, if you can, a
crisis, either manufactured or capitalized
on!" Nichols noted that legislators "are,
after all, the makers of law and history . . .

they really do have a genuine concern for
the state's heritage and take seriously their
stewardship of the collective state good." In
concluding, Nichols remarked, "While
Maine is a boldly beautiful state . . it is also
matched by a real fiscal impoverishment.
And, as the saying goes, 'As Maine goes, so
goes the nation,' should really read, "IfMaine
can do it, so can you.'"

Guy Louis Rocha, State Archives and Recot ds
Administrator of Nevada issued a similar
pragmatic and lively message ahoy how to
reach the legislature, or a "case study in
practical politics." I'm not talking about
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the New York experience or the Florida
experience and I'm not coming at you with
a lot of. management terms. I'm going to
talk about just how I've gotten on in Ne-
vada." Rocha described several strategies
and examples of success in a small state. He
described a direct approach to meeting the
legislature ("So what I did, taking my
chanceswhen you've got nothing, you've
got nothing to loseI cultivated the me-
dia."); articulating his needs (1 needed
modifications to the physical plant. I needed
environmental controls. I needed security.
And I needed the YMCA out of the second
floor.") ; and developing long-term working
relationships with key members ("Some-
time you've got to he a little patient . . .

sometimes it takes two or three sessions just
in the educational process to get to the
point where they are ready to digest what
you have to say. Sometimesyou need interim
studies . . . You've heard the phraseand
this is my versionif you like sausage and
legislation, don't watch either being made.")
k emphasized the importance of personal

contacts in the legislature. ("You build in
that reciprocity and it means a whole hell of
a lot when you have friends out there who
can take care of you wl ile you take care of
them.") In concluding he noted that,
my job, as a public administrator, is to prac-
tically apply what some people do when
they theorize and formulate. There's room
for all of us out there. So when I'm hustling,
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just understand, I'm doing my thing, and
you're doing yours."

The final panel speaker, Edward Papenfuse,
State Archivist of Maryland, used the brief
time remaining in the session to urge the
audience to stress the access side of preser-
vation. "If you set up a preservation program
in a state, make sure that there is a carrot and
stick approach that makes it imperative that
when you preserve, a copy is preserved within
a depository library system, and that the
copy is cataloged and made accessible . . .

Ile also reminded the audience that "battles
for turf" and an inability to cooperate"
often get in the way of treating collections as
cultural resources to be preserved for the
use of the people generally.

During the discussion period following the
panel, the audience followed up on several
topics, including contacting legislators to
support Senator Pell's (D-RI) Joint Resolu-
tion for a national policy on permanent
paper and a appropriation hih for t he second
White House Conference. A second WHCLIS
will provide an opportunity to develop public
support for nationwide preservation initia-
tives. The issue of recycled versus permanent
paper was also raised. Several more legislative
strategies were offered from the audience,
including the importance of having the
"right" sponsor and not getting caught in
political crossfire.
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Funding

The third day of the conference was devoted to the topics of funding and building
public awareness. ANN RUSSELL, Director of the Northeast Document Conserva-
tion Center, introduced the topic of attracting non-governmental support for
preservation. Her presentation, illustrated with entertaining slides, briefly
described some successful preservation fundraising efforts.

Ann Russell

Ann Russell tAlmliwast
Document Conservation
Center) introduces the
panel on funding.

Most state libraries and state archives look to
appropriations from their state legislatures
as their primary source of funding. Why
then, in a conference on statewide preserva-
tion activities have we included a session on
raising funds? Because your institutions,
like the other institutions in your states, have
collections to preserve; whether your need is
for conservation treatment ofan individual
document of great value, or for improved
climate control and storage conditions, or
for a survey of conservation needs, once you
launch a preservation program you will find
that your available funding does not meet

alommor
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the needs. It will soon he time to look for
support from new sources.

It is important for our professions to work
to convince private sector funders that pres-
ervation should be a priority for funding,
and this may turn out to be profitable for
your institution. Today we are not going to
talk about raising funds from federal
agencies because Nancy Sahli (NIIPRC)
and George Farr (NEH) have already told
you that their agencies have guidelines
available and are willing to receive proposals
from you.
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'I'm fay we are going to look at corporate and
private donors, and foundations. Many or-
ganizations have had success in raising funds
from these sources. The Wisconsin Histori-
cal Society, for example, received a large
donation from a member of the McCormick
family, associated with International Har-
vester, to preserve a collection of photo-
graphs documenting the history of agricul-
ture in the Midwest. They also raised funds
from paper manufacturers in Wisconsin to
set up an endowment for consemation sup-
plies. The Frank Lloyd Wright Foundation
persuaded the Dupont Corporation to give
then: a supply of free Mylar (polyester film)
which they will use to encapsulate thousands
of architectural drawings. In return, DuPont
Magazine published an article about the
Frank Lloyd Wright archives and their use of
the Dupont product.

The Northeast Document Conservation
Center has had some success in raising funds
from corporations. From our neighbor,
Polaroid, in Cambridge, Massachusetts, we
received assistance for our photographic
conservation programs, including both
money and equipment. From our long-
term client, United Technologies Corpora-
tion, we have received support for an annual
series of preservation workshops. We even
receive support from Xerox Corporation,
with whom we share an interest in preserv-
ing information through imaging.

To the extent that NEDCC has been sue-
cessfUl in raising fUnds from corporations,
it has been because we haven't been shy
about asking. The cardinal rule of fund-
raising is: if you want to raise money, you
have to ask.

Sal 11 Jones
Sally Jones, Associate Director of Development for Major Gifts at The American
University, gave an informative speech covering the "nuts and bolts" of fundraising.
Jones was ataociated with the campaign to preserve the Statue of Liberty, a public-
private partnership which raised over $325 million. Jones identified the major
sources of support (individuals, foundations, and corporations) and described their
typical modus operandi and how to reach them and be most effective.

I am happy to be here to address this confer-
ence. I am a professional fundraiser. We
fundraisers like to believe that fundraising is
a speciality and that it is a profession.
Fundraising also has several sub-specialities,
including annual giving, planned and
deferred giving, corporate and foundation
fundraising, and what we term major gifts.
Each requires specialized knowledge and
together they create a well-rounded
flandraising environment.

Sources of support include, of course, indi-
viduals. In fact, individuals provide the
greatest amount of money to nonprofilt or-
ganizations, and they have always done so.
Approximately 82% of the money raised for
nonprofit organizations comes from indi-
vidua:stherefore, this is one source that
you need to learn how to tap.

Learning how to tap individuals for support
requires identification of appropriate

constituents. Who is likely to be most
interested in your particular organization or
cause? When we were trying to raise money
for the Statue of Liberty, the constituency
was virtually everyone in the countrya
fundraiser's dream. But there were specific
projects that we knew would appeal to spe-
cific segments of the population. When we
worked on raising money for Ellis Island, we
did research to identify the immigrant
population to whom we might direct an
appeal.
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As far as libraries and archives are con-
cerned, the constituency consists of those
who hold library cards and/or are members
of the community who use the library. One
of the most effective ways to identify a donor
constituency is by creating a "friends group."
For example, Friends of the New York Public
Library consists of people who received a
mailing from the library asking for support
at certain levels, and which prongised
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specific benefits to the donor at each level.
The mailing list for this appeal might well
have been derived initially from the New
York City phone book. A serond way to tap
individuals is through wills and bequests.
This takes expertise and legal advice. How-
ever, any organization can begin this process.
Archives and libraries can begin by looking
a; ;he collections that are given by individu-
als and working with these individuals to set
up programs of planned giving, which not
only maintain and preserve a collection af-
ter the donor's death, but provide income
back to the donor during their lifetime.
One word of warning, if you accept a gift
through an estate while the person is still
alive, you need to be sure that it is an irre-
vocable gift, because otherwise individuals
can change their wills as time goes on.

Planned giving is the way that most gifts
from individuals are arrangedin addition
to gifts of cash. Planned giving is a clever way
for individuals to make larger gifts while
receiving special tax advantages. This is a
topic that could take a day in itself, so I'll just
list some of the names that planned gifts go
undercharitable remainder trusts, chari-
table gift annuities, deferred gift annuities,
charitable lead trusts, pooled income funds,
and gifts of insurance. Planned gifts can
include gifts of real property (such as real
estate, art, and jewelry) and can be as com-
plicated as a gift of uwnership in a company.
To establish the appropriate gift vehicle for
planned giving and avoid legal trouble, you
really need the advice of a planned giving
specialist, and preferably either a tax attor-
ney or an estate attorney.

Another area of support comes from foun-
dauons. Foundations provide approximately
$fi.17 billion annually to nonprofit Organi-
zations, or six percent of all giving that the
nonprofits receive. There are five types of
four dations, and we will be concerned with
the first four. The fifth type is an operating
foundation, formed exclusively to raise
money for its own programs and therefore
not responsive to grant request&

Family foundations are created by individual
family members. Their assets usually range
from less than $1 million to $10 million.
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Once they get bigger than this, they begin to
need professional staff to help distribute
funds. Since they often do not like dealing
with project eraluations, the family founda-
tion is a good place to get regular, unre-
stricted support year after year. The funds
may be administered by family members,
attorneys or bank trust officers, or profes-
sional staff for the larger funds. Most do not
publish an annual report. However, all
private foundations are required to file with
the Internal Revenue Service and you can
get copies of their reports through IRS or
see them on microfilm at the Foundation
Center libraries. The main Foundation
Center library is in New York City, but there
are Foundation Center libraries across the
country.

Family foundations do not like a lot of paper,
therefore, they are often happy to receive
requests in the form of a letter. As is the case
with all fundraising, foundation fundraising
is a people process. It is putting the right
people together at the right time with the
right request. Any connection that you can
find with family members or trustees will
help you in accessing their money.

Community foundations are an American
phenomena that began in 1914. Currently
there are more than 300 community foun-
dations in existence with combined assets of
$33 billion. What makes them unique is that
their assets come from many individual do-
nors who recognize the value of combining
their giving with that of others, and appre-
ciate the expertise that staff in a foundation
can provide in analyzing and evaluating
programs for support.

Community foundations are community
service organirations. Therefore, the staff is
welcoming. In a similar way that the federal
government will let you come and talk to its
employees about your request, community
foundation staff will open their doors toyou
if you live in the community and will help
you determine the best approach for sup-
portwhether from their fbundation or
another.

The trustee committees that serve as boards
of community foundations often reflect
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community concerns and interests and
community foundations trustees also fre-
quently serve on boards of local community
organizations. The best approach to a com-
munityfmmdation is either through a donor,
if you happen to know one, or directly to the
professional staff. Community fOundations
have two types ofgran t-making mechanisms:
programmatic gran ts and donor-designated
grants. Programmatic grants are awai ded
by foundation staff after careftil evaluation
of a proposal for support. Donor-designated
grants are awarded directly by a donor to a
specific project or organization that meets
the donor's interests.

The third type of foundation is the profes-
sionally-staffed private foundation, includ-
ing the ones we all knowFord, Rockefeller,
Cal negie, Mellon, etc. Their assets range
from $1 million to over $3 billion. Eighty-
two percent of all foundation fimding comes
from these larger private foundations. The
trustees (Alen reflect the programmatic in-
terests of the foundation. For example, the
Robert Wood Johnson Foundation in New

11*
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York has medical doctors on its board be-
cause the foundation provides support for
medical services.

The big foundations all issue annual reports,
from which you can get information needed
to submit a request. Your project must
match the foundation's interests or they will
not give you money. In addition, they almost
never provide general operating support;
they are more interested in programs that
can be evaluated at the end of a funding
period.

The best approach to the big foundations is
to read the annual reports and follow what
they say exactly. If they tell you to send in six
copies of a proposal, send in six copies. If
they tell you to send a letter, send a letter. Do
not deviate from the format that they tell you
to follow. Again, if you can find a connection
at the Board level, this will result in the
greatest consideration.

Contacting a board member is tricky with
professionally-staffed fbundations. Many of
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you, I am sure, have estabhshed relations
with program officers. If you plan to use a
board member contact, do not first go to a
staff member that you know and love. Go
directly to the board member and let it filter
down to the staff person. If you do it the
other Woty around and start with the staff
person, and then decide later, after your
proposal is in trouble, to go to the Board,
you will have a conflict. It is very seldom that
a board member will work against a staff
nwmber if the approach has been made to
the staff person first.

Again, in determining your approach you
need to look at programmatic interests, re-
strictions such as geographic area, and the
size of previous grants. If a foundation's
grants are in the range of$10,000 to $100,000
and your project costs are $1 million, you
can still go to that foundation but you should
identify a discrete part of the project costing
$100,000, becausv that is the maximum they
will probably give you. In addition, you may
need to know how you are going to make up
the rest ur the funding that you need.

Other things to look fOr in annual reports
are future directions and changes. Look for
this information in the President's report
and be sure that you do not put in a request
for a project in an area they are phasing out.

When you are working with the professional
staff of a foundation you need to know when
to use your Hephone. These people get an
enormous number of proposal requests and
review proposals every day. Therefore, when
you submit a proposal, it is appropriate to
give them a call to make sure they' have
received it. At that point you can also ask
how long they think the review process will
take, and when you might expect to hear
something. If the program officer tells you
that you will hear in two weeks and you do
not, then it is appropriate to call again. But
do not keep bugging them, because you will
turn them off and make them mad.

A proposal to a foundation should not exceed
seven pages. The shorter the better, because
program officers read proposal after pro-
posal and get very bored. The proposal
needs to be interesting as well as short.

Include the details and any documentation
as an attachment or appendices, such as
relevant biographies, data,or news clippings.
In addition, there are always two items that
must go with your proposal: a budget and
your 501(0(3). Foundations all require it
and it should be standard with your proposal.

The final type of foundation is tlw corporate
foundation. Exxon Education Foundaticm
is the one that comes to mind, because it has
provided a lot of support to universities
across the country. Its endowment is sepa-
rate from the corporation and it has a pro-
fessional staff. In many ways it looks like a
private foundation: it issues annual reports
and has programmatic interests. The dif-
ference is in itS board. In the corporate
foundation, boards are usually made up of
officers of the corporation. As a result, the
best apprc to the cotporate foundation
is through re CEO of the corporation or
through another trustee. Thu need clout.
Corporations deal with clout in their every-
day life. They are used to it and it works.
Find connections at the highest level you
can in the corporation and use them.

Corporations provide $4.5 billion each year
to nonprofit organizations. In addition to
the co: porate foundation, there are other
areas in the corporate structure to look at
for annual grants. The most common
department is the department of social
responsibility, but annual grants can also
come from public and community affairs, or
public relations. By whatever name, this
department often has grantees that it sup-
ports every year, usually with gifts ranging
from $1,000 to $5,000. Once you have a
grant, you hardly ever have to do anything to
keep getting it. You are on a list, and each
year they just ship you out the money.

The big corporate grants, however,are CEO-
authorized and therefore f illow the interests
of the CEO. For example, Phillip Mortis has
traditionally had an interest in the arts, be-
cause its CEO has an interest in the arts and
Phillip Morris uses the arts as a public rela-
tions tool.

Another source of support in the corporate
structure is the marketing or advertising
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budget. You have all probably heard of the
catese-related marketing used so successfully
by the Statue of Liberty/Ellis Island Founda-
tion and American Express to raise over $2
million. Each time a customer used his or
her American Express card, the Statue of
Liberty got a penny. Another example of
such marketing is the Crown Cola Bottlers
ad campaign where they have announced a
special program ih support of the homeless.

To tap the corporate dollar your cause must
serve the corporation's self int...rest. Cor-
porations do not give away money because
they are nice guys. For example, if your
presenation project dealt with historical
materials on mining or engineering, you
might go to the oil or chemical companies
for support. Or you might have a project
that deals with environmental concerns.
Why would a corporation be interested?
Because they want a better self image and
they will support a 1,...oject that they feel

guilty about.

If you are in a local community, you can
often go to the local subsidiary of the cor-
poration. The way to find out about cor-
porations in your area is through the local
Chamber of Commerce. There are also
standard reference b;Noks which the profes-
sional fundraisers use all the time. Through
a technique called webbing or networking,
fundraisers use standard reference tools to
investigate affiliations and connections be-
tween trustees of nonprofit organizations
and the boards of corporations or their
foundations.

Intuition goes hand in hand with facts in
successful fundraising. There is a gut reac-
tion that goes with knowing when the time is
right and when the individuals are right.
Farts are important, but the next step in
closing the deal is always intuition.

In the final analysis, however, a project has
to be more than worthy of funding, it has to
be saleable. To determine if your project is
saleable you need to know your funding
sources. In corporations, you need to un-
derstand their culture, the products they
produce, and who's who, in foundations

you need to know their programmatic inter-
ests, the geographic restrictions, the size of
grants, and who's who. For individuals you
need to know what sector of the population
might be interested in your project. Finally,
when you go into the private sector for
support, you need to be able to come up with
arguments that answer the question, "Why
isn't the government taking care of this?"

The process of fundraising is overcoming
ithstack. The way to do this, to some extent,
is to offer visibility through a project. Often,
the visibility thmc. rporations receive is more
important to them than any sales increase.
What appeals to funcrs categorically is the
uniqueness of a projm. It should have
special appeal or be something that no one
else is doing. The project iieeds to be impor-
tant and shout( give the funder recognition
in exchange for ti:e support given.

Fundraising requires certain skills. One is
planning and analysis. You have to be able
to put all the pieces together. This is aided
by research, but fundraising is essentially a
people business; you have to like people and
have some intution about how they will react
to things.

Fundraising also costs money. Unfortu-
nately, to raise money you have to spend
money. Traditionally, eight to twenty percent
of a campaign goal should be set aside for
fundraising. For the Statue of Liberty cam-
paign, we spent $38 million in two years to
raise $345 million. The larger the campaign
goal, the more the fundraising costs. Start-
up costs more, too. If you have not had a
fundraising system in place when you decide
to launch a campaign, it will cost more the
first year than the second year, when the
money starts coming in.
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One of the things I am always told is that
everyone dislikes fundraising. This is not
true. We all love to get a million dollars here
and there. I get a thrill every time! What is
true, however, is that everyone bates rejt-c-

tion, and what a professional fondr.er tries
to do is increase the number of times that a
positive response is received to a funding
request.



The panel

John F. Bums (California
Stale An-hives) addresses
the conferenee.

The ftmdraiser's messagereach the right
people with the right messagewas repeated
and enlivened by personal example by
Ellsworth Brown, Director of the Chicago
listorical Society. Brown described what he

learned by conducting a $15.4 million cam-
paign to add storage space, enhance envi-
ronmental systems, and build two new con-
servation laboratories. His basic maxim was

. . . people give to people . . . when I say
people. I mean foundations, corporations,
individualsit's all people in the end." This
Estsic maxim was ex panded by l ively examples
of why people give and how to tap into the
giving. "People give for their own reasons
and people give money to people whom
they know have given to you." The Society's
campaign brochure was designed to tell the
stories of five different users. "We picked
people with whom you can sympathize and
identify . . . they told their stories, and that
was the message, not the case for heating,
ventilation, and air conditioning. We put
that in a kind of bullet in the back . . . so we
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could point to it and say, 'You see, we're
really going to do these things. But why we' re
going to do them is what is really important."
In another example, Brown related their
success in capturing the interest of United
Airlines. " . . . we went through our library
and research materials and pulled out the
employees' 1954 insurance handbooks, the
uniforms that the nurse/stewardesses wore
early on, and coveralls from their mechan-
ics. They were astounded. They had never
seen this stuff . . . It was a nice connection
that locked them in instantly on us." Brown
dosed by stressing the importance of a pro-
fessional approach and professional advice.
"Campaign consultants are vital to any
campaign . . . They bring in expertise. Mostly
they bring in a process, and they bring in an
ability to say things to your trustees or your
friends or support group that you can't say."

Larry Tise, Executive Director of the Ameri-
can Association for State and Local History,
drew from his experience of raising private
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money for public purposes to reflect on how
those experiences might be applied to the
development ofstate preservation programs.
l le suggested a strategy that would enable all
of the playerspublic and private sector,
state and local level, large and small institu-
tionsto work together to liberate more
public money that could in turn attract more
private money. "My suggestion is that we
create a consortium in each state to enable
all o;* those people to come together under
a single banner . . . develop innovative means
for promoting preservation within that state

. so that they can, together, seek public
and private funds to match federal funds.
To encourage the creation of consortiums
on the state level, Tise suggeeed that "our
natio.;a1 associations that h Ave brought us
here together go an extra mile . . . and sit
down together and develop guidelines that
will encourage the creation of consortiums
. . . and create challenges so that the states
can E, 1 out and work with corporations and
fbundat ions to create statewide promotional
eflbrts . The federal agencies working
together can create tremendous incentives
to make sure that all of us who are working
on the state an-'. Aocal level will use the public
funds that are available very creatively."

John Burns, State Archivist of California,
and President, National Association of

Government Archives and Records Admin-
istrators, completed the session on funding
by describing how states might use a not-for-
profit foundation to assist preservation ac-
tivities. Based on his experience setting up
the California State Archives Foundation,
Burns described how a foundation can be
used to channel grant money from federal
sources, raise private money to supplement
state agency programs, and serve as an out-
reach tool. He also noted that "one of the
principal purposes of the foundation is to
forge alliances with other groups in the state
with which we have similar aims, alliances
based on mutual understanding, participa-
tion, a partnership, sharing of' a goal . . . "

He reminded the audience, as ot her speakers
had before him, that " . . . it's difficult to talk
tti people about participating in something
as limited as preservation. Rather what we
are talking about are some more significant
cultural aims .. . " lle used the example of
NAGARA linking up with the Council of
Flaw Governments to "make the world a
little bit better place through more efficient
government activity . . . " and suggested
finding a similar link fbr preservation "not
simply to fund the preservation of historical
materials and library materials, but rather
because the overall goal is to insure that the
transmission of values and culture is better
accomplished."
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Building Public Awareness

The final panel focused on the topic of building public awareness. VARTAN
GREGONAN, then president of the New York Public Library and now president of
Brown University, provided a lively and thought-provoking introduction to the topic.
He described NYPL's efforts to build public concern and support for preserva-
tionnot only for NYPL, but for libraries and archives everywhere. NYPL's first
strategy was to highlight the importance of the library as a primary, cultural en-
terprise with its central mission the guardianship of humanity's heritage.
11010111

Vartan Gregorian

I have been asked to discuss how to build
public awareness about libraries, archives,
and their major task of preservation. In
reflecting on what we did at the New York
Public Library to raise public awareness, I
made a list of 10 points. Frankly, when I
started I did not have a master plan, so this
is a retrospective analysis.

The main question the trustees of the New
York Public Library faced in the last eight
years was how to highlight the importance of
the library. It is ironic that in the "informa-
tion age" libraries shot.ld be relegated to a
secondary position, auxiliary enterprises in
the business world of information and not
central to it. So our effort has been to high-
light that libraries and archives are not
auxiliary enterprises an .1 to restore the dig-
nity of !canting an t! the centrality of our
depositories.

As a result, I have one paragraph that I
alwayr repeat:

Libraries and archives carry our nation's heri-
tage, the heritage of humanity, the record of
its triumphs, failures, and achievements. They
hold the record of mankind's intellectual,
scientific, and artistic achievements. libraries
and archives ar .. not mere repositories, they
are instruments of civilization. They provide
tools for learning, understanding, and
progrecs. They are sources of information,
yes, bia they are also sources of knowledge,
wisdom, and action. They are laboratories of
human endeavor. They are w ndows to the
future. They are sources of hope, self-re-
new-al, sclf-determination, autonomy, and, to
use a new word, empowerment. They are
sources of not only community, but humanity,
because they are the symbol of our commu-

nity with mankind. They embody the spirit of
humanity, a spirit that has been extolled
throughout history by coun dem writers, schol-
ars, philosophers, and artists. Libraries ankl
Archives embody society's collective, but dis-
criminatory, memory. They are an act of
honor to the past and a witness to the future,
hence a visible judgement on both. They are
not only a diary of the human race, but an act
of faith in the continuity of humanity.

I repeat this paragraph often, because with-
out extolling the centrality of libraries and
archives, but merely considering them as
"facilitators" and repositories, we cannot
claim to be the prardians of humanity's
heritage, nor asr.iire to vave that heritage.

At the New York Public L.:1:ary, we believe
that we have to rekindle the faith in oar
institutions, ia their centrality, in order to
have a central mission. You cannot have a
central mission in a secondary, tertiary, or
an auxiliary institution. In the last eight
years, we have spent an enormous amount
of time, not only in New York, but throughout
the country and abroad, singing the song of
the centrality of libraries and archives. Our
aim was to restore the role, the dignity, and
the professional respect we had in the 19th
century and even up through World War II.
We knew that the abstractions alone do not
carry the day. You have to be concrete. In
New York we looked to see who were our
natural allies, who were our natural audi-
ence, whom we could enlist as supports and
who we benefitted from. We did a major
survey of New York and found out something
that should be obviousNew York is still a
printing and publishing capital. There are
3,419 publishing establishments in New
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Vac/ Gregorian (New
York _ Nir Library)
addresses the =femur
with moderator George F.
Farr, Jr. (National
Endowment for the
Humanities) at his left.

York with 104,000 employees and capital
expendi:ures of $250 million. New York is
also the ethnic publishing capital of the
United States, if not the world. In addition,
we did not ignore television stations, there
are 19 in New York, 37 radio stations in New
York City proper, and 135 radio sezions in
the metropolitan area.

We appealed to three levels in the city. First,
we recognized that ordinar; citizens are our
allies and we used every anniversarythe
Bicentennial of the American Revolution,
the Bicentennial of the Constitutionto
instill and awaken historical consciousness.
In fact, we almost succeeded last year in
convincing Congress to enact a bill linking
preservation to the Bicentennial of the
Constitution as a symbolic occasion to pre-
serve our heritage.

We did not exclude the ordinary citizen as
an ally in our effort for the preservation of
our heritage, because we consider the ordi-
nary citizen to be the guardian of his or her
own heritage. We appealed to ordinary
dthens through letters to the editor and

412

through hundreds of speeches that I and my
colleagues have given. At every social occa-
sion inside and outside the library we have
;1;1 spoke n about the importance oflibraries
and arch i,,es and the preservation effort .. .
so that people would understand that issues
are not merely episodic or temporary.

National Conference on the Development of Statewide Preservation Programs

In addition, we also appealed to the self-
esteem of New York City, saying, "If you are
presuming to be the cultural capital of the
United States and the world, with that comes
the heavy burden of acting as the guardian
of our cultural heritage."

We also appealed to the United Stwes con-
gress saying, "Haiti, Mali, India, Pakistan ..
P. L. 480 and all the monies that allowed the
transfer of these materials to the U.S.A. They
didn't ask us to be the trustees of their heri-
tage. We acted as a superpower. As a super-
power we collected everything, including other
people's heritage. By collecting we have also
assumed trusteeship of preserving
humanity's heritage, ntbt merelyofAmerica's
heritage. We tin Rst remetr ber therefore that
in scholarship there is only unity, there is no
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parochialism. Everything is interdependent
and intertwined; the unity of mankind is
expressed through its heritage. As a result,
if we are a superpower, 'hen we must act
accordingly to preserve mankind's heritage.

Finally, we also lobbied heavily, in the best
sense of the word, with Congressman Yates,
Senator Pell, and others who are sympathetic
to the cause of the libraries, ln lobbying we
detided not to play down the cost. This is
something librarians and archivists do too
often, we ask for a half million here, one
million there. Instead we said, "If you don't
do something significant, our entire heritage
will crumble away." We did not minimim
the burden of our challenge.

Several years ago, a senator looking at NYPL's
$128 million audget said, "Why don 't you set
your own priorities? If the preservation of'
humanity's heritage is that important, close
the Library several hours a day, don't ac-
quire as much new material," etc. WeP, I am
not ashamed to say that the preservation
problem requires efforts of the highest mag-
nitude. Some of my colleagues were shocked
when I said that we will have to go to Con-
gress and ask for $100 million. I was not
shocked, because as librarians and archivists
we must acknowledge the magnitude of the
problem. Otherwise, we will be playing
triage with humanity's heritage or, through
benign neglect, we will act as destroyers of
the intellectual work of many authors and
cultures.

In this domain we also lobbied with authors
and politicians--expecially during election
time. I did not mind doing this and I have
told our mayor, the governor, senators, and
numerous authors that even though they
have given major speeches and published
books, they are not immortal. Their usual
attitude may be, "I have spoken. 'Therefore it
is your duty, yout- pr-shlem to figure Out how
to preserve my bc ... speech." Our reply
is, "It is a joint enterprise. You have written.
You have published. Fine, thank you. We, as
librarians and archivists, we'll keep your
papers, well catalog your books, we'll make
them accessible, but there is a cost. You also
have to help with preservation, because
money we spend fbr preservation is spent at
the expense of acquisition, and we don't

want deferred maintenance. Delayed pres-
ervation is not deferred maintenance, but
planned neglect ."As a result of this message,
this lobbying, the authors have been mobi-
lized. To our great surprise, the politicians
also have heard us.

There is an old Armenian saying that the
bear has only one song, and it Ls about bears.
1 have one song; it is about libraries and
preservation. I have always told our politi-
cians and our authors and our people who
re sometimes vainand most of' us are
that buildings do not give you immortality.
If air rights and lease prices go up in New
York, buildings come down . . . No one
thought that the RCA Building would one
dav toe renamed as the GE Building. But
even corp ./rations cannot extol a four or five
hunt-Ir.:a million dollar investment for
earthly immortality. Neither do tombstones
guarantee immortality. Every time I drive to
the airport I pass Queen's Cemetery; there
are no visitors there except for the occasional
'atrial or on Veteran's Day.

Neither do churches or synagognes guar-
antee immortality on this earth. Some may
mediate for immortality, but they cannot
guarantee. The only institutions on earth
fin. 5,000 years that have provided earthly
immortality are the libraries and archives.
This is a very important ideology to stress to
our politicians . . . that we at the New York
Public Library could decide not to catalog
their books and speeches or their records
for the next 50 years. Once the politicians
realiz.e that we are t he gatekeepers to memory
and imuva-tality, we have a very powerfid
instrument for preservation.

Two other final points. We are not on an ego
trip at the New York Publiv Library. We
don't mind if the NEII takes our entire
preservation effort and gives it to a sister
institution, and I have proposed that in the
pa.st. All of us are in the vine boat. When
the boat sinks no one can claim the fact that
they had a first class ticket as solace. We
cannot allOrd parochialism or selfishness
any more, because what is disappearing is
Our common heritage, our common culture.
We have to collaborate. It is not possession,
but access to that possession that is impor-
tant. As a result, I always repeat, in order to
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humble some of my colleagues, that they
remind me of the Anglican Bishop talking to
the Episcopal Bishop when he said, "Brother,
we both serve the Lord, you in your way, and
1 in His." We have to collaborate because
what is rescued goes to the common pool of
our heritage to benefit the whole nation and
the whole world.

In addition, we cannot just rescue what is
deteriorated. We also have to undertake
preventive measures. On two occasions we
have been able to attract maximum public-
ity on behalf of the book. We cleaned 3.5
million books, item by item, shelf by shelf,
after air-conditioning the New York Public
Library. We introduced some humorous
elements in order to attract the prtss, and it
worked. From the New York Times to the
Los Angeles Times to Harper's to radio and
television stations . . . everybody was fasci-
nated with the image of Russian emigres
armed with vacuums ant; masks, cleaning
the stacks of the New York Public Library.

The benefit of this project was that the whole
nation became aware that the book needs
care, the book needs proper storage and a
proper environment. That was our intention.

Second, on March 7th, 1989, in collabora-
tion with writer Barbara Goldsmith, we will
host a major event to promote the use of
alkaline paper. On that Commitment Day,
authors and publishers will be at NYPL to
sign the following declaration, "We the un-
dersigned authors and publishers hereby
declare our commitment to use acid-free
paper for all first printings of quality, hard-
cover trade books in order to preserve the
printed word and safeguard our cultural
heritage for future generations."

Finally, 1 would urge all of you to develop
your own strategies locally. We must think
homiletkally, historically, culturally, and
corn munic ste that libraries and archives are
worthy of their trust, as the sole preservers of
our memory and our heritage.

The panel

Nina Archabal, Director of the Minnesota
hstorical Society, addressed the audience

from the perspective of an institution with a
broad mandate that includes the state ar-
chives, state historical library, historic pres-
ervation, and historic sites around the state,
arui is the oldest publisher in the state. She
echoed Larry Tise before her by suggesting
that the success of the historic preservation
movement provides a model for document
preservation. "While the battles over specific
buildings go on across the country, mecha-
nisms are solidly in place to invlIve the
public in the issues. Indeed, the kcy to the
success of the historic preservation move-
ment has been the bringing together of
diverse groups of people to work for a
common purpose." She went on to remind
the audience how the historic preservation
movement has used publicity surrounding a
loss of an historic site as a public awareness
tool. "Like it or not, the cause of preserva-
tion is often galvanized around the piles of
rubble left at the site of a loss of historic
resources." She cited several examples of
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how this strategy has been effective when the
loss of docume n ts was at issue. "Several years
ago, the Minnesota Historical Society re-
ceived a tip that prison inmates had been
seen burying bound volumes in the barnyard
of the state prison workfarm. Upon investi-
gation and rigging, literally, these were
discovered to be prison records from 1855
to 1955. . . The event vitas well-publicized. It
presented us with an opportunity to educate
the public about the historicai value of these
particular records, anr; generally to raise
awareness of the importance of public
records." Archabal also related how, in
Minnesota, "tools developed at the state
level to advance the preservation of historic
buildings have gradually evolved to advance
the preservation of our documentary heri-
tage." The special legislative commission
established in 1963 to fund projects to pro-
tect the state's nonrenewal)le resources first
focimed on natural resources. The Minne-
sota His arical Society was succesc+111 in con-
vincing the Commission to include historic
sites, ai id in 1983 and 1985, major conserva-
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'Nina Arrhabal
(Minnesota Historital
Satiety) responds to a
question from the
audienre. At left: Vartan
Gregorian (New Yor*
Pub& Library).
At right Edwin Bridges
(Alabama State Anitives)
and David Hoffman
(P,..nsylvania State
Library).

tion prpierts for its library and archival col-
lections. The appropriation required that
the Society raise matching funds from
nonstate sources and "the fundraising pro-
cess had the benefit of informing our state-
wide giving community of a need to support
preservation." Archabal closed by describ-
ing how the Society was succenful in em-
phasizing environmental controls for a
new historical center, but dismayed to find
that little practical information is available
about the effectiveness of systems. In justi-
fying the need for the new building to the
state legislature and to other funders, the
Society has emphasized the need for the
best possible environmental conditions for
our collections. We have brought about
awareness a this priority. Now we must
insure that we can meet the standards we
have advocated. Accountability to the pub-
lic for funds spent on preservation must go
hand in hand with building public aware-
ness of the need for preservation."

Ed Bridges, Director of the Alabama
Department of Archives and History, began
his presentation by reflecting on the

c.'
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dynamics of institutionswhy some move
forward with new and innovative programs
and others do not, lie ids- -tified success
with the quality of the leadership and com-
mented, "the problem . . . for those of us
who may not be born with the charisma of a
Vartan Gregorian (and I put myself in that
category), is that we hal c to find some way of

. reaching down into ourselves and find-
ing the kind of energy and vitality that will
allow us to be effective leaders (and) raise
the issue of what our organization does to a
public level that will elicit support, interest,
and enthusiasm, and make our efforts, and
the efforts of the institutions we serve, suc-
cessful."

To the array of practical tips heard thus far
from other speakers. Bridges added his own,
an "atrocities file." "Anytime some outrage
occurs, I just drop a note about it into the
atrocities file. Then when I go to a legislative
budget hearing each year I give them updates
from the atrocities fileand that geu out in
the press and really does a good job
generating interest? But heyond the useful
tricks of the trade and "tactical inf.- nination,"

..amow
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exchanged at the conference, Bridges urged
the participants to focus on the common
themes underpinning the conference
those principles that "we can use to be suc-
cessfUl when we return home after the con-
ference." The common themes he identified
included the awareness that "preservation
encompasses the entire documentation of
our cultural heritage. It is a cause worth
serving, and it is worthy of our commitment.
I think we need to make sure that we can
reach down and feel both a belief in the
importance of this cause and a sense of
personal commitment in serving it. If we
don't have that, I think we're going to be
frauds when we go out and try to sell our
programs." The second theme he identified
was to acknowledge that the "documenta-
tion of our culture is an idea the public can
not only understand, but one the public can
and will support. We simply have to find
better ways of eliciting and harnessing that
support and that interest." His third point
was that "we have to understand that pres-
ervation isnot preservation narrowly defined,
but broadly defined, and it encompasses the
whole array of functions that go along with
it, such as appraisal and cataloging and co-
operative effortsthat all of these things are
necessary to serve the broader cause of
preservation. Preservation is a clear concept
that we can use to explain our program to
the public, but we have to understand that
preservation is the point of the wedge, and
the wedge can't really drive in without these
other componenn in it. In that I would
include programs like records management

. . We have to work to idemify and preserve
material at the time it is being created and
not just wait for what comes out of the system
after it's been digested. Otherwise we are
liable to end up with nothing. It's particularly
true in a world of computers, when we've got
everything from census and climatological
records on computers to social welfare case
files in Choctaw County, Alabama, all of
which reside, perhaps, only in an electronic
impulse on a polyester base." The fourth
common theme he identified was that "the
cause we serve is one that encompasses all
types of !ibraries and archives. We all share
in service to this broader mission. We need
to recognize this kinship and use every
opportunity we can to rise above the barriers

norr.massarre iiIMIrr
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of our individual professions and our indi-
vidual institutional level." He commended
the organizers of the conference for bring-
ing together "more librarians and archivists
in one place than any meeting I've ever
artended." In closing, Bridges added his
voice to that of other speakers in calling for
a state and federal partnership. "We have to
set up programs in the states, but we also
have to realize that we don't have the same
type of coherent program at the national
level that Richard Akeroyd suggested in his
six elements for a successful state program.
We have a lot ofdifferent players and a lot of
different interests at the national level."
While applauding concerned federal agen-
cies for working together by sponsoring the
conference, Bridges noted that (for instance)
"we do not have a clear national law that says
that the preservation of the documentary
heritage of the United States is a responsibil-
ity and a commitment of the federal govern-
ment . . The fact that we don't have that
kind of coherent, unified national policy, I
think, is going to be a handicap for us in our
individual states,"
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David Hoffman, Library Services Director
at the Pennsylvania State Library, described
the lessons learned in public relations
through the Pennsylvania Newspaper
Project and related those aspects that work
particularly well on the state and local level.
While the grants front the National
Endowment for the Humanities and the
Pew Memorial Trust were news to the state
library, they weren't newsworthy at the
local level and were not enough to gen.1,raw
the local interest and collaboration neces-
sary for the state newspaper project.
I foffman stressed that . . you need to look
kr the local angle if you want people to
understand your message."While the graws
from national sources "made hardly a
ripple," the project stafigoing into the field
did generate considerable interest. "When
someone comes into your community front
the state and says that you have significant
materials which warrant special attention,
that's news." Publishers of the local paper
would pick up the story. "The son, now
retired, of the publisher who dosed up
shop a generation ago sees that story in the
paper he gets by mail at the other end of the
state, or maybe in Florida, and writes to say
that be has the first 10 years bound and in
good condition in his attic and would like to
give them to somebody who could properly
take care of them." Hoffman's advice on
raising small sums of money from many
sources to match a large grant front a na-
tional source was similar. 'you've got to
look for a local angle if you want people to
Imsen their pursestrings." While entering
cataloging records for newspapers into a
national database is crucial to the success of
the U.S. Newspaper Program, this was not a
goal that interested local institutions. "But
once we got past cataloging and started
microfilming and began to tell people in
the local community, 'Your paper is worth
preserving so that people can use it over
and over and over again,' then we began to
get some little bits and pieces of money.
There are a lot of people and institutions
out there who tell you they are poor. They
don't have the kind of money it takes to do
what they know needs to be done, but they've
been squirreling away some money, little by
little, year after year, in hopes that some day
they will have enough to do the job. We

were able to persuade them that if they
would give us their money, that NEH would
give us the sante ilmount of tnoney and we
could do the Jot, faster." Other strategies
employed in Pennsylvania included identi-
Ning allies and working with them to get the
message out, and building awareness that
the problem is widespread and "not one
which affects just a kw institutions some
distance away that you assume can take care
of themselves, the Library of Congress, the
New York Public Library, etc." "When they
saw that it is was their institution and insti-
tutions like theirs, they began to get inter-

We built a mailing list with 3,200
institutions and names: libraries, historical
societies, publishers, county clerks, newspa-
per editors, legislators, and organizational
leaders in every, field that we could think of
that ought to be interested in what we were
doing." The project staff carried cameras
with them and developed a Pennsylvania-
specific slide show "which we've used doz-
ens of times to build public awareness." The
Pennsylvania strategy for funding preserva-
t km activities echoed advice repeated
throughout the conference: a flexible plan
that is more an agenda than a plan allows
one to take advantage of serendipitous
opportunities. Said Hoffman, "I look at
(preservation) not just as a set of needs or
an agenda, but almost as a bridal gift registry.
Not everyone is going to have the sante
interests, and it's not likely that one fund-
ing source will want to provide the total
package, but you hope lots of people will
bite on something." Hoffman closed by
saying, "There is always a temptation at the
end of a conference like this to say, agree
with everything th, at was said earlier.' And I
have that temptation. There were some
concepts expressed that are especially rel-
evant to the focus of building public
awareness. Larry Tise and Joe Shubert and
a number of others spoke to the need for
support of all sectors of the community. Roy
Blunt, Gary Nichols, Nina Archabal, and Ed
Bridges all talked about different ways of
.:aying that you need to seize opportunities
to create awareness. And finally, George
[Farr], if we were going to start over again
on the Pennsylvania Newspaper Project]

I'd talk with you about enough money to
hire Guy Rocha to handle 7ublicitvr
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In the discussion period that followed the
panel on building public awareness, partki-
pants raised the issue of building awareness
of preservation among the users of a col-
lection, and of the benefits beyond encour-
aging greater care in handling fragile ma-
terials. Users can turn out to be valuable
supporters, as well as useful advocates, Ella
Yates of Virginia commented that "users are
there just waiting to be primed." Nina
Archabal recounted an experience where a
"regular user flour collections happened to
be a vice president of 3M Corporation, who,
over a period of years, watched the materials
that he was using deteriorate and become
more and more fragile until they finally hit
the paper hag with a string around it stage.
He came to us himself and said, 'I think if
you wc:e to bring a request to 3M, that they
would respond to your need,' and indeed
they did, to the tune of a quarter oia million
dollars. So you never know who your users
are." Other participants noted that there are
a number of useful professional publica-
tions that cover staff and user awareness
programs and tools. Carolyn Morrow com-
mented that a journalist from Associated
Press was looking for a national angle on
the conference," and that perhaps the tim-
ing is right and there is a opportunity now to
launch a national campaign on the order of

"A Mind is a Terrible Thing to Waste," and
'Smokey the Bear," both of which were
recipients of the National Advertising
Council' s free public service program. Media
tools developed as part of a national cam-
paign could also be used by the states and
merge state and national concerns. Moving
beyond mere awareness of deteriorating
materials, Varian Gregorian urged the con-
ference to buikl public support for preserva-
tion by broadening the public's concept of
the danger of deteriorating historical re-
sources. "We should say that if materials are
destroyed, are not available, that it is historical
censorship . . . It is not just active denial of
the book, but benign neglect . . . a form of
historical censorship. We think it must be
willful in order to censor, but we also should
stress that neglect, destruction, nonpreser-
vation, is a form of censorship. Along the
same line . . . if you have no access to it,
because it is too fragile, that is also a form of
censorship. I find that works very well when
these arguments are put cogently. People
are always worried about 1984 when there's
willful denial of information, but they're not
worried that you can make whole collec-
tionsliterature, archives, books, papers
unavailable through benign neglect and yet
not be accused of having performed a kind
of censorsh i p."
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Closing

Following luncheon, whereparticipants were once again seated as state delegations,
GERALD L. BALILES, Governor of Virginia and President, National Governors As-sociation, gave the conference closing address. In introducing the Governor, ELLA
YATES, State Librarian, Virginia State Library and Archives, noted that the Gover-
nor was instrumental in "fundinga pre-planning study for an expanded and more
functionally adequate state library and archives facility" and for matching fundsfor a NHPRC grant for conservation surveys in Virginia.

Gerald L Bali les

As one who grew up in a rural county of
Virginia and lived to make periodic raids on
the "Bookmobile," it is a great delight to
speak in the greatest library in the world: the
Library of Congress. I do note, however, that
the topic at handthe preservation of cul-
turally and intellectually important books
is not one thatgovernors are usually asked to
address. But, it is an issue thatwe are increas-
ingly being asked to tackle.

In Virginia, we have our own challenges, as
our Librarian, Ella Gaines Yates, may have
told you. Mrs. Yates has performed hero-
ically in a difficult situation. But the outcome
will be a good onegreater support for the
protection of Virginia's archives and the
construction ()fa new StateLibrary Building.

Of course, I could discu.ss these efforts in
precise and minute detail. But I won't. Rather
it occurred to me that instead of addressing
the how of preserving our past, I would talk
about the why. This way I can reflect on the
general state of education and historical
understandinga topic of sufficien t breadth
to keep us here for awhile. But I won't do
that either. Besides, I have just finished with
the last legislative session of my term of
office. Since I cannot succeed myself, I can
be succinct and, as they say, 'refreshingly
candid" about a serious dilemma in our
country.

Ladies and gentlemen, for the sake of
learning and progress, America spends
greatly on education, but it never seems to
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be enough, and it is always a challenge to
find the support to spend more. It was no
less a figure than Thomas Jefferson who
proposed aprogram of public education for
Virginia. He was turned down. Gradually,
over time, public education received the
broad citizen support needed to sustain a
growing, industrial society. Now, during the
1980s, as states are pouring billions into
secondary and higher education, the federal
government has decided to spend less. The
fortunes of educational fundingas anyone
who has run a library knowscan be mixed.
For a democracy that depends upon edu-
cation for progress, we sometimes have a
curiously ambivalent attitude. MIA we suffer
the consequences for that attitude.

You will recall that it was reported la.st year
that more than 450 years after Copernicus
demonstrated that the Earth revolves around
the sun, millions of adultAmericans seem to
think it is the otherway around. The National
Science Foundation reports, and other sur-
veys confirm, that vast numbers of Ameri-
cans are scientifically illiterate. If you men-
tion SDI, acid rain, the greenhouse effect, or
the space race to the average American,
chances are they will have no idea what you
are talking about. While that is bad enough,
the National Geographic Society says that
while our our relative position in the cosmos
may confuse some, there are just as many
others perplexed by ground-level relation-
sh i ps. A IlcW report by the National
Governor's Association notes that when
asked to do so, au.ny students are hard
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pressed to locate the United States on a map,

much less Bulgaria. A recent ABC-TV survey

of teenagers found that two-thirds could not
identify Chernobyl. One student guessed
that Chernobyl was Cher's real name.

None of this is altogether new. During the
presidential campaign in 1956, Adlai
Stevenson, who suspected he was doomed to
lose in the face of General Eisenhower's
overwhelming popularity, delivered a par-
ticularly eloquent, well-crafted speech. It
was a tour de force that included a near-
poetic recitation of the current issues, the
variotcs policy options, and his perso-:al pre-
scription. Afterward, a women came up to
him and said, "Governor, your speech was
magnificent. You'll get the vote of every
thinking person." "It's not enough," Steven
son replied, "I need a majority."

While that is what we call cynicism, it is all

too often true these days. A democracy is
premised upon the ability of people to use
their collective wit to establish a rational
society.Therefore, in any democracy, igno-

Carole Hendmon
(Ameriam blowy
Assoriation) rongratuiates
&mild Aalifrs, Governor of
Virginia, after his
presentation, while Ella
Gaines Yates (Virginia
State Library and
Arrhives) looks on.

rance becomes a self-inflicted wound.
Though the situation may not be new, the
implications are more ominous than
esrer----particularly since America is com-
peting with nations of people, young and
old, driven by a desire to learn, a compul-
sion not always evidenced in America. It is

an attitude that mti.st be changedand the
National Governor's Association is trying.

Our agenda, called "America in Transition:

the International Frontier." specifically
addresses the problems of a population
poorly versed ir geography, languages, and
cultural understanding. While we hope our
effiirts will help, the issue cuts deep. I would
suggest that if we are ever going to really
change our attitude toward learning, then
we must begin by changing our attitude
toward the past. A nation that fails to respect
its history is unlikely to understand, much
less control, its (inure. While we can talk
about the technology of preservation, we
must aLso teach the utility of history itself, its
value in everyday life, its worth to every
citizen.
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Does it matter what other people thought,
what they wrote, what they cared about? Of
course it does, but we must make more
people realize it, a difficult challenge at best.
Daniel Boorstin once reflected: "We are
flooded with disposable memoranda from
us to ourselves, but we are tragically inept at
receiving messages from our ancestors."

We can change that. We can make more
people understand, as historian Christopher
Lasch says, that "all of us, both as individuals
and as a people are shaped by past events
more than we fully understand . . . Trapped
in a past not of their making, most people
cannot afford the illusion that tradition
counts fbr nothing, even if much of their
energy goes into the struggle against it."

We can also explain history in tern.s of
tomorrow. Arthur Schlesinger puts it an-
other way. He says that we are hurtling "into
[an] inscrutable future. But it cannot wipe
clean the slate of the past . . the past helps
explain where we are today and how we got
here. Knowledge of what Americans have
been through in earlier times will do us no
harm as we grope through the darkness of
our own days."

At this point in my remarks, I suppose I
could cite pcogram or proposal with es-
pecially high promise for changing things. I
am, after all, sympathetic to such efforts. Or,
I could pledge my personal support for the
National Endowment for the Humanities'
increased funding for its Office of Preserva-
tion. This I happily doand I hope some-
one will pass the ward to Cvagress and the
President. Stil:, I think the task at hand is
much larger than any single program or
allocation.

If in fact we hope to develop support for
preserving and protecting our written past,
then we will have to do more to convince the
public that it is important. It is a public issue
like other issues. For instance, the environ-
mental movement did not spring forth in
full bloom. It had to be nurtured and culti-
vated. Support for mental health, child care,
special education, and a vast array of other
concerns have been approached in the same
wayand with results.

Can the preservation of historic documents.
old books, and manuscripts be made into an
issue of more general public concern? Yes,
but in order to do so we must inspire more
people with the significance and magic of
history. In a nation that last year wave its
highest cinematic award to a film about early
20th century China, that may not be impos-
sible. History can be made to live.

I recall that to mark the 30th anniversary of
American Heritage in December 1984, the
editor asked a number of public figures,
authors, and scholars to consider one ques-
tion: "What is the one scene or incident in
American history you would like to have
witnessedand why? Noel Perris, Professor
of English at Dartmouth College, said he
would like to have had an extra long life, and
to have sat on a pier between 1200 and 1500,
to see who besides Columbus and Sebastian
Cabot showed up. Others would have been
around for the signing of t he Civil RightsAct
of 1964, the opening of the Erie Canal, the
surrender at Appomattox, or the first per-
formance of Gershwin's Rhapsody in Blue.
In any case, the point is the same: For these
people, history is not a dry recitation of facts
and dates; rather it is recalling real and
tangibk. events, all woven together in a vastly
intricate pattern to produce what we call the
present. But is it that way for most Ameri-
cans? Do they understand that history is
consequential, that it matters?

Bill Moyers, in a 1985 article, makes this
disturbing point. He says, if, as in George
Orwell's 1984, history can be stopped by
design, can it not be eroded by ignorance in
a free society? Ladies and gentlemen, educa-
tion is fundamental to democratic aspira-
tions, to the hopes of freedom and the
promise of progress. Whether the subject is
geography, Japanese, anthropology, or
history, we must do all we can to secure
financial support and inspire public under-
standing.

When promoting public education, Tho-
mas Jefferson found it a hard nut to crack in
the 18tli century. America has often shown
itself o be just as thick in the 20th century.
But we can make a difference. And librar-
ians and archivists can be a powerful army
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in the cause. Last Nrar, while in in China, I
was told an old Chinese proverb: -A book is
like a garden in the pocket." In China there
is a proverb for everything. Still, back where
I grew up, I learned a proverb of my Own.

discmered that a book was a window on
the w'orld.

A small, nu al library made a great differ-
ence in my understanding of the world and
all the possibilities that lie within it. Yes,
books are worth preservin,, history is worth
recallingand your efforts are most wort hv
of our support. Uwe put our minds to it, we
might make a nation agree.
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Speaker Biographies
(in ordrr of appearancr)

Carole Corcoran Huxley
Carole Corcoran Iluxky is Deputy Commis-

sioner fOr Cultural Education with the New Thrk
State Educatiim Deplu-tnient Albany, New York.
She directs the operation of the State Library, the
State Museum . and the State Archives as well as
overseeing regulators and government aid pro-
grams of $100 million related to libraries. public
broadcasting, and other cultural institutions.
From 1980 to 1982 she was Director of the Divi-
sion of Special Programs for the National
Endownwm fOr the Humanities (NEH); prior to
assuming that post she held several ot her positions
with NEIL including Deputy Director and Pro-
gram Officer fin the Division of State Programs.
She is a member of the Commission on Preser-
vation and Access and Vice Chair of the New Nink
Council on the Humanities.

James H. Killington
James II. Killington is the Librarian of Con-
ess. An author and historian, aswell as educator

and administrator, Dr. Killington came to the
Library in 1987 from the Wevidrow Wilson
International Center for Scholars, where he had
set" ed as director since 1973. Dr. BillMgton is the
an bor of a number of books, two of whk.h The
In a and the A xe and Fin' in the A it ads ig Ahm--we re
nominated for National Kook Awards. He has
also participated as a host, commentator. or con-
sultant on numerous educational and network
television programs; he has accompanied White
hmse and cemgressional delegations as well as a

library and a church delegation to the U.S.S.R.
As Librarian of Congress Dr, Rillington initiated
a year-long Management and Planning Studs.
(MAP). reorgaWzation of the Libran, the
.Anteno i Memory project, and a major initiative to
process arrearages in the Library' collections.

Don W. Wilson
Don W. Wilson is Arch ivist of the United States.

Prior to his selection as Arehivist in 1987, Dr.
Wilson held a sat iety of positions as an archival
administrator in both Federal and state institu-
tions. lie sened as Dime tor of the Gerald R. Ford
Library and Museum, as well as Deputy Director
of the Dwight D. Eisenhower Library. Other
positions held include Associate Direcuw, State
listorical Society of Wisconsin and Archivist <ti-

the Kai,...as State Historical Society. Dr. Wilson
has also served on the history facuhies of the
University t)l'Michigan and Washburn University

of Topeka. Kansas. As Archivist of the United
States. Dr. Wilson has developed a 10-point action
plan to meet various challenges lacing the
National Archives. particularly in the areas of
preservation and electnmic records. A major
initiative undertaken by Dr. Wilson and the
National Archives is the design and construction
of a new federal archival facility on the College.
Park campus of the Univvrsin of Maryland
scheduled Int completion in 1994. Dr. Wilson is
the author of Governor Chad" &In n.kon el Kansas
and numerous scholat iv articles.

Lynne V. Cheney
Lynne V. Cheney has %rived as Chairman of

the National Endowment for the Humanities
(NEI I) since 1986. As Chairman of NE11, Mrs.
Cheney directs an independent federal agency
with a $153 million budget providing grants to
scholars, colleges, museums, libraries and other
cultural institutions to support rest-arch, educa-
tion, preservation and public programs in the
lumanities. &hire coming to NEIL Mrs. Cheney

was a college and university teacher. a magazine
editor. and widely-published author, With her
husband, Congressman Richard Cheney (R-WV),
she wrote a history of the House of Representa-
tises. As NE11 Chairman, Mrs. Cheney has be. n
particularly concerned with the way knowledge
of the humanities is shared. She directed the
Endowment's congressionally mandawd assess .

ment of the state of the humanities in the nation
arid wrote Humanities in America, released in 1988
She is also the author of a congressionally man-
dated study olhumanities education in U.S. public
schoe )1s, A raerica a Aferrum, released in August 1987,
In April 1988, Mrs. Cheney presented tot 'amgress,
a plan and a capability budget to significantly
expand the programs of NEI l's Ofike of Pres-
ervation. In fiscal year 1989. Congress increased
the appropriation for presenation pn %rams from
$4.5 to $12.3 million.

Karen Garlick
Karen Garlick is a Senior Conservator at the

National Archives since juin. 1988. She is
responsible fin special projects in the Document
Conservation Branch including echwation al
programs, development and writing of standards,
and reference 14: public relations. She is also
Adjunct Professor at the University of Maryland

ALibrarvand Information Senireswhere
she teaches "Introduction to Library. and Archives
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Preservation." She was fiwinerly a Senior Paper
Consrvator at the library of Congrexs from
1982-88 where she was the paper conservation
liaison with the Manuscript Division and the
library ol Congress "Top Treasures."

Trudy H. Peterson
Trudy H. Peterson has held various positions

Ath the National Archives since 1968, and in
1987 becanw Assistant Archivist for the National
Archives where she administers a staff of 600 in
five divisions, lour staffs. two centers, and eleven
regional archives. One of these divisions is the
Preservation Policy and Services Division, which
includes all paper and special media labs in the
WashMgton. D.C. area and in San Francisco. Ms.
Peterson is t he author of A rclUm and Manuscripts:
Law (1985) and Bask Archival Workshop Exercises
(1982) published by the Scwiety of American
Archivists, Agricultural Exports, Farm Income, and
theEisenhour rAdministration published in 1979 by
the University of Nebraska Press, and numerous
journal articles and essays. Major professional
activities include President of the Agricultural
History Society (1988-89). Executive Committee
of the Society for History in the Federal Gov-
ernment (1987-89), and Society of American
Archivists Council (1984-87). She also served on
the Editorial Board of The American Archivist
(1978-81). In 1987 she received the Fellows
Posner Prize from the Society. of Amerkan Ar-
chivists.

George F. Farr, Jr.
George F. Farr, Jr. is Director of the Office of

Preservation of the National Endowment for the
Iluman i ties since] an nary 1987, after serving since
1985 as Deputy Direc u it- of the Office oft :hallenge
Grams. Mr. Fart rdint' to the Endowment in
1976, joining the Division of Research as Assistant
Director for its newly-created Research Materials
Program, which made grants for the preparation
of research tools and reference works, authori-
tative editions, and translations. During his ten-
ure, a new category of grants (now the United
States Newspaper Program) was established to
er.abk individual states to locate. catalog, and
microfilm their newspaper holdings fnr preser-
vation and access. Under Mr. Farr's direction.
the Office of Preservation is expanding to launch
a major microfilming effort for the preservatkm
of brittle books in research libraries.

Carolyn Clark Morrow
Carolyn Clark Morrow is Malloy-Rabinowitz

Preservation Librarian in the Harvard University
library. At the time of the conference she was
Assistant National Preservation Program Officer
at the Library of Congrexs where she coordinated

the Library's role in cooperative preservation
projects and participated in the development of
Library policies with an impact on national
preservation efforts. In addition, she consulted
with groups developing statewide, regional, and
consortial preservation programs. In 1988 she
chaired a librarywide Task Force on Preservation
Selection to draft a preservation selection policy
for the printed collections of the Library of
Congress. Before corning to LC in 1985, she was
Preservation Librarian at Morris Library, South-
ern Illinois University, where for six years she
managed a comprehensive preservation program
for a collection of 1.8 million volumes and addi-
tional special collections. While in Illinois she
launched the Illinois Cooperative Conservation
Program, a statewide program to provide pres,
ermion information and assistance. Her major
publications include The Preservation Challenge
(1983) and Conservation Treatment Procedures
(Second edition, 1986).

Larry J. Hackman
Larry.). Hackman is Assistan t Commissioner of

Education and Director of the New York State
Archives and Records Administration (SARA).
SARA is responsible for advising, assisting, and
regulating state agencies in the management and
disposition of their records; for identifying and
administering the archival records of state gov-
ernment; for advising local government on
records administration and retention; and for
providing coordination and technical and
financial axsistance for non-government histori-
cal records programs throughout the state. This
latter function was legislated in : 987 through the
"Documentary Heritage Bill." Before coming to
New York in 1981, Mr. Hackman was Director of
the Historical Records Program of the National
Historical Publications and Records Cormois-
sion. 1-k co-chaired the New N --mk Document
Conservation Advisory Council (1983-87) which
published. in 1988, Our Memory at Risk: Thrserving
New Yarir's L'nique Research Resources. He has
given more than 100 presentations on histori-

cal records assessment, planning, and program
development at national, state, and institutional
levels; grant seeking and grant making; and on
documentation analysis. His publications include
articles in The Ameriain Archivist, Oral Historf
Review, The Public Historian, History Newt, and
he Midwestern Archivist.
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Bridget L. Ixnont is Director of the Illinois

State Library (ISL.), a Division of the Office of the
Secretary of State, since June 1983. 1SL serves as
the library for state government and coordinates
and promotes library development through a
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single statewide cooperative network, the Illinois
Library and Information Network (ILLINET).
Major programs of the agency include state grants
for library construction, the Illinois literacy ef-
fort, a statewide cooperative collection develop-
ment program, and library, system development.
In 1985, Ms. Lamont appointed a Statewide Pres-
ervation Task Force charged with developing a
five-year preservation plan for Illinois.

David Mokkeaansen
David Mohke-Hansen was Di rec tor of the South

Carolina Historical Socir' through December
1988. He is now Curator of Manuscripts and
Director of the Southern Historical Collection at
the University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill
and secretary of t he newly formed North Carolina
Preservation Consortium. He has written on
aspects of Southern intellectual history aS well as
on such archival topics as the compraerization of
access to Norwegian manuscritit collections,
access to archival literature, and cimgregational
archives.

Lisa L. Fox
Lisa L. Fox is director since 1985 of the

SOLINET Preservation Program where she is
responsible for the establishment, planning, and
direction of a cooperative preservation program
serving libraries and arch ives in a ten-state region.
SOLINET's preservation program consists of
conferences and workshops, an information
clearinghouse and reference service, institutional
consultation and needs amessment, and disaster
assistance. In addition to developing and teaching
extensive preservation education programs for
SOL1N ET, Ms. Fox has participated in programs
presented by the American Library Association
(ALA) and the Society of American Archivists
(SAA). In 1987, she was appointed to chair the
Conservation Section of SAA.

I.AnTaine D. Summers
Lorraine Summers is the Assistant State

librarian for Florida since 1978. She has been
involved in state library work since 1971, coming
to the State Library of Florida as a public library
consultant, with emphasis in federal grants
coordinadon. In her positions at the State library,
Ms. Summers has been closely involved in state-
wide planning, library systems development, and
monitoring and assessment of a variety of library
activities. She has worked with numerous pro-
fessional and citizen groups in developing and
extending library and information SCINiCes. Ac-
tive in professional organizatims, she has recently
completed a term as President of the Association
of Specialized and Cooperative Library Agencies
of the American Library Association.

John Townsend
John Townsend is Program Administrator of

the New York State Program for the Conservation
and Preservation of library Research Mart-rials.
Before joining the staff of the State Library in
1987, Mr. Townsend served as head of the Res-
toration Office at the New Yewk Public Library. In
addition, Mr. Townsend has served as preserva-
tion consultant to the National Library of Indo-
nesia since 1984.

Karen Motylewski
Karen Motylewski joined the Northeast Docu-

ment Conservation Center (NEIX ;C.) as Director
of Field Service in 1986 and provales consulting
sc, !vices for preservation and disaster planning to
a wide range of colkctions-holding institutions.
She is a member of the National Institute for
Conservation, Survey Working Group, and has
participated in teaching and organizing numer-
ous workshops.

Paul Conway
Paul Conway is on the Archival Research and

Evaluation Staff of the National Archives and
Records Administration, At the time of the con-
ference, he was Preservation Program Officer of
the Society of American Archivists. Before join-
ing the SAA staff, he was an archivist for 10 years
at the Gerald R. Ford Library in Ann Arbor,
Michigan.

Nancy Sahli
Nancy Sahli is currently Director of the Records

Program, National Ilistorical Publications and
Records Commission (NHPRC). Although her
work at the Commission has focused on archival
automation and the administration of grant
projects, women's history has always been one of
her primary interests as two of her major publica-
tions Elizabeth Blachwdl, M.D. (1821-19114: A Biog-
raphy (1982) and Women and Sexuality in America:
A Bibliography (1984) demonstrate. In addition to
these, Dr. Sahli edited the NHPRC's Dirrtmy of
Archive.% and Manuscript Repositories in the United
States (1978). Her most recent work is MARC firr
Arrhives and Manuscripts: The AMC Format (1985)
for which she received the C.F.W. Coker Prize
from the Society of American Archivists in 1986.
Dr. Sahli is a Fellow of the SAA, and is currently
a member of the editorial board of The Amencan
Archivist.

Wesley L Boonagaarden
Wesley L. Boomgaarden is Preservation Officer

at The Ohio State University Libraries. Prior to
his appointment at Ohio State, he served On the
staff of the Conservation Division of the New York
Public Library, the Conservation Department of
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the Minnesota Historical Society, the Preserev
lion Departtnent of Columbia University
Libraries, and Mat akster College Library. lie is
active in the Preservation of Libra's, Materials
Section and the Rep oduction of Librare Mate-
vials Section of the Amerkan Library Association,
and in the Ohio Preservation Council.

Howard P. Lowell
Howard Lowell is Delaware State Ardiivist

and Records Administrator. At the time of the
conference he was administrator of Oklahonm's
State Archives and Records Management ho-
gram. Long concerned with the probkms of
ref ords preservation, he has served aS a preser-
vation ne.nagement coitsultant to several state
library and archives agencies. Included anumg
his consultant projects are the drafting of state
presemit ion plans for Colorado and New Jersey,
In 1978 he served as Interim Ditector of ?Ne
Northeast Document Conservation Centet .
lowellaiso has three ted two national preservation
needs assessment projects the Western States
Materials Conservation Project and the National
Aysociat ion ofCawernment Archives and Records
Administrators' (NAGARA) studyof preserraticm
needs in state arthiyes.

Roy D. Blunt
Rov Blunt was elected Miss(mri's 32nd Secre-

tary of State in 1984. Prior to his election as
Secretary of State, he served 12 years as a county
official for Springfield and Greene Comm. He
has served as Chairman of the Missouri /lousing
Developnwnt 'anninission, and as 7hairman
of the Missouri Opportunity 2000 Comm;ssion.
Tlw Secretary of State currenth serves as the
Chairman of the G4wernor'st :ouncil on literacy.

Secretary Blunt has taught Amet kan & Mimouri
history and Government at both the secondary
and college level. lie is the author and co-author
of several publications dealing with voting pro-
cedures and voting rights. He is presently serving
on the advisorv board to the Federal Election
Commission. In 1986. Secretary Blunt was cho-
sen one of the Ten Outstanding Young Americans
for that veal.

Barbara F. Weaver
Barbara F. Weaver is Assistant Commissioner

and Stat librarian, New Jersey Department of'
Education. Before cotnMg to New Jersey in 1978,
she was Regional Administrator for the Central
Massachusetts Regional Library System ( 971-78).
lief professional offices have included President,
Chief Officets of State Library Agencies ( 1987-88)
ond Secretary, Council of State library Agencies
in the Northeast (1986-87). Since 1978 she has
been a Member of the Advisory Associates for
Rutgers Uniyersib School of Communications,

Information, and Li hi ary Science. Fr urn 1979-82
she sewed as a member oldie Depository library'
Council to the Public Printer.

Richard G. Akeroyd, Jr.
Ric hard 6. Akeroyd, Jr. has been State librarian

of-Connecticut since 1986. lk manages a staff of
250 with a FV49 budget $16 million. Tlw state
library agetwy is responsible for a library collec-
tion of Tr million items, state archives. puLoc
recordsadndnistrafion, the Connecticut Museum
of I listory, and statewide libran development.

He was previously Assistant Ow Librarian at
the Denver Public library (1980-86) and Direc-
tor of Planning iaid Research at the Connecticut
State Library (1974-77). He was a Program and
Planning Consultant for the White House Con-
ference on library and Information SCIliCYS
(1977-79) and was recently appointed by t he U,S.
Senate to serve on the 30-member adrisory com-
mittee for thr second White House conference
and in Jane 1990, he was appointed as chairman
a the committee. In 1987 he appointed a Con-
necticut Task Forge on Pr serration to identifi
major problem areas, recotnmend solutions, and
establish priotifies.

Joseph F. Shubert
Joseph F. Shubert is New York State Iibririan

and Assistant Commissioner fOr libraries. Under
his leadership, New York State has organiied
school library systems covering the State, and
initiated aid fin public library outreach, health
sciences information, regional databases and
preservation of deteriorating research materials.
Before moving to the New York State Library in
1977. Mr. Shubert served as State librarian in
Ohio for 11 Years. Mr. Shubert has served as
Chairman of the American Library Association
Legislation Cmnmit tee, and as Pi esiden t f the
Chief Hikers of State I ibrarY Agencies. He was
a member of the Design Group for the proposed
1989 White How Confeience on Library and
Information Services, and is currently chairing
the Legislation Cmumittee of the Chief Officers
of State Library Agencies. lie is a director of the
Nort heast Document Conservation Center and a
member of the Library of Congress Network
Advisory Cotn m it we and several editorial boards.
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Cary Nichols
Gam Nichols is the State Librarian of Maine.

He joined the State I ibraty in 1969 as the Director
of library Development and was named State
Librarian in 1973. Ile is past President and Chair
of the Board of Directots of the Northeast
Document Camservation Center as well as Sec-
retary of the Chief Officers of State Library
Agencies, Treasurer of the Ch ief Officers of State
Library Agencies in the Northeast, and a member
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of the executive boards of the Maine Library
Associatiim. the Bagaduce Music Lending Library,
and the Maine 11(41:tang Human Rights Center.

Guy Louis Rocha
Guy Louis Rocha has been State Archives and

Records Administrator, Nevada State Division of
Archives and Records since 1981. He was previ-
ously Interim Director at the Nevada Historkal
Society and from 1976-81 Curator of Manuscripts.
His institutional and organizational affiliations
include the Conference of Intermountain
Archivists where he served on the Council horn
1979-87 and was President 1985-86. He has been
a member of tlw Nevada State Histot ical Records
Advisory Board, serving as Coordinator since
1985 and President of t he Northern Nevada Public
Administrators' Group (1986447). In 1984-87 he
was a nwmber of the State Historkal Records
t'Axwdinators Steering Committee. A frequent
speaker at conferences and forums in the West
on archival topic. Mr. Rocha is also the author of
numerous articles on Nevada history.

Edward C. Papenfuse, Jr.
Edward C. PapenfUse. Jr. has been Archivist

and Commissioner of Land Patents of Maryland
since 1975. From 1975 to 1980 the holdings of
the Archives quadrupled and a preliminary
inventory system developed by Dr. Papenfuse
and his staff allowed even' series unit to he de-
scribed, making retrieval feasible and workable.
Between 1981 and 1986, Dr. Papenfuse oversaw
the planning, design, and construction of a new
$8.9 million State Archives ficcility.

lkside writing on archival matters. Dr.
PapentUse is an American historian with primary
interest in the 17th and 18th centuries. I ic is
currently working on the English origins of
Maryland, focusing on the gra nting of the ( larter
(1632) and thy promotional efforts that led to
colonization. In 1985 he was mimed "Marylander
of the Year' by the Marvkmd Colonial Society and
received the National Govermns Associaticm's
award for Distinguished Service to State Gov-
ernment.

Sally Jones
Sally.jones has been the Associate Director- of

Development for Major Gills at the American
University in Washington, D.C. since 1987, iler
professional fundraising career began at Boys
Clubs of America where she was its first Director
of Foundation Relations. From there she moved
to New Yin-lc University. again as Director of"
Foundation Relations. where she helped raise
$28 million in foundation support for the uni-
versity over a two-year period. In 1984 Ms. Jones
WaS hired by the State of Liberty-Ellis Island
Foundation (SOL-EIF) as Director of Foundations

and Research. Among other things, her
responsibilities at SOL-EIF included the role of
foundation liaison to the National Park Service
and various advisory committees. This unique
public/private partnership secured, over a
two-year period. 5325,000 to restore the Statue of
Liberty and the northern portion of Ellis Island.

Ann Russell
Ann Russell has served a.s Executive of the

Northeast Document Omservation Center
( NEDCC) since 1978. Medi lush! she was Assistant
Director of the DeCordova Museum in Lincoln,
Massachusetts. She is Chairman of' the Legisla-
tive Committee of the Conservation Section of
the Society of American Archivists and a member
of the Massachusetts Arts Advocacy Committee.
She serves on the Board of Directors of the
In term useum Conservation Association in
Oberlin. Ohio, on the Membership Committee
of the National Institute for Conservation of
Cultural Property, and on the Collecticms and
Exhibitions Conunittee of th DeCordova
Museum.

Ellsworth H. Brown
Ellsworth H. Brown is President and Director

of the ( hit agoli istoric al Society. Refine coming
to the Society in July 1981, he was Direcior of the
Tennessee State Museum. While in Tennessee.
he also taught courses in the management of
cultural institutions & historical agencies and
courses in amseology. His professional offices
and experiences include chairing the ad hoc
Long Range Planning Committee (1984-89) of
the American Association fur State and Local
nistory and serving as Trasurer of the American
Association of Museums. I ir has extensive
experience as a consultant to museums and was a
founding member of the Ur' m History Asso-
ciation. Other experiences include substantial
involvement in the legislative processes related to
local. state & federal funding of museums, and
associated experience in hearings for the states of
Tennessee and Illinois, and for Congress.

Larry E. rise
At the time of the conference, Larry E. Tise was

Director of the American Association for State
and Local History (AASLII). The Association
represents over 9,000 historical sockties, orga-
nizations, and agendes in the U.S. and Canada.
Befine coming to AASI.11 in 1987, he was Ex-
ecutive Director of the Pennsylvania /lister ical
and Museum (;ornmission. His natumal appoint-
ments and offices include membership in the
National I listorical Publications anti Records
Commission (1982-88), the U.S. Advison Coun-
cil on Historic' Preservatimi (1979-81), President
of the National Association of State Archives and
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Record Administrattns (1980-81), and Chair-
manship of the National Council on Public His-
tory (1983-85). 1 i is publications include Proskitery:

A History of the Defense Skelly in America, 1700,-
1840 (1987), The Enterprise of History in Pennsylva-
nia: The Nis (1987), and Winston Salon in History
(4 volumes, 1976), and numerous articles anti
pamphletson the topksof public history. historic
preservation, archives, slavery and race, religious
history, and urban history.

John F. Burns
Since 1981, John F. Burns has been State

Archivist of Califhenia, where he is responsible
for the direction of the State Archisrs and the
State (=merriment Oral Histmy Program. Con-
current offices held include Secretary, California
Heritage Preservation Commission; Coordina-
tor, ( Wifornia flistorical Records Advisors' Board:
Executive Director, California State Archives
Foundation; and member, California Historic
State Capitol Commission. From 1977-81 he was
Adnnnistrator of the Washington State Historical
Records and Archives Project. Current profes-
sional offices include President of the National
Associath H1 of-Government Archives and Records
Adr iinistratorsand Chair (lithe Society of Ameri-
can Archivists Committee on Goals and Priori-
ties. Previous offices include nwmber of the
Steering Committee, California Committee for
the Promotion of istory (1984-87) and Chair of
the State Historical Re-cords Coordinator's
Steering Committee (1983-85). Ile is Editor-in-
chief tif three volumes in the archival guide
series, /hoar-kat Records of Waslangton ( 1980-

81) and co-author of the ItWingtou State Aniihkes
Guide to the Grwenuir'A Paper,. 1853-1'176 (1977).

Varian Gregorian
In March, 1989. Varian Grew nian became

President tit Brown University. fle was forniel Is
President and ( 'Ina Executive Officer of t he New
Ytn-k Public Library, a position he had held since
1981. ik is an historian with broad interests in
the humanities, Smith Asian history, history of
Armenia and the Causasus, as well as European
intellectual history. Born in Tab; iz. Iran, and
educated in I banon, Mr. Gregorian came to the
linited States in 1956 to attend Stanford I nive-
sits, where he was awarded both his B.A. and his
Ph.D, jim Iiistinv anti liumanities.

From 1968-72, he taught at the Universnv of
Texas at Austin. In 1972, Mr. Gregorian joined
the faculty of the Universiry cif Pennsylvania.
During his wnure there he semed as the Found-
ing Dean of the Faculty ofArts and Sciences from
1972-78 and in 1978 assumed the Punostship nf
the University. As Dean -and Provost, he partook

in the academic planning and successful comply,-
lion of the University's $255 million Capital Cam-
paign. Mr. Gregorian is the author of wIlw
Emergence of' Modern Afghanistan: Politics of
RefOrm and Modernization. 1880-1946," and
other scholarly anicles. He is a member of several
boards and comnnssimis, including the Commis-
sion on Preservation and Access. Mr. Gregorian
is the recipient of over 20 honorary degrees and
bas been decorated by the French, Italian, and
Austrian governments.

At New York Public, Mr. Gregorian overtQw
major fund raising and public relations c-Am-
paign that brought alxnu dramatic improvemen ts
in the library building as well as its physical plant
and programs, restoring New York Public Library
to the miter of New Thrk's cultural life.

David R. Hoffman
In 1981, David I lollMan became Director of

I.ibrary Services at tbe State I.ibrary of Pennsylva-
nia. Since 1984. he has also directed the Penn-
syhania Newspaper Project, which is supported
by NEM with the assistance of several founda-
tions, the Pennsylvania Getwral AssemblY.
libraries, historical sorietit-s, publishers, and
individual donors. I lis professional career hm
included posidons at the Wisconsin I ihntrv Com-
mission. AnitTican library ASS4wiatitm, Montana
State Library. and the University of Wisconsin-
Extension in Madison. lie is a hoard int-umber of
the Mid-Atlantic Presetvation Service (MAPS),
and of PAI.IN ET. and is a delegate to tht- (X 3.0
Users Council.

Edwin Bridges
Edwin Bridges is t he cctor of the Ahtbama

Depanmem of Archives and Ifistory. if e began
his career at the Archives in 1976 as Assistant to
the Director. From 1978-81, he served as Direc-
tor of the Mministrative Division of the Georgia
Department of Archives and I Odom. lie WINes
m numenms Alabama boards, including the

State Records Comunssitm, the Local Govern-
men t Records Commission, the Alabama
Ilistorical Records Advisors. Boat th the Alabama
flistorical Commission, and the Alabama
flistorical Associaticm. Most recently he was one
of the two Anwrican archivists to visit archives in
the Sov:et Unitm under the auspice's ot the
I'S-1.'Si.SR Commission on Archival ( 'ampenitit
of the Ann-lit-an Council of Learned Societies
and the Main Archival Administratnur of the
USSR Comwil of Ministers. lie is the authot of
the State aivernment Records chapter of Diveu-
mein ting America. the wpon on the first round of
state itssessment projects funded by the National
flistoncal Publ icatiot !sand Recta ds :onunimion.
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Nina M. Archabal
Nina M. Arc habal is Director of the Minnesota

Historkal Society. She joined the' Society in 1977
as the Assistant Supervisor of the Education
Division, became Deputy Director for Program
Management in 1978 and has directed the Soci-
ety since 1986. Her professional offices have
included Secretary, American Association for
State and local History (1986) and Trustee,
Upper Midwest Conservation Association
(1978411). Ms. Archabal is a nwmber of the
American Association of Mu. cum Accreditation
Visiting Committee and a surveyor for that
association 's Museum') Assessmen t Program.

Gerald Lee Baffles
Gerald Ire &Odes is Canvinor of the kimmon-

wealth of Virginia. As Virginia's chief executive,
(knrrnnrBaliksadministcrs a biennialstate budget
of $22 billion. During his term in office, the
Gownior has initiated a series of major legislative
and policy changes including: the Virginia Tax
Reform Act to establish greater equity in state
taxation and to return more than S 135 billion to
the taxpasers over five wars; the Commission on
EfficiencY in Government to find ways to make

state government more irsponsive; a 12-year, $12
billion transporution program for the improve-
ment and constnwtion of roads, seaports, airports
and mass transit; programs to emphasize interna-
tional education and to fight adult illiteracy; a new
multi-state agreement to restore the Chesapeake
Bay, and greater emphasis on the developmem of
international trade for Virginia products and
senices.

After law schooljerty Balilesjoined the Virginia
Attorney General's Office as an Assistant Attorney
General specializing in environmental law. Aftem
leaving that office to enter private practice, he
successfidly stmght a seat in the Virginia House of
Delegate's. In 1981, he sought statewide office for
the first time and was elected Attorney General of
Virginia. His record in that office enabled him to
secure the Democratic Party nomination for the
Mkt. of Governor. In November of 1985. he was
elected the sixty-fifth Gewernor of Virginia.

In 1988. (kwernor Babies was elected by his
peers to serve as the )988-89 Chairman of the
National Governors' Association; having already
served as the Chairman of the Southern Growth
Polides Board and the Chairman of the Southern
States Energy Board.
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